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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Con- 
necituct. to present data and performance of the unslotted 
tests conducted under Contract NAS3- 10483, High-Loading 
Low-Speed Fan Study. 
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ABSTRACT 
High-Loading, LowSpeed Fan Study 
II. Data and Performance, Unslotted Blades and Vanes 
A single-stage fan with a tip sped of 1000 ftlsec (304.8 m/sec) and a hub-tip 
ratio of 0.392 was tested from 65 to 1 10 percent of design speed. The tests 
were conducted with uniform inlet flow and with the inlet flow distorted both 
radially and circurnferent~y. At design speed, maximum stage pressure ratio 
was 1.484 and maximum efficiency was 88.1 percent. Stator-hub-slit suction 
was used to imp- stator performance. W i  measurements were made at 
the stage inlet and exit and show trends different from those of other fans. 
I. SUMMARY 
Tests were conducted to determine detailed aerodynamic and some acoustic characteristics 
of a highly-loaded single-stage fan. The stage consisted of a low-tipspeea rotor separated 
from the stator by two rotor-chord lengths. In addition to  tests with uniform inlet flow, 
tests were conducted with the inlet flow distorted both radially and circumferentially. 
Stator-hub-slit suction was investigated to determine its effect on aerodynamic performance. 
Acoustic measurements were taken in the inlet plenum and downstream of the stator vanes. 
Over-all performance tests with uniform-inlet flow at 100 percent of design speed demonstra- 
ted a peak stage efficiency of 88.1 percent and a pressure ratio of 1.484 at a near-stall throttle 
setting. At design speed and weight flow, a stage pressure ratio of 1.458 and an efficiency of 
84.8 percent were obtained compared with design values of 1 -5 and 87.3 respectively. Little 
itall margin existed at 100 percent of design speed and above. 
Rotor mid-span losses at near-stall are lower than predicted for design speed. Rotor-hub 
losses are considerably higher than design, as are rotor-tip deviation angles. Stator spanwise 
losses at near-stall are less than predicted for design speed. Stator-hub losses are higher than 
those of the tip, even with stator-hub-slit suction. Blade loadings in terms of diffusion factor 
were accurately predicted as 0.53 at 5 percent span from the rotor tip and 0.61 at 5 percent 
from the stator hub. 
Stator-hub-slit suction reduced stator-hub losses, so that over-all efficiency at 100 percent of 
design speed was impnwed by 1% percent. A slit flow of approximately 0 2  percent of total 
inlet flow was used. 
Imposed inlet distortions, either radial (outer two-fifths of the annulus area) or circumferential 
(9Odegree sector) caused only small decreases in over-all efficiency and pressure ratio from the 
values for undistorted flow performance. The radial distortion reduced the stall margin at 
lower speeds. With circumferential distortion, the stall margin appeared to be slightly 
improved. 
Upstream broadband noise generated by the stage was relatively constant over the range of 
speeds and flows tested, whereas other fan stages tested in the same facility have shown in- 
creased broadband noise with increased tip relative Mach number. Sound-pressure levels of 
blade-passing-frequency noise - lcrease with increased blade tip relative Mach number. 
Supersonic fan noise (combination noise) existed only at 105 percent design speed and 
above. 
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11. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this program is to determine the aerodynamic performance characteristics 
of a highly-loaded lcw-speed fan stage that would be applicable to a low-noise engine. Since 
fan noise is related to the physical characteristics of the stage and its operating conditions, 
an attempt has been made in the design of this stage to reduce fan noise by (1) eliminating 
inlet guide vanes, (2) designing for low rotor-tip Mach numbers, (3) spacing the rotor and 
stator apart by two rotor chord lengths, and (4) selecting a number of stator vanes equal to 
twice the number of rotor blades, plus sixteen. Design details are reported in Reference 1. 
Creating a useful pressure ratio with low tip speeds requires larger rotor turnings (relative air 
angles past the axial direction at the hub), high stator inlet Mach numbers. and high aerody- 
namic blade loadings. The high loadings limit the potential for stall margin and for tolerance 
to inlet distortion. 
Tolerance to inlet distortion can be the most significant single factor in determining engine 
operating stability. Inlet distortion may change the perfomlance of a compressor in several 
ways. Efficiency and the speed-flow relationship may be altered, but the most significant 
possibility is that the stall-limit may move closer to the engine operating line. Tests were 
therefore conducted with both radial and circumferential inlet-flow distortions in addition 
to the tests with uniform inlet flow. 
The fan was designed with a flow per unit of annulus area at the rotor leading edge of 42 lbl 
wc/ft2, and with an over-all pressure ratio of 1 .SO. The designed rotor tip speed is 1000 ft/ 
sec, and design stator inlet Mach number range is from 0.90 at the hub to 0.70 at the tip. 
Air turning at the rotor hub is 72.6 degrees, which results in a rotor exit relative air angle of 
-39.6 degrees. The rotor and stator aspect ratios are 1.92 and 3.63 respectively. There are 
24 rotor blades and 64 stator vanes. 
This report presents the test results for this highly-loaded, low-tip speed fan stage, with and 
without radial and circumferential distortion. Test results include detailed aerodynamic per- 
formance and some data on noise. 
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111. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 
A. Test Facility 
The test program was carried out in the sea-level X-202 stand (Figure 1) at the Willgoos 
facility. The stand is equipped with a gas-turbinedrive engine using a 2.1 : 1 gearbox to 
provide optimum speed-range capability. 
Entering airflow is measured through a calibrated nozzle. From the nozzle, it flows through 
a 72-foot straight section of 42-inch diameter pipe to  a 90-inch diameter inlet plenum. Wire- 
mesh screen and an "egg-crate" structure are located midway through the plenum to  provide 
uniform pressure to the :ompressor. 
The compressor discharge flow is exhausted into a toroidal collector and then into a six- 
foot-diameter discharge stack. A six-footdiameter valve in the stack provides back pres- 
sure for the test compressor. Two smaller valves in the bypass lines, one 24inch and one 
12-inch, provide vernier control of back pressure. 
Bleed suction for stator hub end-wall slits is provided by exhausters at the Willgoos facility. 
Eight bleed lines provided the air passage from the stator hub cavity to the exhaust header 
in the stand. 
Twelve inlet struts, supporting the slipring assembly and the inlet fairing are located 22 
inches upstream of the rotor (Figure 2). The forward end of the nose fairing extends 30 
inches upstream of the rotor leading edge during uniform inlet tests and 39 inches upstream 
during distortion tests. Inlet distortion and support screens were 32 inches upstream of the 
rotor for distortion testing only (Figure 2). The distortion support screen (Figure 3) is 
shown with instrumentation lead wires protruding from the non-rotating nose fairing. The 
inlet support struts and non-rotating nose fairing (Figure 4) were replaced with a short rotat- 
ing nose cone for most of the noise tests. Eight discharge support struts were located 7 
inches downstream of the stator. 
B. Test Comvressor 
The test compressor (Figure 2) is a single-stage design with no inlet guide vanes. The over- 
all flowpath convergence was determined by setting the inlet-toexit axial velocity roughly 
at urity. A constant outer diameter was chosen to permit maximum flow convergence at 
the rotor hub, allowing maximum rotor-exit wheel speed and thereby reducing the amount 
of rotor hub turning necessary for a given pressure ratio. Running tip-clearance was 0.025 
inch at 100 percent of design speed. Static tip clearance was 0.043 inch. 
Design values for the rotor and stator from NASA CR-72536 (Reference 1) are as follows: 
1. Rotor 
The pressure ratio for the rotor alone was set constant at 1.54 from root to tip. A design 
tip speed of 1000 ft/sec limits the relative tip Mach number to 1.13. The rotor inlet flow 
flow per unit area is 42.0 lb/sec/ft2. The rotor was designed with an aspect ratio of 1.92 
and a rotor inlet hub-tip ratio of 0.392. Twenty-four blades with multiple-circular-arc 
sections were used; a typical blade is shown in Figure 5. Rotor-blade snetal angles for the 
nine streamlines at which blade-element data were obtained are given in Table 1. The stream- 
lines chosen pass through 5, 10, 15,30, SO, 70,85,90 and 95 percent of rotor-bladc trailing 
edge passage height. Aerodynamic design data are presented in Appendix 2. Symbols and 
performance parameters are defined in Appendix 1. 
The total rotor losses in Appendix 2 are the estimated losses used in blade design. However, 
the profile losses in Appendix 2 do not agree with the loss correlation in the design report 
(Reference 1, Figure 35), which were derived by subtracting normal shock model losses from 
high-speed-rotor loss data. This type of shock model may reflect too large a portion of the 
total loss, resulting in low profile losses. Initial estimates of supersonic turning resulted in 
large supersonic acceleration and high shock losses, which compensated for the low profile 
losses. Design herations reduced the amount of supersonic turning, but adjustments were 
not made to reapportion the shock and profile losses because the total loss was realistic, based 
on other low-speed-rotor data. The latest P&WA data indicate that the profile loss correlation 
in Figure 35 of the design report should be increased by 0.005 if the normal shock model is to  
be used in the low-speed range. 
TABLE 1 
Rotor Design Data 
(Stations 5 and 6 of Figure 9) 
% Dia. In, Dia. Out, $5. P i *  











The stator (Figure 6) is a multiple-circular-arc airfoil designed on conical surfaccs approxi- 
mating streamlines of revolution. The number of stator vanes was set by acoustical consider- 
ations at twice the number of rotor blades plus sixteen, for a total of 64. The stator has a 
constant radially-projected chord of 1.83 inches and an aspect ratio of 3.67. 
Stator-vane metal angles for the nine streamlines at which data were obtained are summarized 
in Table 2. Aerodynamic design data are given in Appendix 2. The streamlines chosen pass 
through 5, 10, : 5,30,50,70,85,90, and 95 percent of rotor-blade trailing-edge-passage- 
height from the hub. 
TABLE 2 
Stator Design Data 
(Stations 1 1 and 12 of Figure 9) 
% Dia.In, Dia.Out, @;I 
inches 
@;2 @; 1s @:h 
Span inches 
-










To prevent boundary-layer separation and to improve lift coefficient, a slit was designed for 
suction at the stator hub. The slit (Figure 7) is 0.017 inch wide and is located on the suction- 
surface comer of tho vane and the inner case, and it extends from 15 to 85 percent of airfoil 
chord. 
C. Instrumentation and Calibration 
1. Aerdjnamic Instrumentation 
Airflow was measured with a flow nozzle designed to ISA flow-nozzle specifications 
(Reference 2). Accuracy of the flow-rate measurement was within one percent of the reading. 
Compressor speed was measured with an impulse-type pickup, and electromagnetic device 
that counts the number of gear teeth passing within an interval of time and converts the 
count to revolutions per minute. The accuracy of the speed measurement was within 0.2 
percent of the indicated speed between 3600 and 8900 rpm. 
Instrumentation (Figure 8) for m e a s ~ ~ g  over-all and blade-element performance data is 
listed in Table 3. Axial and circumferential positions of instrumentation are shown in 
Figures 9 and 10. All traversing probe measurements wece recorded at nine radial locations 
defined by design streamlines which pass the rotor trailing edges at 5, 10, 15,30,50,70,85, 
90, and 95 percent from the hub. Fixed radial rakes for measuring total pressure near the 
rotor leading edge (Station 4, Figure 9) were in place only during testing with inlet flow 
distortions. 
TABLE 3 
PERFORMANCE AND BLADE-ELEMENT INSTRUMENTATION 
Instrument 
Plane Location Parameter Type and Quantity 





Station 4 rotor inlet 
Station 6.1 rotor exit 
Station 10 stator inlet 
6 pressure taps on plenum wall, 
4 on automatic data-acquisit ion 
system t* msducers, 2 on mano- 
meters 
6 bare wire thermocouples, 4 on 
automatic data-acquisition sys- 
tem, 2 on self -balancing precision 
potentiometers 
inlet noise 8 condenser-type microphones 
P 2 0. D. and 2 I. D. wall static 
taps located top and bottom dead 
center 
p, P, 6 2 disk traverse probes 180 de- 
grees apart, 9 radial positions* 
P 4 0. D. and 4 I. D. wall static 
taps 
P 2 fixed radial rakes spaced 180 
degrees apart, 9 radii* 
P 4 0. D. and 4 I.D. wall static taps 
p ,  P, B 1 disk traverse probe, 9 radial positions? 
P 4 0.D. and 4 I.D. wall static taps 
located on extens ion of mid- 
channel line 
P 4 0.D. and 4 I.D. wall static taps 
spacedacrossvanegap 
TABLE 3 (Conttd) 
PERFORMANCE AND BLADE -ELEMENT INSTRUMENTATION 
Instrument 
Plane Location Parameter  Type and Quantity 
Station 11 stator leading P 2 se ts  of impact tubes a t  9 radii* 
edge 
Station 13 stator exit 2 equally spaced, 14-element 
circumferential wake rakes 
traversable to each of nine ra- 
dial locations. * 
6 fixed radial temperature rakes a t  
each of 9 radii*, spaced circumfer- 
entially to obtain readings across a 
vane gap. A 7th probe located 180de- 
grees from a probe spaced in the 
center of a channel was installed for 
checking purposes and subsequent 
distortion testing. 
P ,  P, B 2 disk traverse probes, 9 radial positions* 
P 4 0. D. and 4 I D. wall static taps 
located on extension of mid- 
channel line 
P 4 0. D. and 4 I. D. wall static taps 
spaced across  vane gap 
downstream 1 crystal  microphone 
noise 
Station 15.1 rig exit P 1 fixed five-element radial rake 
*Radial position of each axial station defined as the intersection of the axial sta- 
tion and the design streamline which passes through 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, 70, 85, 90, 
and 95% of passage-height loc. Yms a t  rotor trailing edge. 
All pressures from grobes, fixed rakes, and static taps were measured with transducers and 
recorded in nlilivolts by an automatic data-acquistion system. Pressure accuracy is within 
0.2 percent of the full-scale value. Disk probes were calibrated for Mach number as a func- 
tion of indicated static-to- totd Dressure ratio, with pitch angles as a parameter. Total pres- 
sure recoveiy and ya~: ?:rg!2 deviation were calibrated as functions of Mach number and 
pitch angle. Air-angle position accuracy is within one percent. 
All temperatures were measured with chromel-alumel Type K thermocouples and were re- 
corded in millivolts by the automatic data-acquisition system. Temperature elements and 
leadwires were calibrated over their full operating temperature range. Temperature recovery 
was calibrated as a function of Mach number. Variations of the recovery correction with pres- 
sure were applied as noted in Reference 3. Over-all RMS temperature accuracy was estimated 
to be within 0.7OF. 
Various parameters (Table 4) were continuously recorded on a 1 Qtrack tape recorder during 
excursions into stall. T o  detect and evaluate rotating stall, three quartzcrystals were located 
at the rotor exit at 25,50, and 85 percent from the hub and at unequal circumferential loca- 
tions. These were used to record pressure pulses continuously when operating near or with- 
in the stall region at 70,90, and 100 percent of design speed. 
Critical stationary and rotating parts were instrumented with strain gages to determine the 
levels of steady and vibratory stress over the operating range of the compressor. 
2. Acoustic Instrumentation and Calibrations 
Compressor inlet noise was measured by microphones (Figure 11) in the fan inlet plenum 
chamber. Acoustic characteristics of the chamber were investigated to determine t3e number 
and location of microphones needed to calculate the acoustic power output from the inlet of 
the fan stage. Both reverberation time and sound-pressure-leveldistribution surveys were con- 
ducted to  evaluate the chamber characteristics. 
The reverberation time of a room is defined as the time required for the mean squared sound 
pressure level therein (orginally in a steady state) to decrease 60 dB after the source is stopped. 
Reverberation times greater than about 1.2 seconds are indicative of reverberant fields, as 
described in the General Radio Noise Handbook (1968) and other standard texts. 
To evaluate the reverberation characteristic of the inlet plenum, an acoustic driver with a 
capacity of 75 acoustic watts was placed in the same axial p4ne as the fan rotor, with the 
rotor removed. The input to the driver of one-third octave-band filtered pink noise covering 
the frequency range from 500-10,000 Hz. Signals from three microphones fmed within the 
plenum chamber were processed through a one-tenth-octave band filter and recorded on a 
;trip chart as a function of time. A block diagram of the instrumentation system used to 
obtain these data is shown in Figure 12. Results of these tests (Figure 13) show that the 
reverberation timc, as a function of frequency, varies from approximately 2.8 sec. at 500 Hz 
to 1.8 sec. at 10,000 Hz, thus constituting a reverberant field over the frequency range of 
interest. 
TABLE 4 
CONTINUOUSLY RECORDED PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION 
Inst rurnent 
Plane Location Parameter Type and Quantity 
Station 0.1 bellmouth P static pressure 
downstream P 1 0. D. wall static tap 
Station 4 rotor inlet P 1 0 . D .  wall static tap 
Station 6.1 rotor exit P, frequency 3 quartz-crystal dynamic- 
pressure probes, at unequal 
circumferential spacing. 
Sensors located at 25, 50, 
and 85% of blade height from 
hub (for detection of rotating 
stall) 
10.D. wall static tap Station 1 0  stator inlet 
Station 11 stator leading 
edge 
Station 13 stator exit 
Station 15.1 rig exit 
gearbox 
3 impact tubes located at 5, 50, 
and 95% of passage height 
10.D. wall static tap 
1 element of fixed 5-element 
radial rake 
impulse pickup in gearbox 
To complete the determination of the acoustic characteristics of the plenum chamber, axial 
and radial sound-pressure surveys of the chamber were made for octave bands of pink noise 
(equal energy per octave) as well as discrete-frequency tones at 1000, 2000, 3000,5000, 
and 7000 Hz. Microphone readings were recorded at six-inch intervals in the radial plane. 
Figure 14 shows the observed sound pressure levels of both broadband and discrete-frequency 
noise plotted against radial distance from one wall of the plenum. The broadband noise 
levels vary 6 dB radially within any one octave. The discrete-frequency data show variations 
as much as 20 dB, which are due to standing-wave patterns within the chamber. Because 
the locations of the maximum and minimum pressures in the standing-wave pattern vary 
with frequency, the output of any one microphone placed in a fixed location within the 
chamber cannot yield an accurate indication of the discrete-sound-pressure levels in the 
chamber over the entire compressor operating range. As a result of these investigations, 
eight microphone positions (Figure 11) were selected to sample compressor inlet noise. 
A one quarter-inchdiameter dynamic pressure transducer was installed in a probe, one inch 
downstream of the stator trailing edge (Figure 11) to obtain blade-passing-frequency data 
downstream of the fan stage. Three different radial locations of the probe were investigated 
during the shakedow? tests. The position selected for the noise tests showed the highest 
ratio of blade-passing-signal to background-signal over most of the operating range. 
A block diagram of the acoustic recording system used during the compressor tests is shown 
in Figure 15. The output of each microphone and the onequarter-inchdiameter transducer 
was placed into a monitoring instrument which applied a positive or negative gain to the 
signal in order to meet the optimum input voltage range of the tape recorder. All data were 
recorded in the FM mode on magnetic tape at a speed of 30 inches per second. 
D. Test Procedure 
Vibrational stress surveys were made along operating lines at wide-open and near-stall throttle. 
Steady-state surveys were made along the widespen throttle operating line. 
Tests to identify rotating stall, which is characterized by low flow zones rotating about the 
compressor axis, were conducted from wide-open to stall throttle at 70,90, and 100 percent 
of design speed. Quartz-crystal dynamic pressure probes at the rotor exit (Station 6.1, Figure 9) 
were used for detecting rotating stall. Data from these probes were recorded on magnetic 
tape together with rotor and stator vibratory stresses. Continuously recorded performance 
data (Table 4) with the exception of the quartz-crystal data, were continuously recorded at 
the rate of ten readings per second on printed tape. In addition to the automatic recordings, 
rotor speel and nozzle differential pressures were also manually recorded. Stall limit flow 
was calculated by using nozzle data from either the manual records or the printed tape. Stall 
was characterized by an abrupt increase in flow-nozzle downstream static pressure as the 
throttle was slowly closed. Indicatons of rotating stall from the crystal probes were not cor- 
related with airflow measurements. 
Stator-hub-slit suction was investigated at 100 percent of design speed to determine its effect 
on aerodynamic performance. Seven operating points were recorded with stator-slit suction 
and an equal number with the slits sealed. Three additonal points were taken without suction, 
allowing the hub boundary-layer air to recirculate down through the slit and manifold. These 
tests demonstraied that performance was improved with slit suction, and the remaining tests 
were made with stator-hub-slit suction. 
When the seven traverse probes were s~multaneously immersed, there were data inaccuracies 
caused by probe blockage. However, it was possible to  divide the probes into two groups, 
with no interference effects within either group. All four stator discharge probes (two -wake- 
rakes, two disk probes) were immersed simultaneously during a second sequence. Each tra- 
verse sequence was preceded by a fixed instrumentation reading t o  furnish a check on the 
compressor operating condition. Uniform inlet-flow performancc was obtained at 65,80, 
90,95,  100, 105, and 1 10 percent of design speed. 
The inlet configuration for the distortion tests is shown in Figure 2. The non-rotating nose 
cone was moved from 30 to 39 inches forward of the rotor leading edge, with screen con- 
figurations and supporting struts added to the flowpath 32 inches upstream of the rotor 
leading edge. Inlet distortion patterns were created by ovendying four screens with various 
mesh sizes t o  produce the maximum pressure drop. These screens were mounted on a 
supporting base screen with a one-inch mesh (Figure 3). Baseline performance tests with 
the screen were conducted at 80,90, and 95 percent ~i design speed t o  document any 
changes in performance. Flow was distorted radially by using a screen which covered the 
outer 215 of the ir,let annulus. Flow was distorted circumferentially with a 9adegree screen, 
which was rotated to  six positions so that twelve circumferential readings could be made with 
the dual instrumentation probes, which were mounted 180 degrees apart. Distortion tests 
were conducted at 80,90, and 95 percent of design speed. Stress surveys were also con- 
ducted with the distortion screens mounted. 
Noise tesis were conducted a t  65,80,90,100, 105, and 110 percent of design speed. A 
short bullet-shaped nose cone was used, extending nine ir~ch;, forward of the rotor leading 
edge. All radially-mounted instrumentation was removed, except for the stator leading-edge 
impact tubes and the five-element pressure rake at the rig exit. Struts between the plenum 
and rotor were also removed before these tests were run. 
E, Aerodynamic Performance Calculation Procedure 
All performance data were automatically recorded on colnputer cards in millivolts. These 
data were converted to engineering units, and thermocouple-wire corrections were made. 
Aerodynamic corrections ;nd averaging techniques were made for the various instrulnentaion 
as follows: 
1. Total pressure probes located in supersonic flow were corrected for shock losses. 
Circumferential distributions of total pressure from the two wake rakes were mass- 
flow-averaged at each radial position, using a constant circumferentail static pres- 
sure which was determined by linear interpolation between wall static pressures. 
A peak value from the circumferential distribution of each wake rake was chosen 
t o  represent free stream, or  rotor exit, pressure. A wake-blockage factor, defineti 
in Appendix I, was calculated at each radial position for use in the flow field cal- 
culation program to  improve the accuracy of the static pressure and velocity cal- 
culations. Freestream pressures, cirarmferentially masoflow-averaged pressures. 
and wake blockage factors from both rakes were each arithmetically averaged at 
s c h  radial location. These radial distributions were the input to a streamline 
analysis program which radially mass-flowaveraged pressures and temperatures 
for over-all performance. Radial distributions of static pressure used for the radial 
mass-tlow-averaging were calculated by the streamline analysis program. 
Mach numbers from radially-traversed disk probes were determined from the ratio 
of measurcd-static to measured-total pressure. Corrections to  total pressure and yaw 
angle were made using recovery caiibrations for the i n d ~ i d d  probes Static presr 
sure was calculated using the measured total pressure 9nd Mach number. The out- 
put for each probe consisted of measured total-pressure and calculated static-preo 
sure ratios, Mach number, and air angle at nine radial locations An arithmetic 
average of the two statorexit probe-angk readings for each radial position was used 
in the flow-field calculation. 
3. Temperature probes were corrected for Mach number recow, including the 
pressure-level effect. Six radial nkes were approximately equally-spaced about 
the annutus at the stator exit, and located at different circumferential positions 
relative to a stator gap. A circumferential masstlow average was calculated at each 
radial position and used in the flow-fiild calculation. Circumferential wake-rake 
total-pressurt distributions were used for the circumferential hrassflow averaging 
of the stator exit temperatures. 
Overall performance calculations were based upon the inlet plenum as a reference for uniform 
inlet flow and upon rotor inlet (Station 4, Figure 9) measured massflow W- pressure for 
radial and circumferential inlet distortion flow tests. Overall performance! calculations wm- 
puttd by the streamlineaalysis program (Appendices 2,3, and 4) were obtained by trans- 
lating rotor-inlet measured pressures along streamlines and by mass-flow-averaging at the rotor 
leading edge (Station 5, Figure 9). 
All averaging techniques were the same for both uniform inlet flow and for radii1 distortion. 
Different averaging techniques were applied to temperatures and pressures for evaluating 
wzr all performance for the circumferential-distortion tests. Each of the six individual 
temperature rakes was radially maweraged for each screen position, and the 36 resulting 
values (six probes from each of six screen positons) were arithmetically averaged. Total pres- 
sures from each wake rake ( 14 elements mass-averaged) were radially mass-averaged for all 
six screen positons, and the twelve resulting values were circumferentially masaveragecl. 
Over-all stage efficiency for circumferential inlet-distortion-flow tests was calculated from 
the resulting values. 
Velocity vectors were calculated from measured disk probe data at the instrumentation plane 
ups i~am of the rotor (Station 4, Figure 9) and downstream of the stator (Station 13). Re- 
suits of this calculatior~ were used to analyze the effects of circumferential inlet distortion. 
All velocities weie corrected to standamday inlet temperature so that direct comparison of 
all performance data may be made. Vector calculations were made at each of the nine radial 
positions where disk traverse data was taken. 
Blade element performance for uniform inlet, distortion baseline, and inlet radial distortan 
tests was calculated by a streamline-analysis computer program. A11 parameters were cor- 
rected to standardday conditions. Measurements used for the solution of the flow-field pro- 
gram were: 
1. Compressor Inlet (Station 0, Figure 9): Corrected weight flow and corrected 
rotor speed. 
2. Rotor Inlet (Station 4) Constant radial distribution of standardday temperature. 
Axial inlet absolute air angle. Constant radial distribution of standardday total 
pressure for unfform inlet tests. For radial distortion and baseline tests, radial 
distributions of total pressure from the two rotor-inlet rakes. The rrdial mass- 
averaged pressure was adjusted to standardday conditons. 
3. Stator Inlet (Station 1 1): Radial distribution of total-pressure free-stream values 
from the wake rakes behind the stator, ratioed to the rotor inlet. 
4. Stator Exit (Station 13): Radial distribution of total temperature from the cir- 
cumferentially masaveraged temperature rakes, ratioed to the rotor inlet (Cal- 
culation Procedure, Item E-3). Radial distribution of the total pressure from both 
wake rakes, ratioed to the rotor inlet. Radial distribution of wake blockage factors 
from both wake rakes Radial distribution of absolute air angle from two disk 
probes 
All static-pressure distributions and air angles behind the rotor were calculated by the program 
from considerations of mass-flow continuity, radial equihirium, and energy equations, a s  
suming axisymmetric flow. Curvature, enthalpy, and entropy gradient terms were used in 
the equilibrium calculations. Bladeelement performance parameters at the blade edges were 
calculated by translating the measured data from the instnunent plane along streamlines. 
Bladeelement performance parameters were calculated at nine radial locations defined by 
streamlines passing through the rotor trailing edge at 5, 10, 15,30,50,70,85,90, and 95 
percent of passage height. Pertinent performance parameters are defmed in Appendix I .  
F. Acoustic Data Reduction Procedure 
A block diagram of the acoustic data reduction system is shown in Figure 16. Tape-recorded 
data were processed through a wave analyzer having a 50 Hz bandwidth filter. The output 
of the analyzer was then recorded on agraphic-level recorder so that a trace of sound pres- 
sure level as a function of frequency could be obtained. From these traces, broadband noise 
and supersonic-tipspeed combination tone (multiple pure tones or buzz-saw) noise, hereafter 
referred to as supersonic fan noise, were evaluated. Blade-passing-frequency data were time- 
averaged for 30 seconds at each compressor operating point. This was accomplished by tuning 
the wave analyzer to  the blade-passing frequency (BPF) and obtaining a trace on the recorder 
of BPF sound-pressure-level vs. time. The average level obtained from this trace was termed 
"the time-averwed BPF sound-pressure level." 
Supersonic fa.. noise (combination tone noise) was computed by summing the sound pressure 
levels of discrete frequency tones below blade-passage frequency which existed at integral 
multiples of rotor speed. The discrete frequency levels were obtained directly from the 
50 Hz bandwidth spectrum traces from each of the microphones and were logarithmically 
averaged. 
The average acoustic power level for each one-third-octave band was calculated for the 
broadband noise from the following equation, which is derived in Appendix 7. 
PWL=SPL+ 10 logv- 10logH- 19.4dB 
In order to determine the average value of broadband SPL to use in this equation, each spec- 
trum trace was marked in preferred one-third-octave bands. The average pressure reading 
within each band was determined after deleting all discrete frequency tones. A correction 
was then applied to the averaged sound pressure lcvel to account for the fact that a SO Hz 
bandwidth filter was used rather than a one-thirductave filter. The correction is as follows: 
fz Corr = 10 log- 50 
The values of corrected broadband SPL from the microphones were then logarithmically- 
averaged within each one-thirdatave band for each operating point. These average broad- 
band sound pressure levels and the reverberation time (H) obtained from Figure 13 were used 
to calculate the radiated sound power level from the acoustic power level equation. 
The equivalent chamber volume (v) in the acoustic power-level equation is particularly diffi- 
cult to determine for an open-end plenum such as that used for these tests. The calculated 
power level, however, is relatively insensitive to chamber volume (e.g., doubling the volume 
affects the power level only 3 dB). Data trends are unaffected because the volume is con- 
stant. A good approximation of the volume was considered to  be 442 ft3. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Performance results are discussed under the headings of shakedown test, uniform inlet flow, 
inlet distortion flow, and noise. 
Over-all performance of the rotor and stage are presented in terms of pressure ratio and 
efficiency versus corrected weight flow (W f l / b ) ,  with corrected speed ( N I P )  as a para- 
meter. Rotor and stator blade-element performance plots, including loss coefficient, dif- 
fusion factor, and deviation are presented as functions of incidence. Tabulations of Mach- 
number ranges for each speed line were included on the bladeelement plots for convenience. 
Over-all performance and bladeelement data are presented for uniform inlet flow, support- 
screen baseline, and inlet radialdistortion tests. Over-all performance is presented for in- 
let circumferential distortion tests. Performance comparisons are made showing the effec- 
tiveness of stator-hub-slit suction and stator-hub-slit recirculation. Results of rotating stall 
are included for the uniform-inlet-flow tests. Baseline distortion data are presented to estab 
lish any performance changes resulting from the addition of the support screen for inlet dis- 
tortion tests Radial and circumferential distributions of pressure, velocity, and air angle are 
included to describe the effect of inlet distortions on the flow conditions at the rotor inlet 
and stator discharge. Noise data are presented as sound spectrum traces of pressure level for 
50 Hz bandwidths. Supersonic fan noise (combination tones) and blade-passing frequency 
tones are presented versus rotor-tip relative Mach number. Sound power level is presented 
for broadband noise, using one-third-octave-band analysis. 
All data, unless otherwise noted, were obtained using stator-hub-slit suction. 
A. Shakedown Tests 
Shakedown tests were conducted with uniform inlet flow to determine aerodynamic and 
mechanical limitations of the rig, such as stress boundaries, rotating stall, and stall flow limits. 
The shakedown tests were also used to evaluate the effects of statorhub-slit suction. 
Measured rotor-blade steady-state stresses due to centrifugal and untwist loads were lower 
than the predicted level of 62,000 psi (Reference 1). The lower stress was apparently due 
to the fact that the blade platform could deform elastically. Rotor-blade vibratory stresses 
were also lower than estimated. Stator continuous vibratory stresses increased with rotor 
speed, exceeding the allowable 10,000 psi at 1 I5 percent of design speed and limiting the 
range of performance operation to 1 10 percent of design speed. Stator continuous vibratory 
stresses at 1 15 percent of design speed were highest at wide-open throttle, moderate fmm 
part-throttle to nearstall, and exceeded 20,000 psi transient while operating at the stall limit. 
Low-speed limitations were dictated by drive-engine power and speed-control problems. which 
prevented running at 50 percent of design speed. These limitations resulted in the selection 
of 65.80.90.95. 100, 105. and I I0 percent of design speed for performance testing. 
The effects of stator-hub-slit suction and recirculation (slits open but no applied suction) may 
be seen in Figure 17. where stator loss coefficient and diffusion factor are plotted versus 
incidence angle. At 5 to 30 percent span from the hub, slit suction reduces stator losses. 
Recirculation alone results in a performance similar to that when the slits are closed, except 
at 5 percent span from the hub, where stator losses appear to be slightly higher. The effect 
of suction diminishes toward mid-span, but the over-all effect represents an efficiency gain 
of 1.5 percent in stage efficiency at design speed. 
A total slit suction flow of approximately 0.4 Ib/sec (corrected to stage inlet) was used over 
the entire range of operation. At design speed and flow, 0.2 percent of the total compressor 
flow was removed by suction. Figure 18 illustrates the effect of slit suction on the stator 
hub total pressure wake at design speed: The pressure wake is both narrower and shallower 
with slit suction. 
To determine rotating stall , pressure fluctuations versus time were recorded by three pres- 
sure transducers at 25,50, and 85 percent of blade height from the hub and at circumfer- 
ential positions of 20, SO, and 110 degrees(Figure 10). Traces of pressure versus time for 
70,90, and 100 percent of design speed and near-stall throttle settings are show0 in Figure 
19. Rotating-stall pressure fluctuations were strongest at 85 percent, were still well-defined 
at 50 percent, and were difficult to discern at 25 percent of blade height. At all three speeds, 
one stall cell which rotated at approximately one-half rotor speed was the most probable 
stall pattern, based upon the phase difference between stall patterns of the three pressure 
probes. Review of rotor blade strain gauge response, in conjunction with the three pressure 
traces, might also indicate either two or three cells rotating at onequarter rotor speed. 
B. Uniform Inlet Flow Performance 
Stage and rotor-only over-all performance are presented in Figures 20 and 2 1. Tabulated re- 
sults are presented in Appendix 2. The stall line was established by extrapolating the charac- 
teristic speed lines to the nieasured stall airflows, shown as slashed symbols. Stall operation 
above 100 percent of design specd was avoided because of high stator stresses. The 172.5 Ib/ 
sec stall flow obtained at 100 percent of design speed was recorded during rotating-stall tests 
and could not be repeated one week later during performance testing, when a minimum flow 
of 1 8 0  lbisec occurred three times in succession. 
A maximum stage efficiency of 88.1 percent (Figure 20) at design equivalent speed was ob- 
tained near stall at 182.4 Ib/sec a idow and 1.484 pressure ratio. At design speed and design 
airflow ( 185 lbisec), stage pressure ratio and efficiency were 1.458 and 84.8 percent respective- 
ly, compared to the design values of 1.50 and 87.3 percent. The apparent lack of stall margin 
is a problem which must be solved if highly-loaded low speed fans are to find useful application. 
Peak rotor efficiency (Figure 2 1) remains essentially constant at 93.5 percent up through de- 
sign speed. At speeds above design, peak efficiency may not have been attained because of the 
limited throttling permitted by stress conditions. Rotor pressure ratio appears lower than 
predicted as a result of underestimated rotor tip deviations (ke., inadequate rotor work). Rotor 
spanwise efficiency for design speed is shown in Figure 22. Severe blade endwall losses were 
encountered at both hub and tip. 
Bladeelemen! performance of the rotor and stator at nir.2 radial locations is tabulated in 
Appendix 2. Figures 23 and 24 present some of these data in plots of diffusion factor, 
deviation, and total-pressure-loss coefficients versus incidence for the rotor and stator. 
Data were calculated at axial stations slanted for the rotor (Figure 9) corresponding to the 
leading and trailing edges of the blade. Rotor and stator loss coefficients are plotted versus 
percent span for near-stall and wide-open throttle conditions at design speed (Figures 25 and 
26). Rotor mid-span losses (Figure 25) at near-stall throttle are markedly lower than pre- 
dicted design losses. Rotor-hub losses, however, are much greater than predicted, (i.e., 0.2 1 
compared to 0.065 at 5 percent from the hub). Stator losses (Figure 26) are highest at the 
hub as predicted. Figure 27 shows the stator-wake distribution of total pressure and tem- 
perature at the stator discharge as measured by the wake rakes and temperature probes. 
The severity of the stator profile losses may be compared between outer case, mid-span, 
and hub (90, 50, and 10 percent of span respectively). 
C. Inlet Distortion Performance 
Over-all baseline performance of the stage and the rotor only (Figures 28 and 29), with the 
one-inch mesh support screen in place, appears somewhat lower than in tests without the 
support screen. Compressor inlet conditions are defmed by the mass-average total pressure 
from the fmed radial rakes upstream of the rotor. Rotor and stator blade-element perfor- 
mance with the support screen in place indicate an increase in stator and rotor losses at the 
hub (Figures 30 and 31). Dirt deposits in the stator hub region were found at teardown, 
which might explain the increased losses. Tabulations of the bladeelement data for rotor 
and stator with the support screen attached are presented in Appendix 3. 
Distortion data were obtained for three throttle settings at each of three speeds: 80,90, 
and 95 percent of design speed. With radial distortion, fmt-bending flutter created high 
vibration stresses above 95 percent of design speed, which prevented testing at 100 percent 
of design speed. Such stresses were not present with circumferential distortion. A maximum 
inlet distortion parameter (Pm,-Pmin/Prn,) equal to about 0.12 at 95 percent of design 
speed was used throughout for both radial and circumferential distortion tests. 
Radial distortion was created with a ecreen located axially as in Figure 2 which coveredethe 
outer two-fifths of the compressor inlet annulus. Inlet pressure and velocitydistortion pat- 
terns at 95 percent of design speed, as measured by the inlet disk probes, are shown in Figure 
32. Overall stage and rotor performance for radial distortion is shown in Figures 33 and 34, 
wherein the solid curves represent the baseline performance with the support %teen in place. 
At 95 percent of design speed and 168.2 lblsec airflow, overdl pressure ratio was 1.437 per- 
cent compared with 1.430 for the baseline. Over-all efficiency under the same conditions was 
84.3 percent, compared with 86 percent for the baseline. Stall at 80 percent of design speed 
occurred at a flow 15 Ib/sec higher than the b3selbe tests. In general, the tip radial distortion 
imposed had only a modest effect on stage performance. Figures 35 and 36 illustrate the 
rotor and stator bladeelement performance for radial distortion as plots of diffusion factor, 
deviation, and loss coefficient versus incidence. Tabulations of bladeelement and wer-all 
data are presented in Appendix 4. 
Circumferential distortion was imposed on the compressor by placing a 90-degree screen at 
the inlet annulus. This screen created the ro tor-inlet circumferential patterns of total pres- 
sure, flow angle, and velocity illustrated in Figure 37 at 95 percent of design speed. The 
consequent stator discharge patterns are shown in Figure 38. Stator discharge temperature 
patterns at 10,50, and 90 percent span are shown in Figure 39. When the disk probes at 
the stator discharge were traversed to  the hub, they were adversely affected by the stator 
wakes so that disk-probe measurements were not true indications of the distortion effects. 
For this reason, data at 10 percent from the hub are not presented. Over-all stage performance 
is presented in Figure 33. Stage pressure ratio and efficiency at 95 percent of design 
speed and 160 Ibslsec were 1.423 and 84.3 percent, compared with 1.430 and 86 percent 
for the baseline. Stall at 95 percent of design speed occurred at a flow 11 lblsec lower 
than the baseline tests. In general, the circumferential distortion imposed had only modest 
effects on stage performance. Tables in Appendix 5 contain circumferential distributions 
of the following parameters: 
1. Rotor inlet disk probes (Station 4, Figure 9) 
a) total pressure ratioed to the inlet plenum 
b) static pressure ratioed to the inlet plenum 
c) absolute air angle 
d) velocity, referenced to standard day 
2. Stator discharge disk probes (Station 13) 
same as rotor inlet disk probes 
3. Stator discharge temperature rakes (Station 13) 
total temperature from two rakes on extensions of mid-channel, ratioed to inlet 
plenum 
Temperature and pressure values presented in the tables of Appendix 5 are ratioed to the 
inlet plenum. Ratios to rotor inlet total pressure may be determined by applying the pres- 
sure recovery of the circumferential screen as given in Figure 40. 
Static pressure taps at  five axial planes between the distortion screen and the rotor inlet on 
both the outer case and the inner hub produced circumferential distributions typical of those 
shown in Figure 41 for 95 percent speed. 
D. Noise 
-
Inlet noise was measured by eight microphones in the rig inlet plenum chamber. Examples 
of spectrum traces of noise from each microphone are shown in Figure 42. These data were 
taken at 1 00 percent design speed at the near-stall fan operating condition. Comparison of 
these spectra show similar shapes but differing levels from each microphone of broadband 
noise and the fundamental and first harmonic of blade-passing-frequency noise. The high 
amplitude below about 500 Hz is due to the electronic characteristics of the fdtering system 
and is not representative of compressor-generated noise. 
Measurements from microphone number 5 were chosen as typical of the sound-pressure- 
spectrum characteristics along the wide-open and near-stall operating lines from 65% to 
1 10% design speed (Figure 43). The multiplic2y of discretefrequency tones in the 65% 
near-stall spectrum are thougilt to be indicative of an unstable aerodynamic condition such 
as may occur with rotating stall or flutter. The spikes represent sum and difference fre- 
quencies about the blade-passing frequency and its higher harmonics. However, since per- 
formance instrumentation did not indicate rotating stall, the exact cause of these tones is 
not known. Future tests should include transducers, flush-mounted cr- er the blade-tips, to 
determine the origin of these tones. 
During the initial portion of testing, a discrete tone was detected at a fundamental frequency 
of about 4000 Hz which did not vary linearly with rotor speed. The source of this noise 
was vortices shed from the slip ring support struts. Figure 44 compares the spectra with 
and without the presence of these struts. The struts were removed for subsequent noise 
testing. Problems with inlet instrumentation had been anticipated, and the instrumentation 
was removed before noise testing began. 
Appendix 6 contains broadband sound-pressure level data from six of the eight microphones. 
Data from two of the microphones were considered unreliable and were not used. The one- 
third-octave sound pressure levels of the remaining six microphones were averaged and used to 
calculate the one-third-octave-band sound power levels. The averaged power levels for three 
one-third-octave bands plotted against blade-tip relative Mach number for the part-throttle 
fan operating line shown in Figure 45. Figure 46 shows the total power level, which was 
calculated from the logarithmic sum of all the one-third-octave-band levels for the wide-open, 
part-throttle, and near-stall operating lines. The broadband noise remained essentially con- 
stant with increased blade-tip relative Mach number, whereas other fans tested in the same 
facility have shown increased broadband noise with increased blade-tip relative Mach number. 
This flat broadband nois :haracteristic prompted an investigation of sources other than the 
fan rig as a possible inflt;, 1 3  on the measured broadband noise. One such investigation con- 
cerned the noise generatea by the airflow passing through the facility ducting. 
Flow noise generated in a pipe is characterized by an increase in noise level as flow is increased. 
Because the noise levels measwed along a fwed throttle setting did not increase with increased 
fan speed (Figure 46), it appears unlikely that the noise was generated by ducting airflows. 
Further evidence against ducting noises is that broadband noise decreased as the fan rig throttle 
was opened at low speeds. If the duct airflow noise were significant, the measured noise would 
have increased as thc fan rig throttle was opened. At the present, no other influential sources 
of noise are recognized, and the constant broadband noise appears to  be a characteristic of 
this fan stage. 
Time-averaged blade-passing-frequency noise plotted against blade-tip relative Mach number 
for the part-throttle and wide-open operating lines (Figures 47 and 48) shows a general trend 
of increasing blade-passing-frequency noise with increasing blade speed. The time-averaged 
sound-pressure level of each microphone and the calculated logarithmic average of all micro- 
phones are p:ottad to indicate measured variations. Discrete tones measured by individual 
microphones within the chamber can differ significantly because of standing-wave patterns, 
as discussed in the Instrumentation and Calibration section. 
A plot of the difference in calculated average sound pressure levels between the blade-passing 
fundamental and its first harmonic as a function of relative tip Mach number (Figure 49) re- 
veals that tlie sound pressure level of the first harmonic is of the same order as the fundamental 
at low speeds, but that it becomes insignificant as the speed is increased. 
Fundamental blade-passing-frequency signals were also measured by a one-quarter-inch- 
diameter dynamic pressure transducer located downstream of the fan stage. Figure 50 shows 
a plot of time-averaged discrete-frequency levels versus tip relative Mach number for both the 
wide-open and part-throttle operating lines. Both curves show a trend of increasing blade-pass- 
ing-frequency signal level with increasing Mach number. From the spectra (Figure 51) for 
the wide open and part-throttle operating lines, it is apparent that the ratio of blade-passing- 
frequency level t o  background level is sufficient t o  allow amplitudes to  be read at speeds 
below 100 percent design speed. At 65 percent of design speed, part-throttle, the extra tones 
are like those seen from the inlet plenum microphones (Figure 43) at this speed near stall. 
Supersonic-fan noise (combination tone noise) was calculated by summing the sound-pressure 
levels of discrete-frequency tones which were below the blade-passing frequency and which 
existed a t  integral multiples of shaft rotation speed. One point at 105 percent of design speed, 
three points at 1 10 percent, and one each at 1 15 and 120 percent were the only fan operating 
points where this type of noise was noted. (The data at 1 15 and 120 percent of design speed 
were obtained during shakedown tests only.) Figure 52 shows the supersonic-fan noise level 
as a function of rotor-tip relative Mach number. The points below Mach 1.0 indicate the broad- 
band noise content below the blade-passing frequency at rotational speeds below that at which 
supersonic-fan noise is generated. The trend is typical of all fans and full-scale engines which 
operate .in bhis transonic Mech number range, and it shows the large contribution that super- 
sonic-fan noise makes to  radiated inlet noise levels. 
V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Tests of a 3 1-inch diameter highly-loaded single stage fan with a design tip speed of 1 OCO 
feet per second and pressure ratio of 1.5 yielded the following principal results: 
1. Over-all Performance 
Over-all performance in uniform-inlet-flow tests a t  100 percent of design speed demonstra- 
ted a stage pressure ratio of 1.458 and an efficiency of 84.8 percent a t  a design flow of 
185 lblsec, compared with design values of 1.5 and 8?.3 respectively. A peak stage efficiency 
of 88.1 percent at 100 percent of design speed occuned near stall, at a pressure ratio of 
1.484. Little stall margin existed at 100 percent of design speed and above. 
2. Effect of Slit Suction 
Stator-hub-slit suction reduced stator-hub losses, so that over-all efficiency at 100 percent 
of design speed was improved by 1% percent. A slit flow of approximately 0.2 percent of 
total inlet flow was used. 
3. Effect Distortion 
Imposed inlet distortions, either radial (outer two-fifths of the annulus area) or circum- 
ferential (90-degree sector) caused only small decreases in over-all efficiency and pressure 
ratio from the values for undistorted flow performance. Radial distortion reduced the stall 
margin at lower speeds. 
4. Noise Trends 
Upstream broadband noise generated by the stage was relatively constant over the range of 
speeds and flows tested, whereas other fan stages tested in the same facility hwe  shown in- 
creased broadband noise with increased relative tip Mach number. 
Sound-pressure levels of blade-passing frequency nois? generally increased with increasing 
rotor-tip Mach numbers. Supersonic-fan noise (combination-tone noise) existed only at 105 
percent of design speed and above. 
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Figure 24 Stator Blade Element Performance, Uniform Inlet Flow, 85% Span 
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Figure 34 Ovzr-All Rotor Performance, Radial Inlet Distortion 
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Figure 35 Rotor Blade Elenlent Performance, Radial Distortio~l 
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Figure 36 Stator Blade Element Performance, Radial inlet Distortion 
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Figure 39 Stator Discharge Circumferential Temperature Patterns, 95% Design Speed 
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Figure 42 Compressor Noise Spectra from Plenum Microphones, 100% Design Speed, Near 
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Figure 42 Compressor Noise Spectra from Plenum Microphones, 100% Design Speed, Near 
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Figure 42 Compressor Noise Spectra from Plenum Microphones, 100% Design Speed, Near 
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Figure 43 Con!pressor Noise Spectra from Plenum Microphones, 100% Design Speed, Near 
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Figure 43 Sound-Pressure Spectra, Microphone Number 5 
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Figure 5 1 Compressor Discharge Noise Spectra, Part-Throttle Operatit~g Line 
Figure 52 Supersonic Fan Noise Level (Combination Tones) vs. Blade Tip 
Relative Mach Number 
APPENDIX 1 
Symbol and Performance Parameter Definitions 




r, .ulus area, f t  (station J , fig 9) 
total room ahsorption 
diffusion factor 
decibel 
rotating stall period 
bandwidth of eacb 1/3 octave, Hz 
conversion factor, 32.17 Ib, ft/lb sec 2 
reverbemtion time, sec 
incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line 
tangent to blade mean camber line at leading edge, degrees 
incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line 
tangent to bla& suction surface at lading edge, &greea 
Mach number 
mass average in radial direction (tables 25-33) 
rotor speed, rpm 
total pressure, psfa 
sound power level based on a reference power of 10-l3 watt 
static pressure, psfa 
gas constant for air ,  f t  l b h b  "R 
radius, ft 
acoustic pressure, dynes/crn2 
reference acomtic pressure of 2 x loe4 dyne/cm2 
sound pressure level (dB, 0.0002 dyne/cm2) 
total temperature, OR 
static teuperature, "R 
rator speed, R/aec 
a i r  velocity, ft/ssc 
axial a i r  velccity , ft/sec 
2 + \r 2)'/2, ftlsec meridional air  velocity, (Vf z 
APPENDIX 1 (CONT'D) 
%I - tangential component of a i r  velocity (v2 - ~ x n 2 ) ' / ~ ,  ft/sec 
v - volume of a chamber, ft3 
W - weight flow, lbs/sec 
w - acoustic power-ergs/sec 
Wo - reference power of 10-l3 watt 
z - characteristic impedance of the medium, rayls,  c. g. s. units 
P - absolute a i r  angle (V,/V~)]  degrees 
8'" - metal angle on conical surface between tangent to mean camber 
line and axial direction at le2ding and trailing edge, degrees 
A 8 - air turning angle 0'5 '0'6 for rotors and fill- P 12 for stators,  
degrees 
A@ * - camber angle, degrees 
X - ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4 
6 - ratio of inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 2116.22 
lbs/ft2 
bc  - deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent 
to blade mean camber line at trailing edge, degrees 
t - angle between tangent to streamline projected on 
meridional plane and axial direction, degrees 
7 - efficiency, % 
8 - ratio of inlet total temperature to  standard temperature of 
518.6"R 
P - mass  density , lbs -sec2/ft4 
u - solidity, ratio of chord to spacing 
- 
w - total pressure loss coefficient 
u) - angular velocity of rotor,  radians/sec 
Superscripts : 
1 - relative to moving blades 
* - designates blade metal angle 
Subscripts : 
ad - adiabatic 
' 7  
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instrument plane upsteam of rotor 
station at rotor inlet 
station at rotor exit 
instrument plane upstream of stator 
station at stator ieading edge 
station at stator trailing edge 
instrument plane downstream of stator 
B. Performance Parameter Definitions 
a) Relative total temperature 
'.) Incidence angle based on mean canl'7er line 
im = P l5 - 91*s 
- im - 011 - 8*il 
c) Deviation (DEV, Table 8, 6") 
b0 = 0 l6 - 
6" = 812 - 8*12 
d) Dif fusl on factor (D- FAC , Table 8) 












f )  Loss parameter (LOSS-P, Table 8) 
- 
w cos fl12 
- 
2 0  
g) Polytropic efficiency(EFF-P, TOTAL,   able 8) 






i )  Wake blcickage factor 
APPENDIX 2 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Uniform 
Inlet F l m  
ROTOR Identification of Blade-Element and Overall Performance Table Headings 
_Plh- 0 - Y- - -2 0 # - - *L- '- e woe- 
IN YA * FT%C F T I ~ C  FTZ FT&C FT:&~ FT; :~  :&k-&& =&& mLri rr:uc F T X :  F:&: nn.t F T Z C  :ci%k 
30 
50 V' 




- I w L - - a L l l l - r . u r E P L a L l o l ' l W  aw.r%fl~ - m r i  14-2 W e - 1  4*-i 
OLr;.REE MORE€ DEGREE MCREE DECREE TOTAL PROFILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOC(( 
5 
I J FCOS B; P6 1 :- 0 15 ;D 30 A #  A$* v D E 2~ - m 
5o iR5 i rn j  fs - - P5 , p  .dsh M5 M6 M; Mk n 
70 (U -ush)COS 0 6 m 
85 - 
90 2 a 
95 A E m s - ?  - - . L I Z L ~ - . E E & U V C I P  - CANT-1 V 4 n r - S  
H 
a 
RPW L W S E C  LBWSEC TO1 PO1 I I D E a t  DLoRLt 9 
'6 - See Figure 9 f3 Tad ?p m 
p 5  F 
IWS I- r I)*AC o w 4  L M C ~  p02/ 
*@A% EFF-AD fFF+ W 1  M-2 - 1  We-2 
1 So&!! WIRE€ OLWIEE DLQRLE OLBREE TOTAL PROFILE PO~SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
5 
aon/mxsAnYE~E-  - STAz-LI=_ NT-1 =ANT-2 
RPM I%n/Kc L~M/sEC To1 POI I I %REE ~ 6 -  
SOFT 
N W \ 5  W,/F T12 p 1 2  
- - - - 'lad tip See Figure 9 & 6 6 Aan T5 P5 
ROTOR Aerodynamic Design - Blade Elernell t and Over-all Performance 
- DIA-1 DIA-2 y-1 V-2 yM-1 VM-2 VLI-1 V0-2 8-1 0-2 09-1 8'-2 J'-1 V'-2 v0' -1 Vol-2 1'-1 U-i! 
- W In IN f ~ ~ s u  F T ~ ~ . T ,  XJ&LC FI/sEC FT/ZEC FTISEC DEGRCE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FTI~EC FT/sEC FT/sEC FT/$c FT/sEC FT/sEC 00 5 13.120 16.090 614 995 505.4 538.5 0 807.8 0 55.9 3 5 . 5  -26.2 751 632 -412 305 424 518 
10 14.100 16.780 620 983 621 .5  W 6 . l  0 775 .8  0 52. 0 37 .0  -21.0 718 645 -445 241 456 544 
15 15.170 11.580 627 971 627.4 6SJ.O 0 734.8 0 4 9 . 2  3 8 . 6  -15.4 804 656 -488 170 489 5 6 R  
30  18.280 19.910 650 916 65.1.1 640.4 0 855.1 0 45.6 42.7 - 0 . 6  877 641 -502 7 586 643 
50 22.190 23.090 671 896 671.1 606.1 0 576.4 0 4 3 . 8  4 7 . 2  15. 5 981 629 -716 -173 714 742 
70 25.880 26.260 680 782 680.4 583.9 0 554.8 0 41 .7  51 1 29 .4  l m 7  668 -836 -328 838 848 
85 28.450 28.810 682 755 682.6 569.9 0 492.3 0 4 0 . 8  53 .3  3 7 . 5  1145 715 -918 -432 918 923 
90 29.320 0-i.410 683 747 682.8 W . 1  0 488.0 0 4 0 . 8  54.1 3 9 . 6  1167 729 -948 -461 9 4  949 
9 5  30.150 30.180 683 737 682.6 556.9 0 487.9 0 41 .3  54.8 4 1 . 8  1189 738 -974 -488 969 973 
INCS I ~ C M  M V  ruRN cAmER S0LxC)TY 0-FAC OMEGA-fj LOSS& LOSS-P P02/ cFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-B M-1 M-2 Me-1 M * - 2  
UPAN Pr!sfE!5. U l @ E . . o E G H E E & R W -  TQTALP!~QFLCS; ~ 0 1  TOTAL TQXAC S H O C ~  
5 -6.1 0.81 10.3 1 . 7  7% 1 2 41 .390  .0673 .0124 . 0124 1 .540  ,9601 ,9571; 0 XTA . sn2 . bun 51 4 
10 -5.0 1 .65  11.5 58.0 8 1 . 1  2.30 . 3 8 5  . a 1 7  .W77 ,0077 1 .640  ,9750 .9735 0 .5718 .891 ,717  .5B6 
1 5  -4.3 1.99 12.2 54. 0 63 .0  2 .18  .400  .0264 .0057 .0057 1.  MO .9807 ,9795  0 ,5797 .a28  .738 . 594 
30 -3 .0  2.69 1 3 . 0  43 .3  2 1.93 .473  .03.94 .0085 . W85 1. S O  .9719 .9702 0 , 6045  .820  .813  . 574 
50 - 1  6 3 .41 11.2 31.7 39.0 1.69 . 5 3 5  .0481 .0136 ,0136 1 .540  .9535 .95% 0 ,6245  .74U .SO9 . 551 
70 -0. 5 3 .73 9. G 21.7 26 .9  1.53 .537 .0673 .0190 .01fi5 1 .540  ,9274 ,9229  ,0087 6328 ,686  1.001 586 
85 0 . 0  3.71 7.1 15.8 19 .5  1.43 . 525 . 0867 . M 3 $  . 0.. 1' 1. 540 ,9022 ,8961 . 0147: ,6342 .658 1. M 6  , 6 2 4  
SO 0 . 0  S.5S 6 . 8  14 .5  18.3 1 . 4 0  .523 .0979 .0269 ,0225  1 .540  ,8871 .8800 ,0162 . fi360 ,649  1 .089  fi3 5 
9 5  -0.2 3 .20  7 . 0  13 .0  1 7  4 1.38 .533  .I197 . a 1 3  .0263 1 .540  ,8672 ,8589 ,0196 ,6358 ,642  1.  110 642 
NCOR-1 YCOR'I WC/A-1 702,' P32/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLINT-2 
Sen. _L-4o_r % x DEGREE DEGREE 
S3Ft 
1400.0 185.0 42.0 1.1410 i .5430 93.3 93 .8  5.0 6.0 86.05 95-02  
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA-2 v-1 V-2 VH-2 v O - 1  ~ 0 - 2  8-1 R-2 R*-1 U*-2 v'-1 V * - 2  V@'-1 V0'-2 U"1 U-2 
?Wm I N .  
_.LM - ~ .  F T ~ S F C  F T ~ S F C  F T : ~ $ ~ T / s ~ ~  FT/SEC FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE QEGHEE QEGREE, FTLSEC FT/<-Ec FTISEC FT/SEC FTISEC FTISEC 
5 17.720 18. 580 978 576 822.7 570 747 0 49.7 0 -16 ! 46 ?C GM 818 179 
-601 571 598 
10 18.350 19.110 962 600 641.6 600 710 0 47 .8  0 -L1.4 4 6 . 0 5  657 850 119 -618 592 61fi 
15  19. 070 l s . 7 4 0  ? 617 669.3 617 678 0 45.9 0 - 5 . 9  46.00 662 882 64 -637 614 637 
SO 21.140 21.800 914 636 673.9 636 614 @ 42 .4  0 6 . 1  47.55 676 943 -68 -6sa 682 697 
50 23.970 24.200 875 830 614.9 630 5; 5 0 3 9 . 5  0 17.8 51 .00  708 1005 -216 -782 777 -82 
70 26.790 26.880 840 624 565.0 624 511 0 37 .6  0 2 8 . 0  54.23 752 1070 -354 -867 868 871 
8 5  28.880 28.900 818 619 655.4 d l 9  488 0 3 6 . 7  0 3 3 . 9  56. 52 889 1120 -442 -933 939 93 5 
90 29.570 29.600 811 616 649.8 616 4M 0 36.8 0 35 .8  57.30 802 1135 -469 -954 956 9 57 
9 5  30.240 30.270 805 61: 642.4 612 4 8 i  0 P i . 0  0 37 .3  58.08 838 1152 -492 -978 977 978 
ItdcS INCn DEV TURN CAMGEP SOLIOTY D-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P L O S S 4  ~ 0 2 1  OMEGA-BEFI--AD FFF-P M-1 H-2 - 1  M*-2 
n=N R E B P E . I E c ~ R ! D F ~ R F I E . ~ E ~ ; ~ E E .  .- TOTAL PROFILE POI 5HOM TQIA STATIC 
5 0 3.95 16.2 49.7 6 1 . 8  2.105 .583 .210  ,0485  . W95 .9184 .'682 0 0 , 8 8 5  ,4923  . 5Y'JO . 706 
10 0 4.25 15.9 47.8 59.5 2.032 .558 1 6  . a 9 9  . a 9 5  ,9385  .7989 0 0 . 8 7 0  . 5142 . 5928 . 734 
1 S 0 4.32 15.5 45.8 56.1 1.950 . a 8  ' . I 2 9  . m O l  .a307 .9526 .a336 6 0 . 854 . 1 3 5  . 5965 . 763 
30  0 4.79 13 .9  42 .4  5!.7 1.758 .495  .069  .0171 .0171 ,9751 .a926 0 0 .817 . 5510 ,6053 823 
50 0 5.48 1 0 . 3  39 .5  44.7 1. 552 .485 .018 .0154 .0154 ,9831 .9114 0 0 , 777  . 5458 ,6305  . l i 7  
70 0 6.08 1 2 . 5  37.6 4 1.388 .473 .043 .0192 .0192 .9890 .I3940 0 0 , 743  . 5380 .61jM .92U 
85 0 6. 50 15 .2  3 6 . 7  45 .2  1.285 .473 .061 .0273 .V173 .9789 .a571 0 0 . 719  .5322 ,6955  ,960 
90 0 6 .59  15 .8  36 .8  45.9 1.263 .477 .073  ,0912 . a 1 2  .9765 .a367 r, 0 -712  . 5281 ,7037 975 
95 0 6 15 16 .3  37 .0  46.8 1.230 .484 .096 . 0969 . a 6 9  .9729 .a163 0 L 705 . 5234 .TO70 980 
NCCq-1 WCOR-1 wC/A-1 T02/ PO2/ EFF-A0 EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM. _QLBWSrC LiiwXL I U  PO1 % % DEGREE OEGREE 
SOFT 
7+00*0  185.0 42.0 1.1410 1.500:: 87.3 88 .1  11.0 12.0 90.60 90.00 
Blade-E lement and Overall Performtjnce with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 65% of Design Speed 
R SOLZJTY D-FAC OMEGA-g LOSS-P LOS- PO21 EFF-P EFF-AD 0W6A-B M-1 M-2 M*-1 Me-2 
P 
b - - -  
-5.58 1-35 9.54 62.81 71.12 2.4320 el113 -1469 a0268 -0268 1-2190 -9189 .9166 a0000 m3509 ~ 6 9 9 4  a4315 .ti065 
41- 2ltfe a +%06() +ift%2 *02PO -3.2262 0-38 13565 mb?&6 &B 
-3.9'4 2.52 7.83 57-40 62.98 2.1549 e2615 to864 a6189 mDlB9 1.2238 e9444 m9428 e0000 -3654 06511 e4681 a4619 
-%he* 4.93 t ir& wh81 f 3 r M  1.9328 ~363e we357 .(ro% d U 9 4 1 - P l l 9  19690 .9689 rtKtee . 3 8 0 B  .J6% .jtW .+3fL 
-1.60 3.36 l l a 6 1  3 ~ - 8 8  39.15 1.6895 04212 eO438 a0124 e0124 1.1928 e9520 ,9507 *0000 e393O a5129 m5787 a4230 
a30 3.98 8.98 14.70 1 9 . 6 9 ~ ~ ~  
135 3-W 9 w e f  +S9 t % r j O  t r W M  w r c 6 9 7  r119ut -@tY7 sOP*P 1.1@3 e m 8  ern74 mu#O -s?? -*2@1 s- 
e26 3.63 l l e4S  9.73 17.48 1.5891 -4275 a1342 ,0338 e 0 5 d  1.1462 -7817 m7771 e0000 .3971 e3982 me976 m4701 
- 
QuCOA-1 hCOR-1 kC/A-1 TO?/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
L-. 1 ., 
- 
Y. " - 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
CQFT 
--. , 
47%. 1.3LrZJ 29.61 tw0546 + r W  9 2 r S Y f  9 0 s b l  
STATOR 
.. - .  
SOLIDTI D-FAC OME~A-0 LOSS* LOSS4 
1 2.65 19-19 45.52 62.53 Pa1080 e4488 a1142 
--&? A& ++2 4blect &tMOfl 1a?6 rH9f -0- 
-1sOU 3-33 17.58 42.98 57-06 1.9472 -4177 a0920 . 0 ~ 3 6  -0236 
- 4  i s e l  i5.W 360Sit 6&w7a 1.752s wiS7W djWt -0166 
-8.76 '2.25 1%-01 29.05 45.29 1.2867 e3128 e0305 moll8 e0118 4.w -I** t4a4 e8*46.96 ids54 aaba .*i5 .M 
-7.81 -1.06 16.03 29.67 66-76 1.2271 e371O -0930 -0379 
NCOR-1 rCOR-1 wC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
,.-. - ., - ,-"a 
SOFT 
* X O m  M h Z : t  29.6) k.9546 Lrt7- * s W  e h Z 8  
PO21 OMEOA-%cF-AD EFF-P 
--+wc4+--=- 
*9fr0  .0oG0 mC000 e7900 
sP7Lo -,- eOQBO -7799 
-9784 .go00 e0030 a8226 
s-77 s0BBB e k 8 4  
e9932 .0000 ,9000 .a968 
- T 9 9 a t - - t r m # - v  
a9954 e0000 .0000 .881U 
* N i l  r m  u0eOb e7aOb 
-9075 ego00 a0000 -7232 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 65% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 Y-2 vn-8 VM-2 vo-1 VO-2 0-1 8-2 8!-1 6'-2 V6-2 Vo1-8 Vo*-2 u-i u-2 
?GEAN L ~ K  _ FT/KL: F T l k c  F r FT/Yr FT/ t F t  sFc mFF D WI FrVe-' FY/ FT L F _ ~ C ~ ~ ~ F I / S E C  FJ/SE~ 
5 1Je120 16r030 Y f . 2  736.0 Y Z 1  37.23 !28% E 6  5%*.4 243.2 2- XSA- 
10 14.100 16.790 560.1 715.8 368.1 447.9 ,O 558.3 .OO 51.25 38.70 -24.78 471.7 493.7 9~94.9 207.). 294.9 
15 1s.170 17.580 374.9 689.0 374.9 4 u . r  .o u r . 6  .eo 49.58 40.23 -19.32 491.2 473.9 -st7,3 t s . 9  31?.3 %:! 
30 18*290 l 9 ~ 9 l O  391.0 623.8 391.0 445,s *O 4S.6 64.38 44-33 -2.52 S47.0 447.6 -;r)Z.3 20.1 382.3 416.4 
50 22.190 23.090 403.7 551.8 403.7 424.2 .O 356.9 000 40.00 68.% 16.58 615.2 w4 . i  +6c.t -126.7 464.1 482.P 
m &IeP--- 4 4 -A ---a S 1 ~ 3 - 3 U 0 - 6 2 @ 1 5 _ - ( U T  -5u43 -2UJ__siL+J349$ 
LI 28*45.) 28.610 4- 3 % ~  .O 275.1 -00 35.21 55.51 39.67 506*-5%.Q -123.3 595.0 5%. 
90 29.320 29.410 601.2 457.3 408.2 367.0 .O 272.8 -00 36.65 56-34 45.03 ;$::! 415.2 -342.4 613.2 615, 
30.15) 30.180 407.6 435.4 407.6 341.9 *O 269.6 -00 S8.26 57.12 46.60 750.9 %:$ -L10.6 630.6 631.k 
INCS INCM DEV fllRM CAMBER U ) C I O t Y  M A C  We&-e LOSS-? LOSS& ?OW LFF-P ElC-hD -6A4 LPI' M-2 1 Me-& 
- _ - % ! & % ! ! Q E ~ L c ~ Q ~ A L  JOtM - 
5 
-4319 .IS08 -168L .OSO5 .OW 1.2129 .91h  . 4 0 6  *OOOO .-7-;6673 -4127 .4678 
10 -2.74 3.08 6**2 63.48 66. r? 2.2837 -2348 el268 ~ 0 2 %  -0256 102194 -9290 .9269 *0000 ,3397 -6472 a43 0 a4464 
15 -2.03 4.23 7.59 ~ 9 ~ 9 5  62.68 2.1569 . h i 0  .lo21 . o m  .etas 1.2180 .9112 . w s  .OOQO .SUO . a 1 5  .4461 .4275 
30 7 4-18 11.?0 W.84 53.28 1e9028 -3998 -0401 -0106 .0106 1.2114 .%80 .%?I *0000 .b552 .5598 e.999 .4017 
50 .Y 5.31 1L06  J2.L -93 . b26  mob13 *0l&? * 0 l l 7  l f1971 *9578. eb566 *OOOO .W66 .4h7  -5607 -3965 
m ~,uroz  _aau5slailh . Q & a b  a* 7& .w_ .6164 .-945~ 
85 7 5.85 %%%: 19.7@ 1.@421 14306 e067S 101@@ .9068 ,9024 - 0 0 0 0 ~ 7 ~ 0  -4239 .65iF-.4501 
90 2-20 5.72 10.76 13.31 18.34 l . r ) l @ O  .4499 -1082 a0280 00200 1.1678 -8446 e8409 *0000 eS705 .4055 06697 -4452 
2.10 5.47 12.44 10.53 17.48 1.3891 .4665 el461 . O S 1  .0361 1.1574 a7852 .7804 *0000 .b99 .$853 a6820 -4404 
WOR-1 WCOlt-1 WCIA-1 ?OW P O 2 1  EFF-AD EPF4 STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RP9L P -L-I( -- - - M 6 R F c B R E E  - 
47930 l23.Co 27.94 1.0558 1.1925 92.392 92.64 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
OIA-1 D I h 3  V-1 V-2 VM-1 VU-2 VO-1 VO-2 0-1 0-2 0'-1 Be-2 vr-1 Vr-2 VOe-1 VO"2 LT1 U-2 
Lq fPI Ftf5-CFC FTI~E'~ p f l  a c  F f r  EE D 6 DEGREE FTrcEC F F &t ,F~fp-F~;€c FT/gEff 
17.720 18.580 680.9 463.4 436.8 W m 2 2 . 3  m - 5  38.71 662.6 w 5 1  -3 1.0 3 0.6 3 8 6 
'N CAMBER SOLIOTY O-FAC W 6 A d  LOS 
?LOUBEE.-_-- --  _ __ _.-_1Q 
.93 62.53 2.1082 .4907 el214 -0 
1.24 59 .s  2.0305 -4735 -1245 *O 
,.I3 57006 1.9478 01525 00987 -0 
1.68 51.72 1.7534 .4008 mO579 * O  
1.12 44.29 1.5488 03729 ,0584 .O 
t , a r 4 + L M & - ~ 3 5 4 h  mOSOI 1 9  
.30 55.28 1.2067 ,3489 .0341 .O 
.49. 4s.N 1.255~ .!3739 .0606 .O 










NCOII-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 TOW P O 2 1  EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 ST&-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
R e . L R y r V C & - - L  - L -- ---- . -DECPEP_nttiREL 
%FT 
4193. U3.m 27.94 1~0558 1.1805 87.035 67.40 i1.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Sljt Suction 
RO'rOR 65% of Design Speed 
O i A - 1  DIA-2 v-1 - V - 2  VM-1 VM-L VO-! V0-2 8-1 0-2 B ' - I  t*-2 V * - 1  V*-2 v O * - ~  VO*-2 U-1 
%SPAN m .Y CT + s + + 5 € e - - t - s  
5 15.120 i6.030 335.; 721.6 335.3 423.b  .O 559.6 .30 52-81 39.31 -27.88 433.3 $79.3 -274.5 224.2 27u.5 335.4 
10 l * r100 16-'Yu 341.0 6 6 3 ~ 6  W1mb 42u.l *t. 53'3.2 .UU 52.06 b0*a1 -24.06 4 5 W I  460.5 -295.0 187.9 P95.0 M 03 
15 131170 17.500 347.9 b5Y.d 347.9 42i.0 .O  507.1 .00 5t.19 42.36 '18.27 470.9 444.0 -317.4 139.3 317.6 364.8 
Xl &ah286 19.91tt 36d-8 b S . 5  M Z . 8  46'im2 - 6  433-8 100 46064 46.47 -2.36 527.3 411.2 -582.5 17.3 3.2.6 416.6 
S O  361.5 .i,u 4 2 . ~ 9  5 1 . ~ 2  17007 597.1 414.0 -464.3-121.6 466.3 683.1 
786--3)9+59 
so f.9.seo 29.610 381.1 we.9 M 1 . 1  335.6 .o dw.9 .JO 40.76 58.15 -4.23 7 ~ 2 . 2  468.4 -613.4 -3e.0 613-* M s r 3  
95 30.150 50elb0 361)-b 425.3 380.6 310.5 *C 288.2 .3b 42.92 58.89 47.95 736.7 462.5 -630.8 -343.2 650.8 631.Y 
INCS INEM D E V  TURN CAMBER SOLIdTY 3-FAC OMEGA-a LOSS-P L O S S 9  P02/ EFF-P EFF-A0 OCE6II-8 M-1 M-2 Me-1 Me-2 
w 
5 -* 2.U126 el850 . I532 a3036 6 4  m3933 -4333 10 -.a 6-00 1-11 64-67 -.t* ZmZ8'+5 -26- .Id72 .u214 16224 1.2152 -9439 ow22  0-0 *SO99 -6165 04L14 A163 
15 a11 6-58 3.63 60.63 6d.952.155'3 ,3252 .0719 eu158 .01%81.2153 .9585 .9573 .ooOO ,3151 -5932 .*2* -3995 
37 1.27 6-94 11.35 *dm83 65.26 1e9133B e4461 .W24 ~ 0 1 1 1  left* 1 . 2 1 ~ 3  e9687 ,9678 W -3288 ,5340 ~ 4 7 9 5  0-1 
50 2.40 7.38 1d.55 33.95 39.13 1.bgO; .'+&YO .G2bd .c,~74 .007$ 1.2043 ~ 9 7 4 9  a9742 .BOO0 03450 -4768 -5419 .36C9 
70 * '  
85 v.473G e06.59 m.161 e40.7 .6413 .el96 
90 *ebl 7.52) tt.95 13.W l ~ m 3 J l e ~ l 4 ~  , 956 .1050 .ve66 ~ 0 M 1 m 1 8 d 4  -8625 a9590 -3453 e3917 r-9 At'H 
95 5-87 7-25 13.75 10.99 17.48 1.3891 .5131 el449 . , 3 5 ~  .011@ 1.17'0 ,8071 a8025 e3Y4I -3736 -6677 06082 




4795. t16.29-;'6;~0 1.0538 l m i 9 9 d  93.- 9S.W 5.0 6.0 06.- 9S.M 
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA-P V-1 V-2 Vn-1 vM-2 VO-1 YO-0 6 -  6-2 1 - 2  ve-1 v*-2 vOl-1 V9*-2 U-a 3-2 
X Z N  &U W L W -  .- 
5 17.720 18.580 643.1 413.1 397.6 412.8 5Bb.5 7.9 51.81 1.07 -18.72 42.69 419.8 561.0- 
10 tern360 19.L10 639.9 *PPr* W6.6 421.P 490*% 3P.3 60.W 4 . H  -16.15 41.10 421.4 659.1 110.1 -567.6 51h9 39. 
15 19.070 19.740 627.7 429.7 417.7 426.3 r68.0 34.3 48.27 4.58 -9.45 01.48 $23.9 571.8 69.4 -378.7 399.0 $ 1 3 . ~  
JO p1.14€8 21.- K 9 3 A  438.6 430-'+ y37.0 *O9*0 02.1 43-69 0.89 4.43 We45 432.7 a13.7 -33.7 -09.4 WO.3 -2.0 
50 23.970 24.290 553.6 C36.2 436.7 435.5 348.2 24.3 
70  m ?is-- 
= 28.860 2 8 ~ 9 ~ 0  509.1 42109 420.3 421.8 287.2 8.4 34.35 1-10 36.99 54.72 526.3 730.5 -316.6 -S%e3 603.8 609.7 
90 kYtS7B f lab00 C W w *  W l o V  W Z r 5  40Oee 287.0 11.9 35-51 1.71, 39.50 56.58 521.7 797.8 -331.6 6 0 7 . e  610,f 619.3 
95 30.040 30.279 478.1 379.1 381.9 378.9 287.6 12.2 36.98 1.84 42.10 58.62 F14.d 127.6 -345.1 -621.1 632.. 633.3 
XNCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER SOLILTY b-FnC Ol,EGA-B LOSS-P LOSS4 PG2/ OMLSb-BEFF-AD EFF-P li-1 M-2 Me-l Me-2 
kX!-N 
5 2.22 6.19 17.56 5n.74 62.S32.lL84 ~ 5 3 6 5  ,1274 6 0  . I005 .ST67 ,3640 .3772 .4959 
lo 2.64 &pit 2tt.32 46-16 6'3.- 0.0314 06130 ,1337 ,0328 ,9762 mOoO11 .DO00 m78Pb .57# ,3725 m37M 
15 2.26 6.59 dO.Ob 43-69 b7.G3 1.9494 ,4093 el155 a0295 *a299 -9776 .on00 00000 .8084 -5614 03791 .3806 .So45 
30 9 9 4  5.W t 6 . a  4 0 . 6 ~  5 l r b 9  l e 7 5 Q 9  ~ 4 0 0 3  -0634 .0180 . O W  .98@ IW .0000 -8751 .5306 m387S ~ 3 8 W  .-23 
50 -.92 4.57 15-96 '5.35 44.7bl .5495 ,4049 .O443 ~ 0 1 4 3  .OlPS e9931 .Q000 m0000 ,8959 mu991 ,3858 .4136 e5746 
70 + '  
5 -2.43 4.01 16.17 A m . U W 4  so180 .O&.0 .9939 .oooo . o O O O  -8665 .US32 , 9 2 8  me682 ebb55 
90 -1mSe 5.21 17.4b 33.88 45.96 l r255u ~ 4 1 a 5  .07ti? ~ 0 2 0 3  .bfbS ,9912 T- m0000 ,8099 .43% r3637 .WW -6419 




NCOR-1 WCOH-1 WC/A-1 TJZ/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
* - 
SWT 
Uladc-Elenlent and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- RO TO R G5'1, of Design Speed 
I 4  
I 4  DIA-1 011-2 V-1. b f 2  +UVM&- a$&;- WG s& L Y ~  C#j 
=N u
5 13.120 16.~-7 3 ~ 9 . d  37d.J e 1  561.1 . J d  56.01 41.53 -3Oea2 413.9 440.6 -276.4 2 
10 l?rluO 1 6 . 7 9 ~  314.7 6560* 915.7 . M O O ?  00  53501 ego 64.56 43164 -0B.75 43210 4R3.0 -294.9 1 
15 13.17C 17eSd~  321.3 613.9 3.2r.3 386.5 S O  502.3 e30 52041 44ob1 -19016 451r8 409.9 -317.3 1 
30 1d.2dO 19+913 MS.1 576.9 333.1 376.9 e O  457.b e00 49.51 48.73 -3.14 508m1 371.0 -342.3 
50 22.190 23.~9,)  34517 521.0 345.7 369.0 00  372.7 e O O  45.65 53.29 16.77 57.18 38 06  - 4 6 4 0 1 - 1  
70 --- 
8 5  I 59.5. 91.11 a
90 99.340 ~ 9 . 4 1 ~  -07 ~ 3 6 . 4  3 0 . 7  304.1 + @  319.9 000 46*86 60.38 44.65 70Srs 4PQm0 - 6 i S e t  ' 8  
95 31.150 3C.L83 W B r d  422.5 348.0 283.u 0 0  313.2 .a0 470.44 61.11 98.27 720.2 426.2 -610.6 '5 
SOLIOTY 0-FAG OMEGA-0 LOSS-P LOSS-P PO21 LFF-r EFF-AD OMEOA-B M-1 M-2 M* 
" 
" ---- 
e58 7 . ~ 9  6.1, 72.35 71.11 2.4319 02419 e2067 eb365 r03651e2040 09079 r9055 00000 m28 3 a 3 
1-61 s e a  h w  a + o e  U - e o  a-zo* .arsr + s w 2  . o w  ,oPw t.aico .+son .*a82 *oes .a& :%O .a 
2.35 8.61 7.75 b3.76 b2.98 2.1Sri 03696 e0955 e(r235 .OPOSio2lC9 09491) e94.4 moo00 r2916 mS69i a4 
3-63 G*io re*& 6r.87 63-28 1 . 9 ~ 2 6  ~ 4 9 2 1  ~ 0 6 2 9  *Qrba -016) 1,2096 .9677 ,9666 w t t b e e  eSO54 .6161 .4 
4.67 gab4 12.25 36.52 39015 106b9Y 05348 00466 0 ~ 1 3 2  00132 1.2073 e9593 m9581 m0000 r3128 ebb33 a5 
, 0 1 ~ 1  1.1 8 1  08893 08863 .ooon 031s 04 0 0 6  
6 w+t thU +5&3 I&l* l.1@ *w *1414 *03& 
6 e ~ d  9-45 1 4 0 r l  ~ 2 . 8 4  17.48 1.3891 05649 01733 *04&5 .01(1S 1ei860 07951 07900 *0000. e3146 03720 06  
MOR-1 UCOR-1 WC/A-1 TO?/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT 




W B h  107.92~;;):3. a-t Sr80b8 92,837 M.87 
STATOR 
p i  SLANT 
17.726 18.560 618.3 375.0 353.6 374.8 507.2 e 4  551L2 #n5 -21.12 46.00 379.1 539.7 136.6 -3 
t6h3Mt t9rt-+9 -aw&-379& NO* 63.W 4r4O -160ht w e 2 9  Womb 6a0.3 107.4 'a 
19.070 19.746 60Oe4 384.7 380.6 3h2rQ 464.1 37.2 5tj.62 5055 -9.74 44.45 386.7 536.4 61.2 -3 
3C.240 36okfO 469.7 358.0 35016 357.7 312.C 13.7 41.71 2.19 42138 59.99 47407 715.3 -320.0 -4 
ER So~f01Y 0-FAC OMEGA-CI LOSS-P LO86IC p02l OMOA4EFF-AD LFF-p M-1 M 
----- 
5.41 9.?b ~6.53 55.07 62.52 2.1087 oS831 el339 eOSl8 mOJlI e97U8 e0000 .0000 00066 mSS22 
hOt t  -4.- -fB-rbCt *Br98-bQ-53fr03 i7  rmt 3iW3 r b w  8 w  r973? *VOW 80000 17931 a-8 e 
4.66 6.96 96.97 45.08 57e02 1.9502 e5378 01364 m~34c row8 09757 00400 00000 a7915 .IS62 
3.W 4.84 t?A t s f ! R S b  * 7 6  ~ 0 9 8 6  .03% 4- m w b  10066 .0000 07740 94- r 
4.57 11.21 18.51 39.52 46.75 i.2272 049b9 a1176 00479 mOb7) 09.69 moo00 *OOOO a7366 *@IS0 r 
NCOR-I YCOR-1 WC/A-1 TO2/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
m Y ",.a ". - - 
STA-i STA- 
-  
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Sljf Suction 
ROTOR 65% of Design Speed 
DEOREE DEGREE OEGdEt bEGREE DEG 
d tiheit - -a*- w ? 
4.95 11.56 4eUS 73.58 6 
-.-s'-r-- 
.C DEGREE LIEOREE DEGREE DEGREE FTI  
- 5  roo 68-60 We84 -33-42 a 
e l  e O O  56.67 46-57 -27.21 U 
1.1 -00 6 4 - 7 ~  47*93 -00847 4 
1.8 000 53-54 b2*G3 03-72 4 
b - 
'a; 
r-8 roo 59-10 62.95 (1314~ 6 
' - 8  roo 54-73 63-63 47r41 6 
8.7 ,OO u.ue a.uc 5 0 . ~ 0  4 
POI TOTAL TOTAL StfOCK 
l t 0 w 0  a9OW m9010 *W mPWP a6916 r m  r W  
1-2070 -9264 89223 -0000 -2545 -5'106 -5716 83599 
1r2OfS r(N% -9377 *WHO -2693 r W O  m 3 9 6 ( ,  mbM9 
5 ." m -
RPM LBM/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 % I, DCORCf DL6REE 
*T 
4799.0 968P3 21.70 1-0620 1.2067 09-01? 89-31 5 - 0  0 86.05 95-02 
STATOR 
-. C I -- __Y1Z_ 
 SPAN;^ -s+a--~ I,, - FT;S;C FT;S;~ F T E E Z Z Z - Z - Z Z  DEGREE FT-c FTISEC 
5 k 7 ~ 7 t e  H-bbt~ 597.6 339.6 Zltu-4 W V Y  608.! -1O.g 66-26 -91 7 -95-6 49-76 343-9 6P6-0 131-4 -40 - 9  370.7 -87 
10 18.350 19.1111 5 ~ 8 . 2  339.6 Jd9.0 3 ~ 0 . 8  a87-b 20-8 55099 3-89 -17-46 48-20 345.1 508.4 I O S I ~ - S I S ~ O  383.9 399-8 
50 
-dCU---k,. ------ 
SEdY YEYREE DEGKEL OtGhLC ~ E b m  TOTAL PROFILE POI SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
8-39 : f m ? i 4  14*4i? %.3L! 6 rW e0.1669 -63% e l 6 4 6  -0366 10366 -9727 *OQ80 roo00 -79 4 as319 89979 83869 rUb 7 
10 8eb6 12-32 19-44 52-47 58.02 2.0323 -6134 -1706 e(1419 -0419 e97CT -0900 -0000 1 7 6 % ~  -5236 82980 -3085 04482 
l5 7.57 1lebb 2 1 . ~ 7  47.74 66.99 lm9blb mb919 mtC71 -0426 mO4H r97P5 -8000  -0000 -7698 ~ 6 1 2 5  r3G02 e3109 .YO70 
30 6.48 11.26 &@.3Y 44.52 5A.65 le7Sb5 ,5302 -116a eu331 -0351 -9824 m0000 eO000 -8066 rY890 -5219 -3224 e49&8 
5Q 
70 1TMtP-rWk-dw-7&+-76~tb----- 0 1 . 3 6 8 2  .4770 -0967 5 5  -0385 -9878 -0000 -0OoO -7.65 -4399 85 79 -5723 ~ 5 7 5 0  
85 9.56 &b*t.F, 17.W W.I+ 46.b9 tmW72 mb4tb eL7W 80CbY 106fi9 .48b8 800@0 rOOO0 ,6649 84147 82809 e m f !  8-  
90 11.43 18.1,2 16-94 47.26 45-96 1.2557 r5715 -1929 -6768 e076a r9794 -0000 -0000 -6312 -9060 -2896 -5620 86083 
95 12186 19-59 17r24 Y9-05 44-75 1.9275 1 6 6 9 6  -PO35 -0829 # M e 9  r97*9 -no00 * O O O a  -6091 -3987 nor37 e m 1  r 6 1 7 l  
- 
F 3  p ? --- 
W --- RP1I LBM/SEC LBY/SEC TO1 POI b lI OEOREE DE0REL 
5M T 
4795-0 96.25 L1.W 1.0620 1.1818 80.495 ale08 11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 
2.79 10.i5 12.35 19-70 1.4421 
2.60 11.p 9.93 lee>% r.Yr48 
a*@' 120 0 7-46 17-40 1 .~891 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 s~hNT-1 SLANT& 
RPM LBW-I P o i  -b- 4- - -- - ac- DE6Ru. 
SBFT 
S905.6 160.34 36.15 1.0818 1.2907 92.492 92.82 5.0 6.P 86.05 9S.02 
STATOR 
lNCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDIY 
DEBRE€ DEBREE pEQREE DEBR 
2 2.56 18.B9 42 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOE 80'%, of Design Speed 
INCS INCM DEV TbRN CAMBER SJLIDTY 
%ShW DEGREE DEGREE GEGREE OEGREE cEGREE 
-3.48 1.43 - - % 9 2 0 2 . % ? 3 B  
'0 -ye55 2.09 6*0., 61.39 66.04 2.2647 
15 -3.88 2.40 8.03 57.21 62.94 2.1560 
30 -2.84 2.83 11-91 C4.17 53.26 1."038 
50 -1.72 3.25 12.31 30.07 39.13 1.6899 
70 '042 3.78 11 .95  18 79 27.00 ,5345 
85 7-3.80 10.0.: * - d . ~ 4 ~ 2  
90 016 3.68 11.63 10.40 18.34 1.4148 
95 .07 3.45 12-91 8.03 17.48 1.3691 
D-FAC OMEGA-8 
'OTAL TOTAI SHO$K. - _ 
09147 ,9112 .0000 
09366 mSS38 .0000 
09519 .9519 .0000 
~ 9 8 6 1  ,9855 *0000 
09757 09747 *OQOO 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 TOP/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM LMM/SEC LBWSEC 101 PO1 
-- 
¶I 
7 -  - _  % . -- DEGREE DEGREE 
SBPb.0 135.14 W.12 1.0823 1.2993 94r451 94-60 5.0 6.0 86005 95.02 
STATOR 
oXA-1 D I A - ~  V-1 V-2 VM-1 Vh-2 VO-1 V0-2 8-1 8-2 8 1  0'-2 V * - 1  V' -2 V0'-1 VOc-2 -2 u-2 %Sm IN I N  FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT SEC Ft/SEc DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT S FT SLC FT 5 FT SE F t  SEC-F~IX 
5 m.720 . 4 . 9  5 • 3. 3 4 6 2.14 -18.65 38.53 '32.9 Ef9 4 5 6 t 5  ;5509 @70e0 
1 5 , 4 ,  5 3 5 8 6 7  3 39.: 4:.7 3.87 -15.83 37.61 565.8 :40.5 1:998 -451.9 472.1 491.'? 
15 19.070 19,740 831.5 597.6 578.2 596.4 597.2 36.1 45.92 3.50 -10.46 38.32 5e0.6 760.3 1 0 4 ~ 6  -471.4 490.6 507.9 
INCS ZNCM DEV TURN CAMBER SoLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS+ LOSS-I PO2/ DML~A-BEFF-40 EFF-P M-1 M-2 Me-1 Me-2 
SSPnN DEGREE DEGREE CEGREE DEGREE OEGREE X u A L p  _ P g f - S ~ - - T m I A L  s A 
5 -026 3.71 18.63 47.12 62-ToTf . 4 9 2 r e 1 2 8 1 (  00304- 0 9  85 .0000 to000 Te:9q0 r 7 6 7 3 - - ; 5 0 3 ~ * 5 2 9 0  06431 
10 040 4.66 19-63 44.40 590582.0296 .4738 01330 00327 ,0327 a9572 r O O O O  .0000 07891 ,7626 05164 ,5296 06503 
15 O.28 4.05 18.93 42.42 57.06 1.9476 .4511 .1112 90265 .0285 09653 r O O O O  0O000 e8175 .7476 ,5256 ,4327 ,6689 
30 -3.07 1-15 16.b8 36.87 51.73 1.7327 04057 00654 00186 .O186 ~ 9 8 1 5  .0000 ,0000 08722 ,7045 ,5285 ,5674 .7039 
50 -4.79 . 7 l  13.76 51.77 44e81 1.5484 03690 00434 00140 .Ol4O 09892 e0000 .0000 08979 e6541 a5161 a5683 .7317 
70 -6.77 -066 13.3 30.28 44.25 03868 03466 03331 .eJ122 a .oopP 9 9 2 5  * D O O Q  09031.  6 m 9  05435 &Qb@ r 7 W I  
85 -7.56 - 006 14.7; 29.52 4 5 . 2 d . 2 8  ,3453 00423 .OW .0165 09914 .0000 .0000 .a689 %of ,4665 ,6351 -8199 
WI -7.15 !.55 16.01 29.37 45.96 1.2554 03663 00664 00264 .0264 09872 .0000 ,0000 08116 05622 04614 06306 .8125 
96 -6.70 a06 16.8b 29.93 46.76 1.2271 ,3926 9383.3 00340 00340 09840 .0000 .0000 ,7818 05423 .US61 ,6257 08081 
NCOR-1 nCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ PO?/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLIHT-2 
RPM LBM/sEc LBMISEC 101 po l  Y y - - -- .--. - DEGREE DEOIIEL 
SCFT 
w . 0  155.14 95.12 1.0823 1.2786 88.468 08.- 11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- 80% of Design Speed 
1 4  
m 
mTOR 
- !I-1 v- )  e A . M - 2  ~ n - 3  n-r M-2 a*- i  49-2 u s - 1  Y*L--LY[LI-~ u - ~ . I J - ~ _  
%_SPAN F T / s E i  FT;S~C Fr/sE< F ~ / s c t  F c  FT/sEC DFGQFE ,,tJHEE OEGREC ,€CREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 13.120 1 0 . ~ 3 0  466.3 906.1 ~ 6 6 . 3  567.5 ... 706.4 . O i l  51.22 35.98-27.28 576.3 638.6-338.6 292.7 338.6 413.7 
10 14.155 i6.790 475.5 bd5.4 475.5 559.0 ,C 684.0 ,00 50.74 37.42 -24.13 598.7 612.9 -363.9 250.7 363.9 4SS.S 
15 15.175 L7.583 431.7 851.5 ~ 4 4 . 7  560.3 .C 640.9 . O i l  48.82 38.92 -1804@ 623.1 591.6 -391.5 187.2 391.5 453.7 
30 1 5 . : ~ ~  19.910 536.9 769.5 506.9 55r.o .L 533.8 .nd 43.90 42.91 -2.01 692.6 556.3 -471.7 20.0 471.7 513.8 
K, - 2 ~ 1 9 ~  :%&n 5 9 5 ~ 3 . u  ~ ~ 5 . 2  53f..fi 1 436.l- U y 7 . C _ 5 &  U-22&-- lS9& 5 2 2 A  5 9 5 ~ 9  
70 25.830 26.260 552.9 blY.9 532.3 502.5 .b 362.9 .00 35.92 51.59 32.00 854.5 593.7-667.9-314.8 667.9 677.7 
85 28*U5~313.blO 53-3-43 583.5 5 S . b  479.4 .LI 332.6 .OD 34.76 53.99 40.24 907.6 628.3 -734.2 -405.7 734.2 738.3 
90 29.320 29.*10 533.0 55e.2 533.0 450.9 .C 328.9 .0U 36.14 54.84 43.66 925.5 623.5 -756.6 -430.1 756.6 759.0 
95 30.150 30.160 532.2 531.9 532.2 420.6 .a 325.6 .OU 37.75 55.63 47.13 942.7 618.4 -718.1 -455.2 778.1 77818 
L T . '  - - I - - Pi12/,EEEzEff-n-l A* -1- MY-2 
%ismN ~ i u P E t  3iCdCE bL-- TOTAL FtIOCK 
T 0 r k 6 0  ~ 9 1 2 5  .DODO .4259 a8273 ~ 5 2 7 5  ,5830 9 1-91 +.hi? h3.A 71-05 2.4325 el689 ,1538 eC281 .0281 1.3331 
lo -*.Or d.6C 7.53 61.55 66.05 2.2446 ,2460 * I095  .021Y .O219 1.3418 09363 e9336 .003@ e4353 ,8032 e5503 ,5573 
l5 '3.30 2.92 d**S  57.33 62.90 2.1559 .A064 00742 ~ 0 1 6 3  ,0163 1.3463 r9526 ~ 9 5 0 6  .PO00 .4440 ~ 7 7 1 5  ~ 5 7 3 1  a5360 
30 '2.23 3 .37  l i e 7 5  44.92 53.20 1.9037 ,4075 .0249 .0965 ,0065 1.3346 ,9789 ,9780 .00O(l .4643 ,6916 .6161 .5000 
50 -1.17 3.x:~ 1 J . W  1C-ll(.hR90 -Us95 . n a  
70 ~ - ~ ~ - - . n b n O _ , l c A t 5 ~ ~  013 4.33 :I093 15.39 i7.3C 1.5345 ,4444 ,0306 *Or785 .0085 1.2907 ,9602 ,9587 .COO0 ,4885 .5504 . I843 05272 
85 ah5 4.53 10.25 13-75 19.69 1.4421 ,4352 r ~ 5 7 8  so153 .Q153 1.2762 .9182 09154 eOCn0 .4890 -5164 ,8334 e5560 
90 - 7 6  r .21 11.39 11.17 18-34 1.4146 ,4522 ,0996 .0?55 .0255 1.2603 ,8573 08526 .0000 .4884 -4926 .8495 .5501 
95 a61 3.9~1 1 ~ 9 %  8.5O 17.4d l .3&91 .4604 11390 so340 .0340 1.2441 ,7970 ~ 7 9 0 7  mDOOO .@877 04680 ~ 8 6 4 4  -5441 
crna,l n n r l  FFC-0 - -& 
'?pH -BM/SEC LFI*I/SEC 101 PO1 X % DEGREE DEGREE 
S T  













3 1 n=v -2 -1 n,Far n M F u J  Occ 
GREE u i G R t E  DE69E5 JEGREE DEGREE 
-D LaLLP- 
TOTAL PROFILE 
.LU 5 r e  1B.u YZ& 6 2 d 5 3 ~ l n E ~ _ A n l 6  ~ 1 2 9 5 ~ m 6  .mI- 
-69 4.95 19.69 44.83 59.56 200303 a4833 01345 -0.331 -0331 
.a8 1&3, a.15 5 7 . a b ~ 9 ~ 7 7  .'~blll * I ~ U  * D ~ B S  .baas 
-d.27 2.55 16.8'  37.52 51.72 1.7532 .4150 .0637 e0181 .0181 
3 7 . 3 7 - - ~ ~ ,  .n499 - - U- 
-5.93 .17 13.99 30.41 44.25 1.3369 -3556 ,9317 e0114 ,0119 
-baa8 -11 1 5 ~ 3 ~  JO-&!k W.29 1.2&7 a-9 *a394 *Ol= n o i s  
-5.67 .9* 16.71 32.21 45.96 1.2554 a3806 00664 00264 ,0264 
-4.96 I-nJ 17.53 31-02 46.76 l ~ Z i ? 7 1  ~ 4 1 2 C  ,0666 ~ 0 3 5 3  .0353 
p92L_pLILpkBPFF-'D CFFIP 
POI SUOCK TOTAL STATIC 
LPSPI -rPOOP a O O O O  07986 
09576 .0000 ~ 0 0 0 0  e7903 
09660 a aOOOO 98187 
-9823 e0000 .0000 .a771 
nnn .w 
,9930 m0000 .0000 e9123 
09919 AMM ~ 0 0 0 0  *Be29 
09872 .0000 00000 a8203 
-9844 rOPOQ m0000 n7852 
DEGREE DEGREE 
- kc- T 
591h.o 153.79 34.- 1.0838 1.2927 87.980 138.49 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
INCS INcn DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-8 M-1 M-2 M1-1 M1-2 7 LXGREE I!EGREE DEOREE DEGRE- EGREE TOTAL PROFILE P T TOT SkzC_K 
- 5 3.e6 6.49 66.2670.96 2.4330 ,2020 .9289 1.:87 % .0000 -3954 -7928 ~ 5 0 2 2  05423- 
10 -2.07 4.58 6.9' 63.56 66.02 2.2853 .274@ -1022 .so204 .O2o4 1.3408 a9442 a9418 .0000 -4039 -7691 e5295 .5206 
NCOR-1 kCOR-1 hC/A-1 T02/ PC2/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM LbM/SEC LkX/SEC -31 - PO1 
<GET 
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V - 1  V-2 VM-1 VM-2 V0-1 VO-2 0-1 8-2 81-1 89-2 V l - 1  V*-2 V O * - l  VO1-2 U-1 U-2 
&SE4!4 IN I N  FTISEC FT/SEC FT/c,Ec FT/SEC FT 5Ec FT/sEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/sEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/sEC F T L S L  
5 17.720 18.580 799.6 502.9 493.0 502.6 i29.5 4.2 51.93 .46 -19.31 43.36 522.4 691.4 172.7 -474.7 456.8 978.9 
10 18.350 19.110 794.8 514.5 506.2 513.4 612.7 33.6 50.43 3.74 -15.43 41.80 525.3 68806 139.7 -459.0 473.0 492.6 
15 19.070 19.140 780.8 523.C 524.7 521.6 578.0 38.8 47.76 4.26 -9.37 42.02 532.3 702.1 86.5 -470.0 491.6 508.8 
30 21.140 21.600 739.3 537.4 541.1 536.7 503.5 26.6 92.92 2.84 4.34 44.63 543.8 75'I.S -41.4 -530.1 544.9 556.8 
60 23.970 24.2120 695.2 533.7 544.6 532.7 431.9 52.7 38.@0 3.51 18.79 47.96 576.4 795.8 -185.9 -591.1 617.9 623.8 
M 36.790 26.880 b56. 527.0 536.7 526.6 374.5 17.9 34.80 1 . 9 5  5 2 . 6 2 5 . 1  -674-316.~9 69bS-h4i?.9- 
85 23.860 28.960 630.; 512.8 524.0 512.7 350.8 12.7 33.81 1.42 36.89 55.00 655.2 894.0 -393.1 -732.3 743.9 144.9 
80 29.570 29.600 612.1 ra5.5 5t0.9 485.3 351.6 15.2 35,08 lo80  39.35 57.02 647.9 891.5 -410.6 -747.7 762.2 763.0 
30.240 30.270 593.1 460.4 476.1 U60.1 353.8 15.2 36.62 1.90 41.80 58.97 638.7 892.8 -425.7 -765.0 779.5 780.5 
INCS INCM 6EV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M*-1 M1-2 
JLGREE DEGREE DEGREL DEGREE DEGREE 
2-50 6.26 16.95 51.47 62.53 2.1082 
2.45 6.70 19.6P 46.69 59.54 2.0312 
1 7  6.04 19.6. 43.50 57.04 1.9492 
m38 5.18 16-60 40.08 51.69 1.7548 
-1 .Cf  4.42 l4.2f 34.89 44.76 1.5494 
-2.73 3.38 14.75 32.05 4'4.23 1.3871 
- 3.53 16-45 32.39 45.27 1.2867 
-1.81 U.79 L7.52 33.26 45.96 1.2554 
-.56 6.19 18.22 34.72 46.76 1.2271 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ ?C2/ 
RPM LBM/SEC LBWSEC TO1 ?O1 
cnc+ 
~ O T A L  PROFILE 
.5520 el335 eO317 -0317 
,5279 el400 00344 -0344 
.SO37 el257 -0321 .D321 
,4544 -0662 .Dl88 e0188 
-4164 .r&56 00147 .O147 
-SHOCK T STATIC . 
,9610 .0000 %OO e8089 .7181 .4391 a4703 .6038 
,9596 o0000 e0000 ,7987 07125 04496 ,4737 ,6018 
,9628 a0000 .0000 .a397 -6993 .4571 -4790 -6196 
.9831 .OOOO .0000 08800 -6613 ,4786 ,4872 06621 
.9896 .0000 .0000 .go26 ,6204 ,4687 e5138 ,6989 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
OIA-1 DIA-2 V-1  Y-2 VM-1 VM-2 VO-1 V0-2 0-1 8-2 8'-1 b*-2 1 V*-2 VO*-1 V0*-2 W 1  U-2 
-N N IP! FT/SCC FT/SE FT/SEc FTISE F T / K  FTlSEc DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGRFE FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 '13.120 16.030 YI&Q 853t6 415.0 Sost7 :[, 688.5 .36 53.75 39.09 -28.63 535.9 575.1 -337.9 275.6 337.9 4 1 2 2  
IHCS II.(Ch! DEV TURN CAMnER SOI-IOTY O-FAC ONEGA'O L3SS-P L 6 S - P  PO21 EFF-P EFF-AD W 6 A - 8  
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 YC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-l SLANT-2 
RP14 LEWWC LBH/qFC T O 1  PO1 J I 
-. nD%!x 
SQFT 
59020 140*46 31.67 1.0875 1.3183 93.955 w.22 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.0t 
STATOR 
OIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-1 VM-2 VO-1 V0-2 0-1 8'2 6'-1 29-2 1 V*-2 V0'-1 VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
%- I H  I N  F / EC F EC FT EC FT/ EC FT EC FT/ EC DEGREE OESWEE DE EE GEG E FTISEC F / EC FT EC FT/ EC FT/SEC FT EC 
17.720 18.580 '7;l.P T<:3.3 $1.4 q22.9 iZP.4 3.1 5 -.38 - 2 . ~ 0  4%51 499.8 T6:5.0 $6.0 -4z1.6 456.4 $ 8 ~  
10 18.350 1Q.110 7730% bP,..7 482.1 479.4 60Sr5 33.3 51.42 5.96 -15.30 43.74 500.0 663.7 151.9 -458.9 672.6 492.2 
15 19.070 19.740 7 5 9 . ~  491.5 496.4 '409.4 574.6 05.5 49.16 5.31 -9.55 43 .4~  503.9 673.7 83.4 -462.9 491.1 508.4 
30 21.14Q 21.600 721.0 511.5 515.2 510.6 504.2 29.2 44.36 3.27 4.43 b5.90 517.9 733.9 940.3 -527.1 544.4 556.3 
50 23.970 2Q.230 676.7 512.4 519.1 511.1 437.0 35.4 40.07 3.96 19.08 48.97 550.6 779.1 -180.4 -587.8 617.3 623.2 
90 29.57@ 29.600 602.Q y7r..6 481.2 u7C.C 362.3 23.9 36.99 2.91 39.69 51-52 625.4 875.6 -399.5 -758.4 761.5 762.3 
96 30.250 30.270 586.2 C48.5 459.5 447.9 364.0 24.0 38.39 3.07 42.07 59.34 619.0 878.3 -414.8 -755.5 778.6 779.6 
INcS INCM DEV TURN CAMDEN SOLIDTY 
-EE DEGPEE DEGREE DFGREF DEGREE 
3-23 7.19 16.10 53-24 62.55 2.1082 
3.53 7.7" 19-90 47.47 54.54 2.0312 
3.17 7.50 20.73 43.R5 57.03 1.9194 
1.84 6.63 17.23 l + l r ~ S  51.69 1.7553 
-61 6.10 14.72 36.11 44.74 105496 
4.92 15 25 3 4$. 2 
5.55 17:28 :3:zg0 45.z7 :.2867 
e l 0  6.70 18.63 34.0E 45-35 102554 
1 -21  7.9' 19.49 55.32 46.76 1.2271 
D-FAC OCEGA-8 L0sS-P LOSS* 
LPL'-LL 
-5793' .1431 *0339 .OS39 
e5560 el516 ,0372 .0372 
,5277 81356 .0346 .0%6 
04758 eO781 -0222 .a222 
,4347 -6532 e0171 ,0171 
r4085 eC444 .C165 .a- 
.@I31 eC556 *0216 .b216 
,4423 e1j876 ,0348 
,4710 01C28 *@'+I8 ,0418 
NCOR-1 YCOR-1 UC/A-1 T02/ P'?/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBWSFC I nML+ET 701 PO1 L V 
SOFT 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance wi th  Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
80% of Design Speed 
1 4 5  I N #  DEV TURN CAmLR SOLIOTY D ~ A C  OCKQA-B LOSS* LOSS-@ EFF+ EFF-~b OL(EBA-0 
PO1 TOTAL TO 'gLs+&L- 
1.3232 -9167 1 3 .0000 
vb2671.5289 09341 .9313 .0000 
.010b 1.3500 .CW .U79 +DO00 
.0133 a h 5 4  .%40 .000@ 
.b120 1.3305 .%'$' .WPS .a000 
95 .%a6 LdQPe- 
01 . 870 . 829 .pooo 
06 .,:356 ~ o p b o o  
.b437 1.30*1 ,7983 .7906 .&bb 
STA-1 STA-2  SLANT-^' SLANT-2 
- - bParEE_nLOIILLL 
5.0 6.0 86-05 95.02 
STATOR 
I N c ~ .  INCM DEV TURN cAC(&R SOLIOTY 
Blade-Element and Uvera.il Performance mi th Stator-IIub Slit Suction 











Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
STA 
DIA-1 014-2 V-1 V-2 VW-1 VH-2 VO-1 VO-2 8-1 6-2 89-1 6* -2  V*-1 V*-2 V0*-1 VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
IN IN FTtSEi FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/S;C FT/SEc FT/SEc DEGREE uLGREc DEGREE DEGRCE FT/S€c FT~SEC FT/SEc FT/SEc FTISEc FTISEc 
13.120 16.030 554.4 l ~ U l . 5  5 5 ~ . 4  64u.l - 0  819.5 a00 51.80 34.48-28.75 672.5 734.7-380.7 353.4 380.7 465.2 
14.100 1 6 . 7 9 ~  565.9 1023.5 565.9 646.1 r 0  793.4 .00 50.83 35.87 -25.33 698.3 715.4 -409.2 306.2 409.2 417.2 
15.170 17-58" 577.7 795.0 577.7 655.2 .O 735.0 . O O  48.26 37.30 -18.90 726.3 69Y.O-~40.2  224.9 440.2 510.2 
18.280 13.913 60t.u 880.6 606.4 649.5 .O 514.7 .00 42.44 41.15 -1.43 805.9 652.0 -530.5 16.9 530.5 577.8 
22.190 25.093 629.9 776.9 629.9 610.6 - 0  460.1 -00 38.14 a5.60 17.22 901.0 641.4-643.9-190.0 643.9 670.1 
25.n8C26.2bO 639.1 7'll.b 6S'J.l 583.2 e Q  390.0 .00 33.75 49.59 32.48 996.3 692.9-751.0-372.1 751.0 762.0 
29mQ5S 28.619 636.5 6u4.4 63fi.8 5Q0.0 .O 351.6 .0O 33.08 52.27 41.55 1043.9 121.9 -825.6 -478.6 825.6 830.2 
i9.32~ 2'3.410 637.7 616.3 637.7 511.1 .O  34".3 . O O  33.99 53.15 44.90 1065.3 721.8 -850.8 -509.2 850.8 853.5 
30.150 30.185 636.y 589.0 656.4 491.2 - 0  339.6 *OC 35.22 53197 48.09 10Plr9 720.5 -874.9 -536.2 874.9 875.8 
It.C5 IhCU 2EV T u R ~  :A).iULR S~LIDTY 3-FAC OMESA-0 LOSS'P LOSS-P F32/ EFF-P EFF-I\T -MEGA-@ M-1 2 M*-1 M*-2 
5EGIlEE GEGHEE DEGREE CCCi4EE DEGREE TCTALPR3FILE 701 TCTAL TOTAL S*OCK 
-6.51 0 5.~04 65.23 79-92 2.4329 -1027 el993 e0359 -0359 1*4311 ,8880 -8322 .0000 .5100 e9578 .6196 e6756 
-5.62 1.03 5.77 61-19 65.98 2.2654 .2456 el107 -0219 -0219 1.4658 .9341 ,9305 .OD00 ,5219 a9372 .6458 .6553 
-9.99 1.29 7.98 56.20 62.92 2.1566 .2962 .<606 e0133 -0133 1.4645 .9597 ,9574 -0000 e5333 ,8982 ,6725 .6328 
-4.06 1.61 12.24 42-58 53-25 1.9039 .3Q26 . " I39  .OD36 .0036 1 . 4 3 4 ~  ,9868 .9861 rOOOO .5608 ,7947 -7470 .5801 
-3.01 1.90 12.73 2Sa3fl 59-13 1.6I9R .44C)6 e.1297 so084 .0094 1.3939 ,9670 .9651 .0000 ,5634 ,6936 -8368 ,5726 
-1.66 2.52 12-35 17.10 26.98 1.5343 ,4271 .n272 -0075 .0075 1.3589 ,9626 -9609 .0000 .5920 .6233 .9160 .a155 
'1.06 S.O! 11.62 10.72 19-72 i.4421 .4256 .u743 ,0193 ,0193 1.3216 ,3894 . i~693 .0000 ,5915 .5695 .9696 .6379 
-.99 2.52 12.63 8-25 18-34 1.4148 .4357 -1092 -0273 .0273 1.3009 ,8338 eP275 m0000 a5904 ,5430 a9867 e6359 
-1.06 2.31 13.53 5.88 17.48 1.3891 .4471 ,1438 ,0346 .0334 1.2814 .7767 .7688 .0050 .SO92 .5173 1.0028 .6328 
I4COR-1 &OR-1 YC/4-1 T02/ ?02/ E'F-AD EFc-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
HFW LBM/SEC LHM/SLC TO1 PO1 'I '# DEGREE DECREE 
SOFT 
6650. 175.26 -19.52 1.1031 1.3792 93.336 93-71 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
TOR 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 vn-1 VM-2 vo-r vs-2 e-1 0-2 a*-I 09-2 v*-1 v*-2 vo* - t  VO*-2 u-1 u-2 
IN IN FT#SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT#SEC FTISEC ~EGREE OE6REE DEGREE DECREE FT/sEC FT/SLC FT/SEC-FT/YC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
t 7 e R D  X ~ ~ J O  '3bT.g 65E3-626 .3  650.1 739.9 22.b 49.73 1-93 -iP;77--51F;Eb-665.6--63o85 225.2 -316.6 314.2 539.2 
16.350 19.110 976.1 669.2 650.9 667.6 127.7 r5.1 48.21 3.86 -&b.71 37.3s 679.5 839.B 195.2 -509.4 552.5 554.6 
19.070 19.740 957.9 685.60 674.3 683.2 680.0 89e7 45.22 4.16 -10.65 37.W 687.0 MO.5 126.6 -523.1 553.4 572.8 
21.140 21.600 897.9 601.9 701.4 680.7 560.2 29.2 38.59 2.45 4.32 41.27 704.8 906.0 -53.2 -597.7 615.5 626.8 
23.970 24.200 829.7 657.9 688.7 656.9 462.4 35.7 33.86 3-11 18.66 45.40 728.3 936.1 -233.2 -666.6 695.6 702.3 
XrrCS INCc DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTI 
OEGHEE LEGRLE OEGREL OEGREE DEGREE 
.07 4.03 10.46 47.77 62 .552 . i i 71  
e l6  4.91 19.82 44.54 59.60 2.0286 
-1.17 3.17 19.61 41.06 57.10 1.9458 
'4.09 .73 16.43 36.14 51-76 1.7516 
-5.71 - *20 13.91 30.75 44-03 i.5478 
-7.89 -1.7; 13-38 29.12 44.28 1.3e65 
-E.02 -1.51 15.00 28.79 45.31 1.2666 
-7.64 -1.05 16.50 28.63 95.96 1.2554 
-7.24 -.4R 16.97 29.30 46.76 1.2271 
D-FAC OMEGA-0 
Blade-E lement and O v e r ~ l l  Performance with Stator-Hub S1 
- ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
u 
t-d - - u & - x 4 J -  nfi-&-m=a.--J 
%.SW4 I N  I h  FT/SEC F-FT/SEC DEIRCL JC@RCE MIRCC OCORCE fT# 
5 i 3 . W  LbtOSO SS9.i a Y  U 9 1 1  -9.2 .O 80701 .DO 51.06 3 1 . a  -28aSS 6 
10 14miOO 16.790 550.1 1003.3 550.1 633.3 rO 778.1 a00 10.85 56.63 -24.66 6 
15 15.170 &Tarn0 Sb1.t Q6bS 561.3 637.b .O 726.2 a00 48171 Sea09 -11a70 7 
30 18.280 19.910 588.7 867.6 S88rT 627.7 a0 598.7 .00 43.61 41.98 -1.86 7 
50 a&sGS4L - 'A- q cO k*l-* -Pp-. 1 
70 25.880 26.260 695.2 =9 00 ,109.3 000 36aOS 5Oa3e 31.03 9 
85 2a.WOZ8.aiO 623.1 647.0 635.3 WOa4 .0 570.1 600 54m94 52a93 40190 10 
90 29.320 29a410 622.8 621.5 62208 502.7 0 0  365.3 rOO 36.02 53.70 4401s 10 
96 50.250 30,180 62l.Q S9S.S U1 .9  Y72aY .0 362.5 .00 S7aS0 SY.58 Y7aSS 10 
I N C ~  IN- nrv r r -  - P U W T e .  EEf 
DEOREE oEOREE DESREE DEGREE DECREE TOTALPROFILE POI TOTIL TOT 
5 -5.76 1.15 8.26 63.75 70.92 2.$331 .18&6 11914 .O345 rOS68 1.4280 a8948 a 
10 -6.85 1-80 6.95 61.29 65098 2.2851 02521 01050 00209 a0109 lr.579 ,9304 
15 -4.2'l 2.08 8018 56.78 42.91 2.1567 a5OA2 ,0659 rOt4O eO14D 114573 09585 a 
30 -3.23 2.45 11.85 43.84 53.24 1.9043 04112 00215 00056 .00m 101346 a9812 a 
60 -- ~ ~ - - ~  a L 5 P Q I  r* - A  
-05346 .1(563 00379 00105 ao&os la3735 09515 o 
70 -040 3.28 10a94 12.04 1'4.60 lab422 . 4 U 8  00670 a0176 .0176 l r 3 4 7 9  .90bS a 85 
80 -036 3.16 11.87 9.69 18034 i * S i @ I  04578 a1028 00261 a0161 1.3298 08141 
95 -a44 2-94 13.20 7.23 L7.48 la5891 .4718 01398 a0341 a O S 4 1  l r 3 l l S  a7966 
t Suction 
~ L ~ ~ J ~ L - ~ I Z L - ~ - - -  -  -_ - - -  - SU-1 SYA-2 -91 SLUU-k 
RPM LBM/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 I U DE6REC DEOREE 
SQFT 
6607. 171.92 56.71 1.1059 1.3893 93.001 9 S . N  5 0  6a0 86005 95.02 
STATOR 
- v l l - % U I ) , U y - 3  V0-2- Brt-  a-2 - 1  - 2  Yt-1 Y1-2 YO**l V O t - 2  U-1 U-2 %aN IN I N  FT/SEC FTISEC FT/sEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/sCC DLOREE DEGREE DEQREE OtGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/sEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
17.720 18.580 946.5 615.7 603.2 615.3 729.4 19.7 50.91 la82  -19.65 YO.16 640.6 805.2 21Sa4 -519.2 51ea0 538.9 
18.350 19.110 950.5 633.5 62801 632.0 713.3 40.7 Web3 3.68-16.08 .'90l(r 653.9 814.4 18 la1  -113.6 532.3 554.5 
Is 19.070 19.760 932.9 b48.O 097.7 6Y6.6 671.1 4 i a 8  46000 3.70 -10.33 39.3n 659.1 836.6 I lbaO -530.8 513.2 5 V 1 6  
21.140 21.600 877.8 651.6 672.5 651.0 563.9 26.5 39.95 2.33 4.10 42.66 675.7 685.5 -49.3 '600a1 613a2 626.5 
50 2J.P'ln- %~LALL-~~.L.~&%L- &J- S b  35.65 UY 19rYt l  ~ b r a a  a 9 a d  9 u e b  '221*6 -666.4 69St3 7m.P 
70 26.790 26a88O 763.4 620.2 64905 62000 401.1 12.8 31069 1.27 30103 50.99 751.1 985.6 -376.0 -765.9 777.1 77917 
85 28.860 28.900 715.6 595.2 626.1 595-1 367.2 5.4 30.39 053 56.89 SYa45 78300 1023.8 -470.0 -859.9 837.1 8Wa3  
SO 29.570 29.600 705.2 563.6 66W.5 565.4 363.0 11.2 30099 1.13 39.30 56.29 781.3 1018.9 -494.7 -847.4 857.7 85806 
95 30.240 30.270 684.1 534.8 580a7 534.7 36117 10.4 3 1 ~ 9 2  l a 1 1  @la59 58.36 77605 1019a2 -515aS -867.7 877a2 878.0 
---Y 
DEGREE uEOREE OEGREE DEGREE DEGREE 
067 Yo64 18.31 48.59 Q . 5 5  2.1075 
067 4.92 19163 44.95 59058 2.0297 
-e l9  4.15 19.1& 42.30 57.08 1.9472 
-2.66 20:s i6.30 37.62 51073 107529 
--a-oo-- L .* 1 -An L.5ma?A 
-5.86 -25 14010 30.41 49.25 1.3867 
-6.36 01s i5aS7 29.86 45.29 la2866 
-5.a5 a75 :6*85 29.86 +So96 1.2554 
-5.27 1.49 17a4Y JO.81 46a76 1.2271 
TOTAL PROF 




. - a m  -2 
.0123 a0 
a0183 S O  
*0287 a0 
00373 a0 
- u c u - L y t n e r r r r l r - l r n l l - ~ D ~  - .- 
FPH LBn/SEC LRM/SEC TO1 POI 'I 
CLlCT 
I 
e PPZCS-EFF-an EF 
.E POI SHOCK TOTAL 5th 
LS 09496 .OOOO1 .OOOO a 
'4 09416 .OOOOI .nooo . 
.7 .9s39 .no001 .nooo . 
10 09775 .0000 a0000 a 
ih a Q M 3  d C O Q  a0000 
!3 09900 .C300 00000 a 
IS a9685 ail000 00000 a 13 09833 .0000 .0000 . 
a9800 00000 t O O O O  a 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Ststor-Iiub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
A -  2 V-1 V-2 - 1  VM-2 V O - I  VO-2 0-1 2 89-1 8'-2 1 V'-2 VOW-1 Vb'-2 U-1 U-2 
XsPAN 1Y IN Fl/SEC FT/SCC FT/StC FT'SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC OtGHEE DEGRCE DEGREE DEGREE. f71SEC FT/% FflSEC FT/SEC FT/SEC Ff/SEC 
5 13.120 16.030 517.9 1 ~ 0 0 . 2  517.9 602.9 .O 798.1 . O O  52.93 36.28 -28.95 642.5 b89.1 -380.2 353.6 380.2 V64.5 
I DEV TURN CAMDFR SOLlDTY D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P POP/ EFF-P EFF-A0 NEGA-0 M-1 M-2 M'-1 u*-2 
G R t L  1Lc-RG DEGREE DEGELE T Q m  paof Ibr PO1 TOTAL SQTAL S ~ O $ ~ o g o  .91YP .509b . J03 
2.21 7.81 65.23 70.88 2.4335 ,2081 ,1855 00334 0033' 104261 .9018 .8968 
&OR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 702/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 SlA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT02 
RPM W S E C  W S E C  ?Dl PO1 S % DEGREE DEGREE 
SQFT 
6616. 167.39 37.74 1.1077 1.4000 93.740 94106 5.0 6.0 86.05 99.02 
STATOR 
01A-i DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-1 VH-2 VO-1 V0-2 R-1 B-2 Bt-1  8,-2 - 1  Vt-2 V O * - ~  VOV-2 u-1 u-2 
XSPAN XN IL._ _F F _F_USC FT/fEC FTISEC FT/SEC DEGREE QBOREL D W  P T G f E L F I l c E t F y S F ;  F U s E _ F I & E c  FTISEC Ft/sCC 
5 17.720 10.5803?$:9 ':>9 570.5 578.1 721.5 11.4 51-67 -20.03 42.32 607.4 782%. 208.1 -527.0 513's S58.e 
10 18.350 19.110 919.5 593.4 594.0 692.1 701.8 37.9 49.75 3.65 -15.99 41.07 618.1 785.3 170.1 -515.9 551.7 553.7 
15 J9.0fn 19.740 903.1 606.6 615.8 604.8 660.2 41.4 46.98 4-48 -9.93 40.94 625.9 800.6 107.7 -529.6 552.6 572.0 
30 21.140 21.600 851.6 629.5 658.5 619.8 563.3 30.1 41040 2.70 4.59 43.86 641.8 859.0 94903 -595.8 612.6 625.9 
50 23.970 2V.200 790.9 602.3 628.5 601.4 179.9 3'1.2 37.35 3.25 18.80 't7.95 665.3 898.2 -2lQ.7 -667.0 694.6 701.2 
70 26~29P-26nB8D -L'1515 595d hLt.8 39409 412.7 2005  3J.6A 1.97 30.32 S l ra7  mr0 P6Y.0 -363.6 -758.4 776.3 778.9 
85 28.060 20.90% 71Q.5 577.2 604.4 577.0 38k.Z 12.4 32.24 1.24 36.98 55.03 756.7 1006.0 -(155.1 -825.0 836.2 837.9 
90 29.570 29.600 694.9 599.0 'ie1.5 648.7 S8Q.4 17.2 33.20 1.79 39.39 56.86 751.9 1003.9 -476.9 4 4 0 0 5  856.8 857.7 
95 30.240 30.270 573*1 519.9 555.6 519.8 581.4 13.9 34.52 1.53 41.74 58.95 7,302 1007.6 -V94.8 -863.2 876.2 877.1 
INCS XkCh OLV TURlJ CAMBER SOLID17 D-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS+ LOSS* PO21 OME6A-BEFF-AD EFF-P U-1 14-2 M'-1 M * - 2  
% a N  OEGPLL R W ! !  GtXkZ C L G W  DEGREE. 
5 
WTAL PRDFlLT pol SHOCK ~ Q I A L  S Y A I I C  
1-90 5.88 17061 50.55 bZ.54 2.1078 .5493 r lJS2 ,0321 ,0321 09508 e0000 .0000 .01% ..6302' ,5023 .5507 -6792 
10 t.79 b.30 19.59 46.10 59.56 2-0305 .52O4 .153S .037T 00377 ,9442 .0000 .O000 -7909 ,0271 -5155 .559@ .6823 
15 .86 3.20 19191 4d.50 57.05 1.9485 ,4969 01326 ,0339 ,0339 09551 e0000 .0000 ,8099 .8112 -5283 ,5054 06973 
30 -1.17 3.64 14rfY Jd.62 51-70 1,7542 .4975 ,0670 ,0191 r O l 9 l  ,9785 .0000 .uOOO .8812 .1635 .5427 .5766 -7520 
NCOR..l WCOR-1 WC/A-1 TO2/ Po2/ EFF-AD EFF-P 




Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
!NCS INCM CEV TURN CAMBER SOLICTY D ~ A C  OMEc,A-0 LOSS-P LOSS* P02/ EW-P EFF-AD OMEGA-0 w-1 M-2 M e - l  14'-2 
l ~ ~ g a y  DECREE: DEGREE XGREC CEORLE. CEGREE TOTAL PROFILE POL TOT& TOTAL Urk 
5 -3.66 3.25 7.99 66.10 f(b.9'1 8.Q35'4 ,2232 01824 .0329 *OJ2Ql.4209 .9062 .9014 ,3000 ,4567 .a916 e5751' -6064 
10 -2.70 3.95 6.99 62.90 65.94 2.2858 - 2 8 ~ 1  . I021 *0204 .O20~1.4424 e9455 ,9405 .0000 ,4668 .*72 .6005 -5869 
16 -2.01 4-20 6.90 58.75 62*@(1 2.1571 0'5413 e06n2 -0132 .OlJ21.4467 e9632 .9613 *1)000 -4763 .8547 ,6262 .56@9 
30 -.97 9 -71  11-31 56.63 53.23 i .9049 .4537 e0253 ,0062 -00621.4373 -9810 .9800 *DO00 .4992 ,7472 a6979 m5190 
w 903 5.03 11.93 32.21 39-11 1.6907 .5211 .a415 ,0118 . h 1 8  1.5176 .9605 .9585 .0000 .5197 .65;75 .787S ,4997 70 1 5.40 12.U 20.31 27-02 15cr.5349 -5026 ,5377 a0104 4104 1.5021 99567 .9545 ~ d d o d  .SSP& e L 6 1  (9699 -5404 86 1.6? 5 * 3 1  10.89 14.09 19.66 1.4422 ,4925 ,4657 r0172 .01721.3883 .91A8 .b149 .DOOO .532U .5585 ,927, .5'll3 
90 1-64 5.16 11.83 11.61 18.33 1.4148 05189 01076 00273 *0273 105731 08664 . 8 6 ~ 5  *OOOO .5322 .SS68 ,9967 05683 
96 2 4.90 13.45 8.94 17-48 1r3891 ~'J287 .1474 ,0358 .bS58 1.3581 .a151 .b069 .0000 .5317 -5139 -9665 -5566 
FICOR-1 WCOR-1 wC/A-1 102/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLbNT-2 
m* Lgw45€C LgY(SEC XOI P31, s * DF3SEE DEER= 
SOFT 
66U4- 162.71 36.69 1.1103 1r4093 93.4g1 93.78 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
OIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-I VM-2 V0-1 V0-2 0-1 8-2 B*-1 0 v * - 1  VI-2 V0'-I V0*-2 U-1 U-2 
E n s  F W S L S E ~ - F U L E ~ F Y E ~  mN 
ruruLwsFcrue Er--JuSLLOU.EE --E:4,S6 577.6 764.8 1%.O -537.6 513.8 6 17.720 10.580 893.0 544.1 543.2 545.9 709.8 1.1 12-57 e l l - 1 9 . 8 4  
10 18.350 19.110 891.5 554.7 566.9 553.5 687.9 55.9 50.51 3.50 -15.38 45.22 ~ 8 8 . a  759.6 155.9 -520.1 532.0 554. 
15 19.070 19.740 077.5 566.6 585.6 564.5 655.3 480s b8.12 4.91 -9.73 42.86 59417 770.1 100.4 '525.9 552.9 
30 21.140 21.600 831.S 592.3 607.6 5 9 ~ . 9  567.1 31.7 YJ.01 3-07 4.29 %5. 4 610.5 838.7 -45.9 0591.6 612.9 626. 
60 25.970 24.200 777.6 581.5 692.9 580.2 490.0 34.5 19.13 3.UO 18.65 48.47 637.7 084.3 -20+.2 b d 7 . 1  695.0 7@1. 
6 7 %  M 7lrcra 575.8 59- 575.1~ lrZ6.2 US.8 =A S b a  -1 U 4 . 2  952.3 - S & 6  '7*16 77697 7?9 4 
86 28.860 28.900 706,s 560.2 583.0 559.9 399.6 18.6 34.45 1.91 36.86 55.65 728.8 992.5 -437.1 - 8 1 . ~ 4  816.8 8 5 7 3  
80 29.570 29.600 689.3 535.2 56C.8 534.7 400.7 22.8 55.56 2.44 39.16 57.57 723.5 992.0 - ~ 5 6 r 6 - 8 3 5 . 4  857.3 858.2 
96 30.2Q0 30.270 070.2 510.1 536.1 500.8 402.3 18.0 36.89 2.02 41.51 59.33 715.9 999.5 -474.5 -859.7 876.8 877.b 
-- 
INcS INCv DEV TURN CAPBER SOLIOTY D - F A ~  OMEGA-~ LOSS+ LOSS* PO21 ~ M E G ~ ~ E F F - A D  EFF-P Mob M-2 MI-1 M'-2 
OEGREL LEGRE& QE3REE DEW D&JUX IOTUPRDF~LE. POI Sm& TOTAL S T ~ I I ~  
6 2.16 6.73 16.59 52.47 62.33 2.1081 .5798 ,1371 00325 *0325 -9524 .g000 .0000 a8195 .a057 .4712 e5221 ,6623 
19 2.51 6.85 19.45 47.01 59-59 2rQ311 ,5542 el579 00386 -0388 ,9954 .0000 ,0000 el899 .Boo1 ,4808 *5306 06584 
16 2.12 6.45 2 0 . 3 ~  43.21 57-03 1.9'94 ,5275 -1457 .0372 e0372 ,9509 . j000 . O O O O  a7964 .7865 .%919 *5550 .6687 
30 . W  5.28 17.03 39.74 51.69 i r7552  -4605 03704 00200 -0200 ,9785 .0000 .0000 08817 .7436 .5164 a5467 .?513 
60 -.34 5-15 14.17 35.73 44.75 1.5494 .4406 .05@0 ,0161 .P161 .9863 .0000 .0000 -9034 .6925 ,5068 eS672 .??I0 
70 -2.08 4-02 fU.07 33.S 4 4 4 3  1.3871 .&I&& . ~ 4 a a  .lil45 - 0 L M  .9901 ,00nO .9108 ,6522 .5026 16l.51 mR311 
86 -2.33 4.17 16.9) 32.53 45.27 1.2367 -4168 ,0505 ,0196 m'0196 ,9883 .JOOO .0000 e8839 .6251 -4881 06442 08bW6 
90 -1.32 5.29 18.16 33.12 45.46 1.2554 .4418 .b706 ,0281 .b28l ,9844 .oOoO .000o .a460 .b077 ,4647 06374 ,8613 
96 -.2Q 6.46 18.34 34.87 96.7e, 1.2271 .472* .0804 ,0527 .0327 ,9832 ,0000 .0000 .6304 .5883 .4Ql4 ,6283 08bu8 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
vn-2 0-1 8-2 Bq-1 89-2 v * -1  
'T/SEc DEGREE EGREE DEGRFZ DEGREE FT/S_U;_f: 
m . 6  .OOD 54;90 51.22 -30.22 614.7 
7~7 .2  ,OO 52.85 39.68 -24.71 639.9 
698.9 .OO 5 0 . ~ 8  41.19 -18.15 667.5 
INCS INCH DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY O-PAC 0ME;A-B LOSS-P LOSSIC PO21 EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-B M-1 - 2  M*-1  Uq-9 
- - -  - . -- - 
DEOREE DEGREE GEGREE DEGREE DEGREE TOTAL R FILE POT - - . -  T ~ . r o c ~  
5 -2.76 4.15 6-51, 68.43 70.88 2.4334 ,2483 ,2116 00376 '0376 i . 4 i ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ b 5 5 ~ ~ . % 0 ~  .0000 .41)13 . 8 7 6 r z i b 2 5  ,5820 
Ie -1-79 4-87 6-40 64.59 65.97 2.2859 .?I032 .I195 00237 .0237 1.4357 .9361 -9328 .0000 .$So9 -8499 -5877 .sbcis 
NCGR-1 &OR-1 b t /A - l  T02/ PO21 EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 514-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM LBM/SEC LBFI/SEC TO1 PO1 X I I .  
SQFT D E m m  
6643, 158.69 M.70 1.1115 1.4123 92.990 93.@0 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
VM-2 V O - 1  VO-2 8-1 0-2 Be-1 89-2 
'T/SEC FT sEC FT/ EC DEGREE OEQREE DEOREE DEGREE f 
521.0 <11.6* 54-30 -062 - 2 l e i 6  46.21, 
526.9 695.7 31.7 51.B~ 3 . ~ 1  -15.95 44.63 
558.5 645.5 52.4 48.76 5.56 '9.31 44.00 
570.1 566.2 3b.6 44.03 3.47 4.52 41-04 
566.6 496.3 3707 40.32 3.81 18.69 49.49 
ZNCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY PO21 oMEQA-etFF-AO EFF-P 
PO1 S:iOCK J D r r l A I X L -  
r953O e0000 *0000 ,8201 
09461 .0000 .0000 07909 
09500 .0000 .0000 07898 
09774 ~ 0 0 0 0  .oooo 08744 
09857 o0000 .0000 ~ 8 9 7 9  
-.c2a!&-.OPPP.oPoO.PoZ1 
,9866 .0000 .0000 -8689 
09836 00000 rOOOO 08382 
09824 00000 ,0000 e8222 
NcOR-1 cCOR-1 WC/A-I TO2/ ~ 0 2 /  EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 511-2 SLANT-1 SLINT-2 
RPM LOM/SEC LBWSEC TO1 POI -X_h - -- - -_- D L a f L d L R R f C  
SBFT 
6643. 158.69 35r7a 1.1115 1.3830 07.078 W.73  1100 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
I W S  I N C M  DEV TURN CAt4BER SOLIOTY D-fAC OMEGA-0 LOSS-P LOSS* P02/ EFC-P EFF-AD OMEGA-13 M-1 M-2 - 1  r e - 2  
%.S?AN W~REF. OCGZEE @ F . G ? G  DEGW~ OUREE T o U P R  ILE PX ror 
6 7 . . J Q  5.71 70.16 70.92 L + u ~ .  .2735 . ~ I S S  . o m  3 ~ 7 6  i . r t s 6  .WrdOf%:pr~iY%ooo .)268 .IWS .Is10 .s.n 
10 -.a9 5.76 5.25 66.44 69.98 2.2852 .5583 0,420 .0280 .b28o 104284 r9266 .922B .0000 .SSSl . u 7 5  ~ 5 7 6 2  ,5554 
16 - 1  6-10 8.10 60.8R 62.922*1565 .>821 ,0781 ,0171 ,9171 1.4329 ,9551 .952b *0000 ,445p ,7967 ,6020 a5206 
30 .90 6.57 10.79 99-05 53.25 l * 9 0 9 1  04934 .a363 .on95 .OO95 1.4350 ,9735 .9722 00000 ,4659 -7205 ,6739 .9796 
NcOR-1 WCOR-1 YC/A-1 T02/ P32/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
apu ~ e w ~ c  WSEC TO* ens x G 
SnFT 
b638. 15&.17 3 . 8 1  1.1132 1-4179 92-137 35.19 
STATOR 
1NCS I N C H  DEV TURN CAMBER S O L l b T Y  O ~ A C  OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS* PO21 ~ M E I A - ~ C F F - ~ D  ECF* 1 M-2 ' M * - 2  
U f % N  OE-6 OEtPEE BEOFIC;E OEW6 gECRCf 
5 5.82 9.78 14.7s 57.24 62.53 2.1083 ,6156 01510 *oULPw4 .0358 *0358 .8512 %@CL .OOOO IMu .0000 '?isl .76So .LL83 .4673 ,6409 
10 5.55 9.p8 18.99 50.60 5.9~~34 2.0313 ~ 5 9 6 7  01728 .0&25 *pa25 09S50 .@OOO .PO00 -7819 .7580 a4323 a1732 .6270 
16 9.34 816' 21.2? 44.53 57.02 1.0503 ,5675 .167i ,0026 .p426 ,9483 .)000 .0000 -7764 . h s 2  04b0S .@86S ,6282 
30 3. 3 7.82 18.17 41.34 51070 1.7568 04975 *0884 ,0251 *0251 09747 .@000 .0000 .@St4 . 7 l l 8  ,4775 05005 06969 
60 1.84 ?.UP 14-71 37.37 4.458 1.55 4 .UUP *06p* eOl.4 b ~ 1 9 4  ~9.44 .DOOO .DODO . la79 .be92 .4783 . s q s  . w r 9  
70 .59 hab8 L5.95 U-88 Wc+ i*$8?5 r 4 ~ ~  sG27 e 0 ~ 9 0  *dl94 a9175 a m  00000 08906 ,4349 L Y ~ ~ L  *Sf 4 nblSb 
85 .93 7 . ~ 2  17.43 35.31 45.26 1.2869 el496 e068@ *a265 .b26s .98@8 00000 .0000 .8555 .6098 -4655 06032 98456 
90 8.7 36. 6 45-06 1*2555 ,4723 eO87b 0 0 3 U  -p346 .98 4 *0000 .moo "6% .&Y72 r292 .g966 . 8 ~ 5  
86 $ 5  Q . Q ~  18.78 37.82 46.25 1 ~ 2 2 7 1  lfo2g . i 0 3 ~  .OW . 0 ~ 2 1  . ~ 7 1 8  .OOOO .OOOO . 889 08523 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
--'=r - dr.z--- - - uraa FF FT;;;~ FTZC FT:; FTJZ FT; F T X  o c G R E E X E  OL;;E: o m C E  FTISLC F-E: &;5c$i;c IIZEC 
5 IsrZtO 16.030 Of7.2 933.1 457.2 ?C6.4 10 786.9 000 57.24 39.81 -32.38 595.3 599.8 -381.2 321.3 581.2 065.7 
10 1y.100 16.790 b66.2 907.7 466.2 517.0 .O 745.4 .00 55.26 41.30-26.50 620.6 578.6-409.6 258.1 $09.6 487.8 
15 1~1170 17r589 Yn.4 at606 4'15.4 SS1.l .O 697.2 000 52.69 42.82 -19.51 698;3 563.7 -440.7 186.5 940.7 510.1 
30 lor280 lY.910 ~97.7 802.4 $97.7 520.4 1 0  61O.b 000 49.54 46.82 -3.46 727.9 523.3-531.1 52.2 531.1 578.4 
- 50 . . . . . 1 
70 m . 5  
85 t~o*O180610 fit601 6 M * 2  %!be1 950.9 00 400.7 000 44039 51.32 40.95 979.8 596-3 -826.5 C390.5 826.S 151.g 
90 29.320 29.410 524.6 613.8 525.6 424.2 00 443.3 .00 46.28 58.32 44.11 1000.9 590.9 -851.8 -41100 851.8 854.Y 
95 S g w t - 5 ~  3UotBO Sfq.9 598.1 5a.9 599.9 0 0  u44.6 ~ 0 0  43.0I) 39.07 4fr20 1021;1 580.7 -ntS.9 -432.0 m.9 876.8 
%SpA3 OLCAEE DCOREE DEGHES OCBWEE 3EGREE 
5 m t . 1 7  S r t *  Yo38 7P4W 70.85' 1**330 02912 02295 00390 . O m  1.4161 06936 08313 0.W 04171 08478 .5(IH .S0- 
10 - 0  18 4 7  4159 67.80 65.97 2.2853 03535 115% 00301 rOSOL1.4285 09227 09187 .boo0 04261 .a192 .W91 05222 
15 053 6.et 7.57 62.13 62.92 2-1566 09911 00-6 ,0196 00190 1.4529 09499 09973 06300 09341) 07886 05909 05071 
30 1 6 1  7.29 ~0.24 50.28 53.25 1.9043 .5104 e043Y 00114 roll@ lr4391 09695 09479 rUOOO ,4552 rTl51 06610 0466~ 
.w 
70 
85 7.96 10.97 150% 190681e4422 .5P7& 10919 00241 rOWil.Ql97 09005 03954 rmrOO 04819 05498 09919 .S205 
90 4.18 7.70 11.83 AY.21 18*33l*YIC8 05664 el310 a0532 *03511*411Q 08577 e3507 03000 04814 .5556 09179 oSlS8 
95 QrQS 7rYf t3.W fl~e7 170*8 1.3a9i 05803 *16f8 -0398 . O m  1.4040 0821'3 ell51 .OVpO .*807 .SI8S .St03 
-- 
RPlvl LBW/SEC WM/SEC TO1 POI % % OEOREE OEIREL 
5.F- 
6658. 151.81 34.23 1.1154 1.4266 92,548 93004 5.0 600 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
- L z - - ' p I  - -1 - - -7-- 
-1;;'"~- I N  FTT%; FT;&c FT/SEc DEGREE DE&E bE%L; FT;;: FT%~F%;: F;;;EFFT/sEC F T ~ c  
5 i7.TZO te.560 b ~ V . 3  4W.8 963.1 rff.9 712.0 -Z2,6 56.95 -2.73 -23.65 49.64 503;s 738.1 197.2 -562.5 519.8 539.8 
10 lg.350 19.110 839.5 979.2 484.5 478.5 685.5 20.3 54.75 2.43 '17.41 46.18 IQe.1 717.7 152.4 -534.9 535.1 555.2 
16 19.OIu 19.790 623.8 Ybd.9 514.0 084.6 643.7 97.2 51.38 5.56 -9.91 47.36 522;3 715.9 09.7 -126.3 554.0 m . 5  
30 21*11(0 2LobOO 790.0 532.0 5Ul.b 530.4 574.9 90.8 ~6.69 4.40 b.10 47.87 544.2 791.6 -39.2 -586.7 614.1 627.5 
50 I L ~ C V U  • • p J J V . 9  .>J~UZ -023 3110E 3 8 S T - 8 5 7 . 9  -1Y3.4 '067.2 by604 703.6 
70 m 2 Z e ~ 0  m . 7  643.1 4Sl.d 21.5 39.14 2.24 30.47 54.42 6 W 1 3  934.0-326.8-?5~.6 778.3 760.9 
85 t8.WO 29.900 692.0 ~ S Z ~ S  537.3 331.9 456.0 22.2 39.07 2.39 36.89 56.95 671.3 975.2 '902r9 -Rl7.4 838.9 OJ9.6 
90 29.570 29.600 679.7 514.0 538.0 513.5 g6O.l 22.2 40.36 2.47 38m97 58.45 666.3 982.7-41900-037.7 85900 8S9.9 
95 Sq.tSo 30.270 666.1 *%.2 499.3 Y9b.o Ut43.8 14.3 41.63 1.65 41.04 60.17 662;l 997.2 -434.7 -865.1 m . 5  8m.S 
@-r.------C 
oE6RCC DEGREt DEGREE OLOREE OCGRCE TOTALPROFILL POL S H O C ~  T C T ~ L  STATIC 
5 7.15 Il.It 13.76 59.68 64053 C.1083 06368 01560 r03?0 00310 *%GI .000(1 .OPGO 08071 07566 04125 04501 .6S@0 
10 be63 10.88 18.35 52.32 590532.0315 ebZ00 ,1803 00U43 rOS4S 0943E rOOOO . O O O G  .77P2 07478 .@lSO .4563 06186 
15 50*3 9.75 e0.99 @S.&? 57ro2 1.950.r 05907 ,1765 .09%1 rOQS0 09467 00000 .DO00 076%' 07598 04204 04670 06lfT 
30 w.29 9.02 18.42 42.30 51.70 1.7575 ,5364 ,10241 ,0290 .0290 .9712 .UOOO .OOOO ,8402 ,7038 .Q611 .48S? ,6856 
50 -t- i .rrS-  ?H%T i i o  . • • 0 o 7- 
70 1.60 7.69 15.0; 36.85 k 4 - m -  eGO00 ,8822 06319 04719 05672 08105 
85 e*23 8.73 17.*1 Wee7 sSc25 1.267o ,4629 e0745 00289 rUEI9  09835 rDOaO e0000 08471 06086 04606 0-39 r8SSI 
90 3.42 ~0.02 18.19 37.139 45.96 1.2556 .4885 ,0961 .0382 .0382 0q795 .YQOO .DfmO .8Ona 0595C 4U*33 05C38 08475 
95 w.49 ~ 1 . m  17.97 39.99 ~ * 7 5  1.22?2 ,5191 ,1137 .04b3 .gee3 09766 .m .oooo ,7739 05852 04265 .ml ,893 
RPM LBfi/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 I b DEQREE DEMEC 
*T 
6658. 164181' JYwt3 1.1L59 1.3921 85.963 86.63 11.0 12.0 90000 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
NcOP-1 WCor'-i W 1 A - l  Top/ p02/ EFF-An EFF-P 
RpM LBM/sEC LBM/SEC To1 ~ 6 1  P( % 
SuFT 
7011. 180.90 40.80 1.1159 1.Y051 88.085 90.55 
STATOR 
lNc5 -?NCr Dgv TURN C A M E R  SoLIDTr 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS'P LOSS-P 
DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE WGRFE DFGREE TOTAL PROFILE 
-1.25 2.72 1 7 . 8 ~  46.99 62.55 2.1068 .4966 ,1244 *0295 .O295 
. 3.42 lq.lb 43-90 59.62 2.0275 .4797 .1470 90362 .0362 
1 . 8 0  2.54 16.38 41.65 57.12 1 . 9 4 4 ~  .US52 ,1267 00325 ,0325 
-4.38 .r5 16.90 35-50 51.82 1.7502 .',143 ,0916 90261 ,0261 
-5.36 -.34 14.39 30.11 44.81 1.5472 .3730 .0716 *0231 .U23l 
-7.65 -1.53 13.57 29.25 44.33 1.3864 ,3555 -0420 *0152 ,0152 
-7.70 -1.19 15.08 29.04 45.35 1.2865 ,3726 .0520 00202 .0202 
'7.16 16.28 29.11 45.96 1.2554 .3979 .0722 00288 ,0288 
-6.98 'a22 17.27 29.27 46.76 1.2271 ,4251 ,0940 *bT83 .O363 
NcOR-1 wCOP-1 wC/n-1 To:/ p02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBM/sEC LBM/SEC To1 p o l  x 
SOFT 
7011. 18Q.96 40.60 1.1159 1.3663 80.505 81.40 
STA-l 5 th-2  SCAVT-1 SLANT-2 
DEGREF DEGREF 
1 0  12.0 90.~0 90.on 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
OJA-1 DlA-2 V-1 V-2 W-1 VM-2 VO-1 V0-2  8-1 0-2 Be-1 0'-2 V ' - 1  V*-2 VOe-1 V0@-2 U-1 U-2 
I N  IN F T ~  ~ C ~ E C  TT/YC rT/SEC fT/%C CT/SEC OEGPFE DECREE DEGREE DEGREF FTEEC F T E X  FTI/SFIC FT/5FC FT/SEC FT/SW 
5 13.120 16.030 561.2 1039.9 551.2 627.1 . 0  829.5 .GO 52.91 36.08 -211.37 642.1 712.8 -401.7 338.7 401.7 uQO.8 
10 lQ.100 16.790 562.5 1010.7 562.6 625.8 0 0  901.1 . C 5  51.99 37.50 -24.62 769.1 689.0 -431.7 267.1 431.7 51u.U 
15 15.170 17.580 57'4.0 981.0 574.0 632.6 n 5  749.6 e l 3  49.82 38.90 -1b.43 7311.4 667.9 -464.U 211.4 4bU.u 538.2 
30 18.260 19.910 602.5 087.9 602.5 621.8 - 0  633.7 45-52 42.R6 -2.16 822.5 624.2 -559.6 24.1 559.6 1509.5 
50 22.190 23.090 627.1 7 9 4 9  627.1 538.5 r O  534.2 -03 42.21 47,76 16.30 924.7 61512 -679.5 -172.7 679.3 706.9 
70 25.880 26.260 633.5 '123.7 639.5 563.4 - 0  454.2 .C: 38.87 51.12 31.76 1017.7 664.0 -192.3 -349.7 792.5 8 0 3 . 9  
s5 28.450 tR.610 640.1 676.2 640.1 532.4 - 0  416.8 .GS 3 9 . ~ 8  5 3 ~ 6 8  40.78 1080.9 703.3 -871.0 -459.1 871.0 875.9 
29.320 29,UIO 63.5 6y9.3 639.6 497.1 .O 415.9 .C5 39-94 54.53 $4.28 1102.2 694.5 -897.6 -4R4.5 897.6 900.U 
30.150 3O.laO 63e.b 62b.2 638.6 465.1 - 0  416.4 .00 41.84 55.32 97.49 1122.4 688.5-923.5 -507.6 923.0 Y2Y.O  
INCS INCM OCv TURN C A W R  SOLlQTY 0-FAC OMEGA'B LC5S-P LOSS-P PO2/ EFF-P FFF-AD OMEGA-B W - 1  M-2 1 M e - 2  
um DEGREE OFGREE DE- CEGXE DEGREE TOTAL PRWTLE  PO^ TOTAL TOTLL SHOCK 
' - * a 9 1  2.01 8.59 44-45 70.89 2.9352 -2296 ,1987 ,0359 -0359 1.4681 .A930 .lit371 .0000 -5060 -9518 -6280 ,6524 
'0 -5.98 2.67 6.W 62.12 65-36 2.2867 ,2969 ,130h eG260 ,0260 1.4949 ,9254 .9211 .0000 -5184 e9262 -6553 .6277 
-3.53 2.97 8.44 9 - 4 0  62.90 2.1570 -3479 ,0819 ,Ole0 ,0180 1.4980 .9485 eY455 .000U -5295 .A097 -6830 -6054 
30 -2.55 5-33 1 1 - W  45.01 53.23 1.9048 -4516 ,0553 oL'C93 ,0093 1.4872 .9714 .96?8 .GOO[r ,5564 e7963 .7604 -5598 
60 -1.36 3.62 1 1 - 7 1  30.96 39.111.69@ -5087 -0394 10112 -0112 1.4689 .9013 .9591 .OOOf i  .5803 ,7051 ,8563 -5456 
70 5 4.05 Kl.rt) 19.36 27.01 1.9347 ,4939 .0a17 ,6116 . O Z f 6  1.4459 .%ID .-89 .Urn0 .591Q -6377 ~ 9 4 3 0  .SO51 
85 w.03 lO*RZ 12r90 19.68 1.4422 ,483Q . ~ 7 2 3  .0;90 a0166 1.4225 .9084 .9037 -0092 .592q .5928 1.0029 ,6165 
90 a 3 9  3.9J 12.0J 10.25 18.341.4l48 ,5035 el189 ,6301 .0275 1.4010 -8485 .8412 .0101 -5923 .58591.0222 a6062 
m .$I 5.68 15.39 7.83 17.be 1.3801 ,5202 ,1501 .CSW ,0357 1.3839 ,7971 .7876 .0114 .5914 .5r28 1 . 0 ~ 0 1  ,5987 
woe-1 wl~0a-1 ~ c / p - l  T02/ P O Z /  EFF-A' CFF-P STA-1 576-2 SLAWT-1 SLANT-2 
RW L B k / m  LtlnlSFC 131 POI C Y nESREE DFSRFF 
%FT 
7616. 174.85 39.43 1.1218 1.4533 92.600 93-03 5.9 6 . 3  86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
DIA-1 CIA-2 V - 1  J-2 VM-1 VH-2 V O - 1  VO-2 6-1 6-2 8 - 1  fl'-2 V ' - l  Vc-2 VO*-1 V0*-2 U-1 U-2 
IN -- T- m - F T T S y r  mrnt qm UE6RfX l T € t R E E - ~ 6 R I 3 - ~ ~ ~  W B E C  Cf/SfC FT/SfC 
5 17.720 1R.500 953.9 582.7 589.8 582.3 749.6 -2.8 51.80 -.SO -19*35 44.46 625.2 816.1 207.1 -571.6 542.5 568.8 
10 18.350 19.11C a53.9 598.8 608.4 597.3 734.6 40.3 80.37 3.85 -1SB87 42.36 662.6 808.5 172.9 -54U.8 561.8 5R5.1 
16 10.075 19.7QQ 937.0 609.1 631.8 ~ 0 6 . 8  692.4 53.4 47.bl 5.03 ~ 9 ~ 7 7  '42.24 641.9 819.6 108.6 -551.0 SO3.F 604.5 
30 21.1.0 21.600 8R0.'> 633.3 660.0 632.2 596.7 37.1 42.10 3.36 4 ~ 3 4  44.62 663.2 888.5 -50.5 -62U.2 641.2 661.3 
60 23.070 24.200 R3H.O 628.2 661.h 626.5 514.5 46.1 37.86 4.20 10.30 47.94 697.9 935.7 -219.4 -694.8 733.0 7b0.9 
70 ta.% 6f8.9 352.S f I ! ? . Z  49tT.Z 23.7 39.30 2.19 29.85 32.2% fS3.1 ZOnT.7 iJ7f.U -799.3 820.2 022.9 
85 28.860 ? R . Q i ) O  75'1.G 598.4 631.6 598.1 412.6 19.2 33.18 1.84 36*70 55.36 787.9 1052.3 -470.7 -865.5 883.5 daU.8 
90 29.570 29.600 739.2 565.6 6UY.4 565.3 415.1 20.2 34.36 2.04 39B17 37.46 779.6 1051.1-492.2-886.0 905.3 906.2 
95 30.240 30.27C 712.9 541.3 579.4 540.7 415.1 19.8 35.64 2.10 41.57 59.20 772.2 1055.9 -510.4 -906.9 925.n 926.7 
I N C S  !NCM DEV l b R N  ChMgER SOLIDTY 0 - F A C  OMEGA-8 LOSS-P '-OSS-P P02/ O~EGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-1 Me-2 
WAN DEGREE EPEE EGWE m - m  EWFE TOTA~ P R ~ L F  P P ~  SAOCK TUTAT. -ant 
5 2.16 6.12 16.19 t-2.16 b2.552.1081 .5718 -1415 10336 .03% -9457 .OOOO .LIDuO -8144 .I3601 .5d30 -5653 a7965 
10 2.36 6-62 19.79 4C.52 59.56 2.0305 ,5474 .I587 ,0390 .0390 ,9392 rOOO0 .0000 .7935 .857> .5174 ,5719 ,69q6 
15 1.51 5.85 20.46 42.58 17.06 1.9rb85 ,5216 .1U54 ,0372 .0372 ,9458 .0000 ,0000 -8019 .841R .5275 .ST91 ,71196 
30 -.45 4.35 17.33 30, 's  51-71 J.7543 ,4652 ,0736 ,0210 ,0210 ,9747 .0000 .0000 -8794 -7974 -5511 -5952 .7712 
50 -1.65 3.87 14-97 35.66 44.76 J.St19b .4295 .0516 ,0166 ,0166 , 9 8 4 ~  .DO00 .UOuO ,9025 .7475 ,5471 eb22u ,8149 
m -3.23 2.88 13.00 32.11 94.29 1.3670 .4083 .Cia42 ,0159 .01% .9876 .ObUO .DOG@ -9053 .7017 .5395 .66R3 .R91O 
85 -3.59 2.91 16.68 31.35 Y5 .a  1 . 2 8 7  ,4095 ,0521 802C2 ,0202 .9866 e(r000 r0OuO m8810 .667n ,5207 ,6969 aa156 
40 -2.52 6-09  17-16 32.32 06.96 I.QS5U ,4411 .07b4 .0104 -0304 -9814 *OD00 . 0 0 ~ 0  eB379 -6454 e4901 -6870 ,9107 
g5 1 5-22 18.42 33.54 46.761.2271 ,4671 .0837 #0341 ,0341 ,9806 .0000 .iJOuO .HZ73 -6250 .4671 .6773 ,9115 
=OR-1 WCOZ-I &/&-I T02: POZ/ EFF-AD FFF-P ST&-1 5T4-2 SLIYT-1 SLhFII-? 
nPN LBFl/fEs LBWSC 101 Po1 I Y PE6RFE 'IFCPEF 
SJF T 
7016. 174.86 39.43 l e i 2 1 8  i.4199 85.453 t17r25 11.0 12.0 90.00 91J.00 
Blade-E lement and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub SLit Suction 
- ROTOR P 95% of Design Speed 
L U I A - 1  JIA-2 V-1 y-i - 1  Vw-L vO-I V0-2 8-1 8-2 rle-1 d*-2 V*-1 V*-2 Vp*-1 V O * - 2  U-1 U-2 
1 1 4  FIISEC FTISEC FT/bEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/sEc DEQRFE DEGREE DIGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/~.Ec FT/ZEc FT/SFC FTISFC 
5 13.120 16.U30 52Y.1 1008.5 524.1 578.4 .O 826.1 .Otr 55.0C 37.4b -30.10 660.2 668.7 -401.6 335.4 401.6 490.6 
10 1*.100 lb.790 53'4.6 982.6 534.6 585.1 - 0  789.3 -00 53-49 38.91 -25.18 687.1 647.2 -&31.6 275.4 431.6 513.9 
15 13.170 17*51,0 545.4 947.3 545.4 591.3 .O 742.5 .00 51.46 40.40 -19.03 716.3 626.4 -464.3 204.5 461~.3  558.1 
30 ld.2d0 lY.910 572.1 862.4 572.1 580.5 .O 637.6 .Otr 47-66 44.33 -2.71 800.4 583.2 -559.5 28.2 55tr.5 60Q.4 
50 22.190 Z3.09U 595.6 775.9 595.6 553.9 .O 5U3.3 .Ou 44.43 48-72 16.58 903.5 579.2 -679.2 -153.4 67q.2 706.7 
70 Lb*880 26.260 607.2 71Q.5 607.2 535.5 .O 473.1 -00 41.46 52.51 31.63 998.2 630.2 -792.1 -330.6 793.1 803.8 
86 LM.450 2t3.610 609.u 675.1 609.4 510.3 .O 441.6 .00 40.90 55.01 40.38 1062.8 670.1 -n70.8 -433.9 07n.8 875.7 
90 29.3L0 29.410 608.9 652.9 608.9 477.6 - 0  445.0 .00 43.00 55-84 43-64 1084.5 660.1 - ~ 9 7 . 4  -455.2 897.4 900.2 
96 30.150 30.180 608.2 631.5 608.2 446.9 .O 4 ~ 6 . 1  .Ou 44.95 56.61 46.89 1105.2 654.2 -922.8 -477.6 927.8 923.7 
IhCS INCM DEV TURtd CAhlER SOLIDTY U-FAC OMEGA-b LOSS-P LOSS+ P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA* v-1 M-2 u*-1  M*-2 
%WAN DEGREE ~ t G u t E  oEGREE &CREE fiEG,EE TOTALPROFILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCU 
-3.53 3-39 6.63 67-56 7::.862.4532 ,2699 ~ 2 0 3 1  ~ 0 3 6 1  .03611.4680 08966 .a909 .0000 .@a06 .9184 .6063 .60Q0 
-2.56 4.08 5-93 64.09 66.95 2.2858 e3312 * I 2 8 0  .02Sb .0255 1.4892 .9296 -9256 .0000 .4914 -8911 ,6332 -5869 
15 -1.90 4.40 7-84 59.42 62.90 2.1571 .3834 -0813 .Ol78 .01781.4942 ,9512 .9484 .0000 .SO17 .a572 .6606 .5656 
30 -.a8 4.HO 10.99 47.04 53.23 1.9050 .4n91 e0359 m009u .00* 1.4912 ~ 9 7 2 5  -9709 m0000 .5265 -7704 . 7 ~ 7 2  .520Q 
50 -09 5-08 1 1 . 6 ~  32.34 3 9 ~ 1 0 1 * 6 9 0 7  -5400 -0323 0 0 0 9 ~  .00921.4830 -9697 .9679 *0000 ,5492 -6859 -8332 -5120 
70 1.23 5.44 11.58 20.88 27-02 1.5348 .5241 .033& . 0 0 9 ~  .009C1.4739 e9627 e9606 .0000 .5605 .6275 .9911 .5534 
85 1.68 5.36 l O * @ l  14.63 19-67 1.4022 e5141 *0640 00164 .01691.4611 ~ 9 2 5 2  .9211 .0000 .5626 -5098 -9924 .SR54 
90 1-70 5.22 11-36 12.20 l ~ i . 3 3  1.4148 ,5566 .1115 e0285 ,0254 1.4456 .a702 .8634 -0123 ,5622 a5680 1.0023 .5742 
96 1 4 - 9 1  12-74 9-72 17.48 1.3891 .5535 -1497 -0368 .03311.4314 ,6245 .a155 -0134 ,5615 a5472 1.0207 -5669 
NCOR-I &OR-I YC/A-I 102/ POU EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 QF'M LEm/SEC LBM/sEC TO1 PO1 X 5 DEBREF DFGREF 
SOFl 
7014. 168.04 S . 0 7  1.1252 1.4735 93.535 9.3.90 *O 6.0 86-05 95-07 
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1  U-2 U w l  Y11-2 UP-I VO'i a;;. 2 2  A - 2  1 V*-2 V o e - i  VO*-2 U-1 W2 
w u  I #  FT~SEC FT/SLC FT/sEc FT/sEC FTISEC FT/sEC oE EE DE EE M REE D E L E  FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/~,FC FT/SEC 
5 17-720 lee580 918.6 53V.2 534.4 533.5 747.1 -20.5 54.42 -2.22 -20096 47.84 572.5 794.8 204.8 -589.2 542.4 568.7 
10 18.3SO 19.110 913.7 541.8 557.6 540.7 723.8 32.4 52.39 3.43 -16.22 U . 6 2  580.9 773.0 162.1 -552.5 561.7 504.9 
15 19.070 19.740 898.7 548.6 580.9 545.7 685.5 55.7 lt9.71 5-83 -9.95 45.14 590.4 773.7 101.8 -548.5 583.7 604.2 
30 21.140 21.600 855.5 589.5 6119.8 588.2 600.4 39.9 W.54 3.88 4.33 66-56 612.8 855.6 -46.7 -621.2 647.0 661.1 
50 23.970 L 4 . 2 ~ 0  811.5 594.3 b20.2 592.5 523.2 45.9 4 0 . 1 ~  l)*&J 10.61 Y9.53 655.9 913.3 -210.5 -69W.8 735.7 740.7 
70 26.790 26.880 774.7 597.5 690.6 536.8 463.6 28.2 36.70 2.71 29.02 53.07 716.1 993.8 -356.3 -794.5 82n.O 822.7 
85 2d.800 28.900 747.s 581.8 6116.' 581.3 437.3 23.6 35.83 2.33 36.34 55.97 7S2.9 1038.9 -446.0 -860.9 883.3 884.6 
90 29.570 29.600 730.7 555.3 5A1.8 554.7 441.9 27.2 37.23 2.81 38.53 57.7Y 743.8 1039.3 -463.2 -878.8 90C.1 906.0 
3u.240 30.270 713.~1 533.2 b5b.l 532.5 445.1 27.1 38.58 2.92 40.72 59.37 736.4 1045.2 -roo.@ -899.4 92=.6 926.5 
I INCR DEV TURN c W & R  ! OLIOTY 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P Lass4 PO2/ OmIPAeEFF-AD EFF-P 1 M-2 Ye-1 M*-2 
%%!& DEGREE DEGRLE DEGREE DEEREE DEGREE TOTALPROFILE PO1 SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
5 4-63 8.60 19-27 56.64 62-53 2.1082 me121 . I485 00352 . 0 3 U  -9465 .0000 .0000 .8154 .a227 -9595 .51@8 .6837 
10 4-40 8.65 19.36 48.95 59-59 2.0311 .5891 -1718 - 0 ~ 2 2  .OY22 -9387 .0000 .0005 e7853 .8174 -4663 -5727 -6653 
15 3.73 8.06 21.26 43.88 57-03 1.9490 .5656 el698 .0433 ,0433 -9410 .0000 .0000 e7783 3 0 3 6  -4728 e5794 .6669 
30 2 6.84 17-09 40.66 51-71 1.7560 -4952 .084O . 0 ? 3 ~  .0239 ,9731 .0000 .0000 a8676 .7640 -5107 a51167 .7412 
50 ~ 6 9  6-16 15.15 35.71 4u.69 1.5499 .%61 -0557 . 0 1 7 ~  .0179 -98J7 .ROO0 .0000 ,8984 .7212 .5154 .'in14 .7921 
70 -.75 5.34 15.50 34.05 bu.21 1.3873 .@SOL) .oWsd -0165 .0165 -9876 .0000 .0000 .9039 .6857 .51R6 .6?23 -0626 
& ' l .r)O 5.50 17.36 33.47 45.26 1.2868 e'l567 00657 -0253 .0255 09834 .0000 .0000 -8608 ,6593 e5039 .6h35 -0998 
90 .3L 6.92 18.53 34-42 45.96 1.2555 .@659 e091U -0762 .0362 -9780 .0000 .0000 '.8165 .6417 .4709 .6529 .89hS 
95 1.42 8.17 19-24 35.66 ~ 6 . 7 5  1.2271 -4916 el013 -0412 .O412 09766 .0000 -0000 -7992 .6240 .a581 .nu31 -8QR1 
OXOR-1 YCOR-1 *C/A-l T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-I' 514-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM LBm/StC LBN/sEC To1 po l  I % DFQWEF DFGRFF 
SOFT 
7CL4. 168.89 38.07 1.1252 1.4376 87.273 88.01 1 0  12.0 40.00 90.06 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
IxYI'OR 95% of Design Speed 
D I A - 1  DlA-2 V-1 V - 2  VM-1 VM-2 VO-1 V0-2 8-1 9-2 B t - 1  8'-2 V 1 - 1  V8-2 V08-1 V0*-3 U-1 V-2 
a N  I N  I N  FT/SEC FTISEC FTISEC FTISEC FT/SEC Ff/SfC DECREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/SEc FTISEC FT/SFc FTISE: FT/SEc FT/SFC 
5 13.120 16.030 503.9 987.9 503.9 552.0 . O  819.3 .03 ~ 6 . 0 3  38.55 -30.77 64a.3 642.6 -401.5 328.7 QJl.5 490.5 
10 14.100 16.790 513.9 960.3 513.9 559.5 .O 789.4 .03 54.36 4g801- i5 .45 671.0 620.2 -431.5 266.6 431.5 513.R 
15 15.170 17.580 524.1 928.1 52b.1 662.5 .O 738.1 409 52.58 . 4 l r 5 2  -19.5'b 700.2 597.7 -464.2 200.2 464.2 538.0 
30 18.280 19.910 549.5 846.8 549.5 S5 j . l  a 0  641.0 .OO 49.19 49.48 -3.23 784.5 556.0-559.J 31.8 559.4 609.3 
50 22.190 23.090 512.3 704.3 572.3 533.0 .O 547.6 .(I0 45.76 43.15 16.53 888.2 557.8 -679.1) -158.9 679.0 706.6 
n) 25.880 26.260 585.9 706.3 583.9 518.2 - 0  480.0 .03 4Z.80 53a58 51.92 984.0 611.7 ~7P1.q-SF3.6 791.9 803 .6  
85 28.450 28.610 586.3 671.6 586.3 496.1 .O 452.6 .OD 42.39 56.04 40.45 1049.6 652.1 -870.0 -422.9 870.6 875.5 
90 29.320 29.410 585.9 652.5 585.9 466.1 . O  456.4 .OO 44.42 56.i5 43.60 1071.6 643.7 -897.2 -443.0 897.2 900.0 
95 30.150 30.130 585.5 651.9 585.3 433.7 . d  459.6 .(r3 46.66 57.91 46.92 1092.6 035.1 - 0 2 2 . ~  -403.9 922.6 923.5 
INCS IFiCN DEv TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 0 - F A C  PMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-0 EFF-A3 ('4FGA-8 M-1 M-2 1 Me-2 
mN DCGREE DEGREE CEGI?EE DEGREE DEGREE fOTALPR0FILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
5 -2.44 4.G7 5.96 69.31 70.85 2.4332 .2900 -2141 .0378 .0378 1.4625 .a951 .88?3 .0000 -4015 .8971 ,5906 .5@35 
10 -1.4' 5.19 5.63 65.47 65.952.2857 ,3523 ,1433 a0283 ,02831.4795 ,9243 ,9201 .0000 .4714 .R&fl4 ,6173 .5608 
15 -.78 5.52 7.33 61.06 62.9C 2.1571 ,4086 .1C10 10221 .0221 1.4849 .9418 .9385 .0000 - 4 R l l  .R357 -6444 -53'2 
30 ,215 5.95 10.47 48.73 53.22 1.9051 ,5144 ,0494 00129 ,0129 1.4891 .9642 ,9622 .OOOG .SO45 .7546 .7204 mu953 
W) 1.21 6.21 11-99 j3.32 39.1791.6908 ,5577 ,0341 ,0097 ,00971.4871 .9692 ,9075 -0000 .5264 .6743 08165 .us22 
70 2.30 6.51 11.83 21.66 27.02 1.5349 .53t?k ,0325 a0090 .OD90 1.4832 -9653 . 9 6 3  .OOOD -537' -6192 .9055 a5362 
85 2.70 0.39 10.47 15.59 19.66 1.41122 e5287 ,0628 ,0166 .01661.4165 .9296 .9256 *0000 .5400 e5857 *9677 ,5696 
90 2.71 6.23 11.53 :3.25 18.33 1.4148 .5501 .I077 ,0276 .0276 1.4646 .a799 . 8 7 3  .OM0 -5597 -5667 ,9879 -5591 
96 2.59 5.97 12.77 10.63 17.48 1.3891 ,5702 ,1493 a6367 ,0529 1.4513 .a329 .a240 e0154 .5391 .Su60 1.0066 .5u94 
IJCCR-1 *CR-1  w c / ~ - l  TO?/ P02/ EFF-AT EFF-P 
RFM LBM/SEC LBs/SEC T b l  Po1 % Y 
SOFT 
7013. 164.20 57.02 1.1267 1.4794 213.471 93-90 
STATOR 
INCS INCH DEV TURN CAWER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-B~IFF-AD EFF-P 
XZXf!! OEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE TOTALPROFILE PO1 SHOCK TOTIL STATIC 
5 6.00 9.96 13.06 59.23 b2.52 2.1086 .6387 ,1609 eG381 a0381 ,9944 .0000 .'Job0 ,8055 
10 5.73 9.98 18.92 50.6W 59.52 2.0319 ,6175 -1859 ,0457 .0457 ,9387 *0000 .0000 -7720 
15 5.34 9.66 21-47 k5.22 57.01 1.9511 ,5930 .184s 00471 ,0471 ,9398 *0000 .U000 a7641 
30 3-84 8.62 18-45 41.86 51.721.7574 -5166 . l024 ,6291 .0291 ,9686 00000 .0000 .8431 
50 2.12 7.60 14-92 37-20 44.63 1.5508 $4699 -0620 a0199 a0199 .9825 .0000 .0000 .a885 
70 -52  6.61 15.47 35.35 44.21 1.3876 .41b25 .@495 ,0278 -0178 ,9875 *0000 .OOGO el3990 
85 a36 6.86 17-20 34.99 45.25 1.2869 ,4489 .0703 PC273 ,0273 .9826 *0000 .UOUO .L)540 
90 1.60 e.19 la .46 35.77 15-96 1.2555 .4768 .0979 ,0389 . 0 3 8 ~  ,9760 *OOCO .OOUO ,8068 
95 2.98 9.73 19.19 37.26 4b875812271 ,5032 -1082 ,04L3 m0440 .9753 *OOOG .U00@ *7871 
NCOH-1 KOR-I *CIA-1 T02/ PO2/  EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPw LBM/SEC Lgn/SEC TO1 PO1 U % 
SOFT 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
I N S  INCW DEV TURN CAMBER S0LIOfY 0-FAC OMEG4-B LOSS-P LOSS-@ P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD oME6A-B M-1 M-2 M*-1 Me-2 
REOREE DEGREE G DE(iREE TO7ALPRoFIU PO1 T A T SHOCK 
- 2 6  065-2 70.88 2.4329 .I407 ,2496 .0442 -04.2 1.SbOa OT8:77 O!%92 S O Q ~ Q  ~ f f 1 . ~ 1 7 4  -6874 07.33 
'O '5*39 l r 2 b  3*@6 63131 65.95 2 ~ 2 8 5 5  .2064 91982 90269 00269 1.6151 09225 09171 rPoOO 05782 1.0931 -7175 -7693 
l5 0 1-49 5-04 59-34 62.52 2.1565 -2737 ,0991 -0213 .0213 1.6151 e9390 e9347 .PO00 -5920 1.0454 . h 8 6  -7356 
30 '3*P6 1.70 9.68 45.28 53.27 1.9dZ ~ 3 8 8 8  ,0583 *9153 .Dl53 1.5607 09532 ,9502 rOOOO .6259 a9106 .a361 .6658 
-2990 2.03 11.25 29.90 39.15 1.6887 .b517 ,0766 e0218 -0216 1.4893 .9223 .9179 .PO00 -6521 .7812 -9400 .6371 
A.an.4-dnB.L 
86 
90 1 2-90 15.55 5.78 18.33 LLQ 40 .4452 el934 90459 m0420 1.3017 07081 me970 a0162 -6486 .5616 1.0989 -5846 
36 5 2-19 16.4p; 3.92 17.48 1.3i90 -4494 ,2165 a0495 ,0452 1.2858 -6672 .6552 .0187 -6465 -5405 1.1152 .6804 
NCOR-1 wCOR-1 WC/A-1 TO21 ~ 0 2 /  EFF-AD EFF-P ST&-1 STA-2 SLANT-) SLANT-2 
B P +  tat 001 s u ----oEIRfr-L 
SQFT 
m 7  106.4.7 42.05 1.1292 b4S59 87.691 m.41 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
V I A - 1  DIA-2 V-1 '4-2 V M - 1  VM-2 ~ 0 - 1  VO-2 0-1 0-2 09-1 0.-a - 1  V*-2 V O * - l  VO*-2 
=mr!4.! IN F Er FTI~EC FT/sEC 2FC FTI~EC F E EG E EG EF DE%EE DEGREE FT/ZEC F T ~ S E C  F T L ' % ~ E C  
5 :7.720 18.500 :4.p 728.6 726.2FT$27.2 859.0 T i : 3 c 7 D m . 4 7  -21.62 41.48 781.2 970.6 287.9 -642.6 
10 &&a350 19a i lg  llS?irg 762.9 759.0 742.7 815.2 -12.1 47.98 -a92 '18.35 59.47 800a5 988.1 251.7 -628.0 591r5 616.0 
1s 19.070 19.740 8115.5 778.2 779.4 778.1 797.7 -5.7 45.65 -042 -13.22 39.52 801.5 1008.8 183.0 -641.9 614.7 636.3 
30 SOsl00 2l.bQO US*.. 709.6 801.2 7&9r5 653.5 9.5 59.17 ~ 7 3  1.98 %2m50 805.6 1016.7 -27.9 -606.8 6818% 696.2 
#) 23.970 24.200 937 719.0 772.9 718.8 530.2 15.2 34.42 1.21 17.39 46.76 811.7 1049.8 '242.4 '764.8 772.6 780.0 m- 67722,267n.9 k l9 -0  -6-9 aa- ln -=a1 - 52.45 8-*8 444-5 - 8 7 h h  . - 863.5 066.4 
28.860 28.900 754.7 632.1 656.1 602.0 373.0 -11.0 29.63 -1.04 40.34 57.44 861.1 1118-6 -557.2 -942.6 936.2 931.5 
go 19.570 29.600 Igi.7 56sA 626.3 964.5 366.5 -3.7 30.35 -.56 43.15 59.49 858.4 1112-0 '586.6 -957.8 955.1 954r l  
05 50.240 30.270 706.2 536.3 605.8 536.3 363.0 1.1 30.95 012 45.27 61-16 861.0 1112.4 -611.7 -974.6 974.' 975.7 
INCS XNCM OEV TlrRI, CAMBER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P L O S ~  P O ~ / - ~ W S ~ B E F F - A D  EFF-P F 1  n-2 M * - l  M*-2 
uem -FE DF- 
5 -a01 3.97 13.04 51.26 61-57 2.1060 .5387 a1260 TSTALpR!wxLK_PPL 00299 .0245 m93@* I--+ .0000 e83 Q 1.0346 m6300 07222 *83= 
10 s M  4.36 I S 0 6  48.90 59.65 2.0262 -5101 11404 sJl3@b .a282 -93112 ~ 0 2 6 2  00000 m81S0 1.0164 .6617 -73% -8570 
15 -006 3.50 15.04 46.07 57.16 3.9425 .b845 mll8O rO??Y .0248 a942R ,0215 .0000 .04M 1.0110 -6776 *735& -0785 
a -3.71 1.14 14-78 38.44 51.88 1.7466 .951l .lo37 r3i 6 -0296 09550 9000 .0000 ma470 09313 e6548 -7305 08881 
60 -5.21 .33 12.00 33.21 44.82 1.5465 .4095 .0810 .026L -0262 0969R 00000 e0000 a8542 -8382 -6291 .7310 .9186 
70 -7.W -1.35 12.29 &71 44.34 -3799 00516 .0186 A 8 6  .9640 _ r ~ m  .a879 .7433 .SIBS -7598 09660- 
-7.12 -.61 14-02 30.67 45.34 1.2865 .3998 e0596 00332 no232 .9845 e0000 .0000 08601 a6673 a5255 ~ 7 6 3 3  997 3 
+.or*?' .1J 15.16 30.71 40.97 1.2553 -4251 no781 90311 .Q318 .98 l l  ~ 0 0 0 0  moo00 08266 06103 -1909 -?-I 09690 
96 -6 -9 050 16.44 30.01 46r76 1.2271 .4494 00942 .0384 ,0584 m9784 .0000 .0000 .0051 .6221 04649 - 7 S 5  -9644 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
100% of Design Speed 
- -. 
7000 18c.97 41.93 1.'1308 1.4689 88.792 w.47 
STATOR 
IWS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER S O L I D W  D S A C  O T 6 A - B  LOSS-? Ld- P O 2 1  * @ ~ ~ - ~ € C F - A D  E~F-P 14-1 M d  1 Me-2 
%SPAN r c 
5 -='sB 2.1065 -5551 ;;j~j; ~ W ? % 2 ~ ~ ~  1.01% -6003 e 6 . 5  .@OH 
10 .54 9080 15.99 158.48 59.53 2.0270 -5209 .1@4& a0356 ,0290 -9304 -0251 .0000 .8130 1.blS0 .6318 .7112 .a270 
15 7 3.99 15.B6 45-61 57.19 1.9451, e4990 ~ 1 2 3 2  -0317 -0264 a9418 -0207 .0000 a8420 egg32 -6490 . f lk )  -8500 
JO -5.21 1.C.Q 14.72 S8.34 51.86 1m7591 -4562 0,3791 00226 .0226 06663 *0000 .?000 .88M .91P1) .6431 .Ylbi? .8802 
50 "a68 .0203 -9768 *OOOO .0000 .O911 .a330 ,6193 .I224 .91S4 
70 
6 8 -.53 lO.06 i1.72 46-54 1.286. 006S. . 0 2 Q ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ -  
90 1.55 1S.bf 32.00 45-07 1.2555 . b 2 5  0 ~ 7 8 1  00311 00311 09815 *0000 .boo0 .@379 .b333 .07So .7410 .9562 
95 '?% 2-11 s . 0 3  32-89 46.76 1*-271 * h o t  so895 00365 a0365 a9799 *ooOo .OOOO . 8 b 2  .619i .91571 a7395 .95m 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 130i,& of Design S . w d  
u-' 4 -  &dm. ..+dDJ--a-a--Lirl A-2 R' -1  
IN 
4 1 F T I S E C  FT/StC FT/IJEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc DF'IREE DEGREE DEGREE DEG 
13.120 ib.b3C 606.5 LLL7.1 6~6.5 71r.6 00 925.3 a00 52*43 34.91 -2 
14.100 i6.795 619.6 1146.4 619.6 709.5 a0 900.9 a00 Sir76 36028 -2 
15.170 17oSUU 633.2 115418 633.2 712.6 .G 043.9 a00 49.80 37.69 -2 
18*2&u ~9.919 667.1 087.1 667.1 71u.8 .n 586.6 .no r3.08 41.45 - 
- ' U f i  a s a . h * - 1  a,H.a-~-t&6.a .-A- 
210880 63.260 699.e 76312 639.b 621.3 .O 443.2 .0O 35.48 50.02 3 
28.450 i8.6lJ 694.~ 67i.h 694.4 542.7 .C 395.5 000 36mlO 52119 4 
29.320 79.410 691.1, 637.6 691.4 504.8 r O  369.4 -00 57.68 53.83 4 












1 me-P  ute ,mw- FCF-P FFFL.- 
TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
*O383 .0313,lr5564 m8845 a8771 .OOOO 
00247 e0247 1.6040 09280 09231 .0000 
*0102 .0182 la6059 e9472 e9456 00000 
00076 00076 1.5685 e9754 09738 .0000 
---10119-*- 
00183 00160 1.43*8 ,9163 09119 .0085 
(0363 00526 lrSbl8 a7963 a7872 00144 
*0439 00399 1.3346 07357 07247 .O166 
*O48O rO436 lab182 06942 n6820 aO19I 
o n  tcF-U]-r,  
RPM LBM/SEC LM~/SEC T d l  POI Y X 
SQF T 
DEIRLL OE0REE 
7 3 W  189b73 41.80 1.1313 l.47t.6 90.076 90.67 5.6 6.0 86rOS 95.02 
STATOR 
u..,J --. & - - ( c r k -  nV-% .l(cz u U 9  9 Ud*-9 Ilrl 
kw!z= IF( P C  I FT;~F.?FT/sEc FT/5EC F ~ O E G ~ E F :  cEGREE DEGREE DEGREE FT/sEC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/sEC F T / K C  
5 17.720 & d o a d  &C&d.c 6a2.6 697.8 6&~14 835.6 -40.2 bO.13 -3.38 -20.71 43.20 746.0 934.6 263.8 -639.7 571.7 599.1 











, SHOCK TOTAL STAT 
181 a0000 mOOO0 a8 
122 *0000 .0000 .8 
I50 .on00 .0000 18 
'24 00000 .0000 *9 
Lnl- 
160 *0000 00000 a9 
133 .aono 1~~~~ 11 
110 e0000 00000 * 8  
'97 a0000 a0000 18 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 1 VM-2 V O - 1  VO-2 0-1 0-2 4'-1 2 V*-1 V*-2 3'-1 VOe-2 U-1 TU-2 
~ - T I Y E c r c S e c  T 
3 1 2 0 6 0 3  6 7 7 7  1 0  9 0 2 . 6 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 1 " 9 ~ f ~ k ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  i2.1 ;::3 
10 14.100 A60790 610.2 1106.8 610.1 676.8 r O  874.1 000 52.21) 36.71 -26.13 761.2 750.4 -455r0 332.3 45S.0 511.8 
15 15.170 17.500 623.3 1066.7 623.3 662.9 .O 819.1 000 50.16 98.13 '20.19 792.6 729.0 -489.5 251.8 489.5 567.3 
30 181280 190910 656.0 P56.1 656.0 676.9 00 67409 e00 44.88 4i.93 '2.68 882.3 680.0 -589.9 32.5 519.9 6e2.5 
50 22.190 23.090 683.7 050.2 603.7 638.8 o r )  560.8 r O O  41.?6 46.33 16.03 99012 666.8 '716.0 '184.2 7:.6.0 795r: 
70 --' ?7-':7 n u7l.n 
85 28.450 28.610 693.4 694.2 693.4 547.4 r 426.8 -42.21 11s0.5 739.5 -918.0 0.96.4 918.0 923.2 
90 29.320 29.410 691.7 d 8 . 2  691r7 504.6 00 422.3 000 39.97 53.83 46.25 1172.0 729.9 -946.1 '52b.'T 946.1 94990 
95 30.150 JO.1CO 689.9 632.3 609.9 472.2 0 0  420.6 -00 41.69 54e66 49.51 1192.7 727.4 -972.9 '555.3 972.9 973.9 
IfJCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBEP SOLIDTY D':'AC OMEGA'B LOSS4 LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF'AD OMEGA-I U-1 U-2 W e - 1  Mr-2 
? L ! K M ~ E  - 
6 -5.68 1.24 7.11 64r93 7 0 ~ 8 5  2.4332 02133 02177 A ~ 2 ~ d ~ ~ ~  r0389 00389 1.5399 05518 1.0396 06771 e71I1 
10 -4.79 1.07 4.94 42.8b b6.93 2.1859 +a819 01396 e0274 .Pa74 1.3775 09203 09150 rOOOQ e5650 $00127 r7065 a6910 
15 -4.17 2.13 6.68 58.33 62.90 2.1573 03372 009 9 e0198 00198 10982Q 0943 ,939 *0000 05771 097 8 0 7  65 ,669 
1. -3.28 2.40 11.02 44.61 53.24109046 .4383 .03%1 0 O l O O  ,010tj 1 . ~ 5 4 ,  09li89 09661 .0000 06095 .85\7 .dl, 0611k 
-2.32 2.65 11.51 30.26 39.12 1.6900 04972 .O@65 .GI32 00132 1.5215 09538 09510 .000(, 06370 07547 .)247 *5919 
70 - 4 w S - d  16?us- 
85 2 . 0 2 8 9 9 0 6 4 6 7  
90 -.31 3.19 13.9' 7.57 18.34 1.4148 +SO47 01595 00390 .0S49, 1.3978 *'I905 07804 .e)U 06443 05728 &109% eb3S3 
95 -a37 2.99 15.36 5 r lY  17.48 1.3890 a5171 01936 00453 ,0408 1.3786 07425 07306 00191 ,6426 05482 1.1127 06507 
NCOR-1 rCOR-1 1 c / ~ - l  T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-: SLANT-?! 
RPY-- sn i K I -- ~ ~ G P F L  n c m ~  
SOFT 
7396, 184.07 41.59 1.1345 1.4980 91.037 91.B 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
OIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-1 VM-2 V0-1 VO-2 8-1 -2 8 # - 1  R*-2 V*-1 V*-2 V O * - 1  VOe-2 lPl U-2 
-a F FLSE_C_ 
- mm 626.2 815.0 -30 . w : F : : : ! 7 F r 5 ~  j ~ ~ 6 ~ f ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ % ~ 9  T g ; y 5 9 9 0 ~  
10 10.350 19.A10 1045.8 656.1 672.5 655.9 80008 4.8 49.98 040 -17.24 43.01 704.3 897.1 208.7 -611.9 592.1 616e6 
15 19.070 19.720 1029.2 669.9 697.2 669.7 756.7 16.9 47.33 1.45 '11e47 42.79 712.2 912.6 141.3 -620.0 615.e 637.0 
30 11.140 21.600 966.9 680.0 728.3 680.0 635.6 4.5 41.09 8 3rb3 45.51 731.3 970.7 -46.5 -692.5 682e1 697.0 
50 230970 24.200 900.1 665.2 719.9 664.8 540.1 23.0 36.86 1.99 17191 48.73 758.1 1008.3 -233.4 -757.8 77SrS 760.9 
70 o , r r r o . * - - - - m  
86 28.860 28.900 772.9 587.9 646.9 587.9 422.9 6.1 33.18 .62 3Oel7 $7063 825.1 iU97.4'508.4 -926.4 931.3 932.5 
%, 29.570 29r600 741.5 w.8 611.6 550.7 419.$ 10.8 34-45 1.11 Q1r18 59.75 112.7 1093.5 '534.9 '944.0 954.2 955.1 
95 30.240 30.270 719.3 524.7 50403 524.6 41905 8.6 35.68 094 43e59 91.55 806.8 110102 '550-3 -968.2 975.9 976.8 
INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIOTY D-FAC OMEGA'B LOSS-P LOSS-P 0021 OMEBA-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 Me-1 M*-2 
w- e -- 
1.79 50.75 -54 2.1075 05869 01287 -0 09458 05368 .6314 076.1 
lo 1-98 6.24 16-36 49067 69.59 2.Up91 05863 01364 rtS36 .0336 .94 1 +OgOO rOOOO 08103 09447 .SUB 06398 .7722 
16 1-12 5.46 16.90 45.88 ~ 7 0 1 0 1 . 9 4 6 2  05304 01208 rOSiO .0310 19482 *OOOO *OOOO 08459 ,9265 -5703 *6@5* ,7879 
30 -1.57 3.26 lY*Sf  40.71 51.76 1.7518 04807 eO558 r0159 .PlSQ .9782 00000 .0000 09168 08676 m590S ,6593 e0*21 
w -2.70 2-02 12.79 34.87 44.82105476 a4454 00401 00130 .olSn ,9861 .oooo .OOoO 09304 08030 05779 -6785 ,8760 
70 -4M6-.4@e----&-e 
85 0 2  00280 .O28O ,9807 .0000 00000 8 5 2 6  06807 .So19 .7258 09.99 
90 7 4-23 16.63 33.54 46.96 1.2553 04766 .0817 r0329 .oS29 -9795 00000 .0000 -11386 -6-8 -4749 -7135 ,9626 
96 -1.51 5.25 17.26 54.74 46.76 102271 05033 00856 a0349 ,0349 ,9800 .0000 ~ 0 0 0 0  08395 e6292 04507 ,7057 09459 
NCOR-1 wCOR-1 VC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 ST&-2 SLANT-1 SLbNT-2 
Jaw--- u I -  -- - -. -. - - - -- - 
SQFT 
'139LI. IbQ*Y7 4l.le 1.1345 1.4642 85.628 a s 4 2  11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
ROTOR 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
100% of Design Speed 
I l JCS INCM DEV TURN C I M 0 E R  SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSS'P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-8 
w - A !  -+&@&- --- ---- 
I -5.47 1-44 7.18 65.05 70.03 2.4335 ,2332 ,2142-27 ,8843 ,8772 .0000 
lo 4.57 2-09 5*00 6 1 ~ 9 8  65.92 2.2863 03000 01370 10269 r02691,5709 09218 09167 10000 
15 -5.94 2.36 6.83 58.39 02.08 2.1577 ,3544 ,0893 .0194 .01941.575l ,9440 a9403 .0006 
30 -3-04 2-85 11.21 49-65 53.22 leQ053 .4524 00324 00085 ,00&5 1.5542 09733 09716 *OOOO 
60 -2.14 2.05 11.72 30.25 30111 1.6906 05121 e0403 .0114 *01141.5270 ,9600 09576 *0000 
70 --tO(t- 27 
86 - 
-041 3.27 l l * @ O  11.57 19- .0232 
80 -835 3.16 l 3 * l O  a042 16.34 1.4148 06159 ,1375 96341 .0300 1.4527 -8251 *8160 -0164 96 -.43 2-04 14.62 5.82 17.48 1.3091 .5311 ,1755 .0416 00371 1.412,, .7'4S -7633 00188 
NCOR-1 nCOR'1 Wc/b-l TO?/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P Sf&-1 S T l - 2  SLAY?-1 SLANT-2 
-*-*- 
SarT Yaw 183*75 41.43 1.1355 1.5699 92.189 W.74 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
INCS INCH DEV ThlRbl CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSS'P LOSS-P %smi T n t . L -  
6 -,45 62.54 2.1077 ,6004 .I264 .0299 .9299 
' 0  a.71 6.98 16*06 50160 59.57 2.0298 05693 01380 00540 .034O 
16 1-88 6.22 17-32 46.17 5 7 . ~ 8  1.9rt73 ,5441 01264 .0324 ,0321 
30 7 7  4.08 1'4.55 41126 51.73 1.7~?9 .488F .0552 .0158 -0158 
60 -1.87 3.64 12.55 35.90 44.7'3 1.hl1b2 ,4574 ,0413 00133 00133 
70 -- i&---"'h"- 
86 3 . 2 0 6 6  .4482 -256 0.025. 
90 01-86 4.75 16.83 33.88 45-96 1.2554 ,4784 ,0803 -0326 .0320 
86 -r87 5.09 17.00 35.64 46.76 1.2271 .YO76 ,0037 ,0391 00341 
blade-Elament and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
--ltus-IblCY- ~ . ~ L a s  
DEGREE DEGREE DCGREE DEGREE DEGREE TOTAL PROF 
-5.35 1-97 6.75 65e60 70.83 2.4336 a2592 a2051 a0365 rD 
-4.45 2.22 5.35 62.75 650912.2864 03152 .IPS6 *0246 00 
-3.81 2.49 7.18 58018 62.88 2.1578 03687 10787 mO172 e O  
-2.90 2.79 11.44 44.56 53.22109054 04639 00213 e0056 rO 
o a z n . . ~ ~ - Q  
-086 3.35 11.62 18.74 27.01 1.5348 *SO42 00281 00078 a0 
m . 3 6  3.32 10.86 ~ 2 . 1 6  19-68 104422 a4989 *0680 mot78 e O  
3 1  3.21 12.33 9.22 1R.34 1e4148 m5192 01166 rO293 00 
'-39 2.98 14-03 6.44 17.48 1.3891 e5346 a1558 a0374 mO 













I695 -0  







I032 a 7  
STATOR 
r ~ r ~  ? soLullLW&nMFRAIB- 
UfYiW DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DE- TOTALPROFILE 
' 3.17 7.14 12.87 56.56 62-54 2.1077 06096 .1307 a0309 00309 
10 3.07 7.32 15e9A 51.04 59.57 2.0299 ,5780 01405 e0346 a0346 
P 0 2 L m S - u  m-P &!!-..&a- A * L  Wz2 - 
PO1 SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
a9460 00000 a0000 .a411 .go52 05Om a5Db6 eT903 
09420 r O O O O  00000 08275 ,9028 05259 e5962 0?4!54 
r9473 .OD00 m0000 a8533 .be60 ,5360 06021 07530 
09786 00000 .0000 09118 08355 . S O 1  06221 e8181 ga5p..nnnn_,anan-- Ibl'Lm 
,9867 00000 *0000 09117 07347 05486 06970 e9211 
e984l a0000 mOOO0 a8802 e6%l ,5252 a7208 n9M5 
09798 ,0000 00000 we482 a6701 r4919 efO88 09457 
*9798 a0000 10000 08448 ~ 6 4 6 2  e4647 e69C4 ow82  
-- -€E&~ICC,IOL - .. - - - - . - -- -- - -.. 3 A - L s I A - 2 -  
RPM LBM/SEC LBM/sEC TO1 PO1 I I 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 





I N S  INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTI. 
DLPREC'DCORSC D C I ~  F oEeRCi DEbkE.' 
St35 6 7 .  62.54 0..1 79, 
3.61 ::% 11.95 51.90 59.~6 2.01bl 
2.52. 6.86 1'7.70 r6a38 57.07 1.a480 
.O7 4.86 14.77 b1.66 51.72 1.7530 
4.47 12'*?3 36.50 44-76 1.5488 
-2.57 131.6 34.81 44.23 1.3C69 
-2.79 i:?! liaifi 32a.4 45.~7 1.286, 
-lay6 4.6) 1 a44 33.39 45.96 1.253~. 
6 5.80 l?*?I 34.77 46.70 1'.227& 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
105% of Design Speed 
ROTOR 
INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMOER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS* LOSS4 P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-8 M-1 M-2 1 M*-2 
*SPAN OeREE EGRKXGR E DEGET PEGREL 10 A .~~~ 
5 - d - i . 3 4  -& 65.26 70.87 2.4330 .1400 *?I091 f:%kPRY$% 1%9&fQ~%12 %04 .00tj0 .5tTb 1.~5?4 .To98 ,8199 
10 -4.70 1.95 4.05 63.80 65.94 2.2356 m2fl80 ,1895 ,0369 00369 1.6567 ,8971 ,8893 .0000 e5922 1.1349 .7b15 .79Yb 
15 1 1  2.18 6.43 63.64 62.91 ?el567 ,2807 ,1463 00313 ,0313 1.6675 *9142 ,9075 rOOO0 06067 1.0893 ef7IS -7566 
30 -3.30 2.35 9.51 46.11 53.27 1*4330 ,3842 ,0648 .01?0 00170 1.6261 -9496 ,9461 00000 ,6430 .9577 .a680 .6967 
50 -2.22 2-69 11.14 30.66 39.141.6882 e4509 .0889 *025Y .025@ 1.5424 ,9132 .go78 .0000 .6701 .a206 e9795 ,6636 
70 -953 ? * W  l J t 9 Q  1p51 2eG2 i.5335 nb't16 ti295 t0350 rQ3PP11926l *BJql .81&9 .dl40 ,6708 ,6944 1.0690 -6888 
85 .30 3.92 16.05 -59 19.74 1.4420 .4512 .2105 .0507 .0447 1.3299 .7010 .6888 -0242 ,6618 -5945 1.1252 .69*5 
90 *@O 3.89 17.46 4.77 18.32 1*4148 14618 02464 ,0563 .OY39 1.3007 06409 ,6274 ,0273 -6585 ,5604 1.1425 ,6907 
95 .36 3.69 18-40 2.76 17.49 1*3890 e4651 02682 eC586 .0518 1.2834 ,6016 ,5874 ,0309 .6559 .5376 1.1588 .6952 
FICOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBL3LSES.WSECT01 Pot II II 
SOFT 
7709.0 lbB.81 42.57 1.1428 1.4930 8b.941 85.H 
STATOR 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
INCS INCM DEV TURN CAMDER SOLIGTY 0-FAC OhEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS& P02/ OME6A-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M'-1 M*-2 
h ?  DEGREE DLGRES DEGR-C DEGREE @€OR-€€ 
5 TOTAL PROFILL; PQ1 S H O C K  1QIAL SIA G 
.08 5 . 0 7  1 5 5 6  50.76 62.582.1056 .5196 ,1510 ,0311 .nsrs .9533 .nnae .noon . g 4 7  1.n66t .6598 .74o7 -86.16 
NCOR-1 kCOR-1 WC/A-1 Toe/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LaM/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 Sr % 
<OFT 
Sf&-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLINT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
11.0 12.0 'JC.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 105% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 Dlh-2 y-J A ~ U - Z  vO-1 vn-2 0-1 &2 * - A  2 +!d l p 4 # * - 1  yo:-2 y-1 y-2 
 SPAN i N  1N CT/SEC FT:;:C ET/cEC FT/SCC CTISFC F ~ / S E C  OC~REE gE EE DL RLE DE EE /SEC IfT SEC /SEC F /SEC PT S r C  FT SEC 
5 13.120 16.930 621.8 1198.4 b21.0 73O.i .O  950.3 .00 52.46 35.5n -29.22 763.7 836.7 -443.5 ~08.5 4~l.S 541.8 
10 &e*100 160790 635.5 1179.9 615.5 737.3 .O 921.1 .On 51032 36087 -25.60 794.4 818.0 -c7t.6 353.5 476.6 567.5 
l N C S  iNCa DEY TURN c A H B E ~  SCLIDTY D-FAC O*IA-B 
&S&?JY LKfREE DEGREE DEGREE DLBREE DEGREE ?P?/ -gF*.ifF-AD -4 PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
105776  0 8 l l 3  ,B@l@ .OOOO 
1.6353 +9059 ,8990 .0001) 
1.6491~ a9297 .9244 -oonn 
N G Q R ~ ~  Y C @ - L X / ~  r o d  ~ 0 2 /  W O A D  EFF- - 
RPM LenlsEC LBM/sEC TGf Pol  % W 
S Q t t  
w r e ~ o  1w.43 @a-49 1.,470 1.s233 86.887 eB*l$ 
STATOR 
1bcS . E ! L  .I@& LAMRER SoLlPTY Q ~ A C  MIA-0 L ~ - P ~  !!.!Wal!MA- "1 
DEBREE DE~REE DEGREE DEDREE nE6aLE ToTAL?RoCXLL ? O l % O t K  
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 105% of Design Speed 
1hlrS INCU DFV ~ I I R N  C A M ~ F R  Snt roTY 0 - F ~ C  OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P FFF-A0 OMEGA-9 M-1 M-2 M 8 - 1  M8-2 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 Y C / A - 1  TO21 p02/ EFF-AD EFF'P 
RPH LBM/sEC LBM/SEC 101 PO1 (I Y 
SQFT 
7751.0 107.36 42.21 1.1513 1.5561 88.951 09.76 
STATOR 
STA-I ST&-2 SL4NT-1 SLANT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
INcS-~JCM- DEV TURN CA&ERaLIDTJ 
DEGREE ~ E G ~ E E  D GREE OESREE DEGRE 
2 6.87 14.54 54.55 6 2 3 4  2.1076 
3.02 7.27 19.31 4b7.71 59.582.a291 
FICP!!-lJ_CQK-l wC/A51. a 2 r  POPI LFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBWSEC LBM/SEC t o 1  POI II 
CnST 
I 
Blade-Element and Overall Perfomlance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 110% of 3esign Speed 
7yD-? +-1 E-2 2'-L r&-2. P-& 
/SEC DE RE€ CE ~ E F  DE REE DE EE FTISEC F 
f Y S 5  N n _  P f v  _JUW--S(YIUTY D-FAC 0HEGA-B LOF5-P LnC'i-P PO2/ FFF* LIF_F-AD oMFGA-B W& M-2 M e - 1  '4,-2 
XS!W!! OEGREE DEGRCE 0CuRt.E GE6eEE Wb#E TOTALP~~OFILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
5 -5.15 1.78 3.94 68.63 iO.82 2.4340 ,1657 .3942 *0681 .06811*6412 ee054 87890 . O O O C  ,5963 1*212! a7364 *9404 
10 '4.28 2.40 3.55  64-65 65-8;  2.a868 ,2072 ,2113 e0410 .O410 1.7289 .a887 .a796 .no00 ,6117 1*191') 07696 * t313  
16 -3.69 2.61 0.39 61.09 62.R9 2.1577 .2150 el506 .0222 -0322 1.7477 .91Y1 .9069 -0000 -6276 1.1YS;! mail49 .">49 
STATOR 
A M X - l K t L  DFV TUQN ('A TY 0-FAC Q M B A - P  LOS+ - P L&F+ 
wim LEGREE O T ~ R L E  DEGREE DEGRFE D E F  TY'TALP~~oFILE 
1-16 5 -71  13.43 55.24 b2-60 2.1OQQ .5U3* *1@06 00333 ,0210 
10 .73 4.99 15.46 49.37 50.70 2.0242 .St43 .175@ .0934 e0315 
15 .43 4.03 1607U 45.29 57.20 1.9408 .@a79 el756 e0953 .03@3 
30 -~.55 2.31 19.05 35.39 51.891.748C .4470 01930 *O550 .0513 
w -_uxu--.m L5.w 30.89 u b 3 . l  1.5472 .3784 el625 3.- 
70 -5.97 -15 15-51 30.97 44.33 1.3866 ,3765 ,0993 -8 
% '5.12 1.36 15*3V 31.36 45.33 1.2867 .50t?7 *093 l  .0362 .0362 
90 '4.i9 2.31 1b-77 31.51 45-96 1.2559 .4?3@ el077 *go29 ,0429 
05 '3.65 2.90 17.83 31.82 16.75 1.2271 e 4 5 ~ 5  *1220 0 0 ~ 9 7  .0497 
m & & G A 4 F F F - A R  EFF-P_ - 1  H-2 W*-1 Mr-2 
PO1 SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
-9246 .0522 .0000 ,8293 1.1150 06720 .7566 -9006 
. 9 0 ~ 1  . o w 3  .oooo ,7791 1.1212 ,7051 .7852 .ole9 
.9056 -0427 .0000 ,7700 1.0964 .7230 ,7507 -9319 
-9064 .0129 .0000 ,7181 1,0097 ,6993 -7791 -9214 
- 9  a e m 0  -7RQ8 19913 ,6753 -7747 >9F 
~9%:: .OOOO .0000 -7709 .7813 ,6198 ~ 7 9 7 0  1.0 OK 
.9743 .go00 .0000 m7775 ,6944 e5490 ,7986 1e0410 
a9725 .UO00 .0000 -7581 e6633 .5 16 .7930 1.0315 
a9707 .0000 a0000 ,7636 .6508 . @ 4 ~ 5  r7920 1.0283 
m-1- & o & L u A - l  1- - -p - _ __ STA-1 STA-2 SLAM-1 SVr1T-2 
RPM LWISEC Lm/SEC TO1 P01 X % 6E6PEE DEGREE 
SOFT 
b1?7r0 19Z.62 43.43 1.1575 lrb47O 7 0 . 7 ~ 3  7e.M 11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 110% of Design Speed 
DlA-1 OIA-2 V-1 V-2 VM-1 vM-2 VO-1 VC-2 0-1 6-2 8'-1 - 2  1 V@-2 V O r - 1  VOr-2 U-1 -2 
~~N IN  IY fT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEG FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/S€C~OL..~EE DEOAEE OE@lEE DEGREE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/KC FT/YC FT/SEC F T / $ E ~  
5  13.120-16.03fi 9 0 . 6  1254.0 600.6 733.1 .O 1018.4 .00 59.25 35.97 -31.39 7a.5 860.k -064.9 4SO.Y 461.9 56e 
90 1..100 16.790 655.0 1 2 Y e 1  655.0 755.7 -0  9 n . 6  .OO 52-25 37.33 -26.72 823.8 8W.6 -499.6 380.7 499.6 5!39!k 
15 1s-170 17-50" 670.2 1197.3 670.2 763.1 922.5 r O O  50.39 38.72 4 1 - 3 9  859.2 820.6 -537.5 299.6 537.5 62269 
JO 10.280 19.910 708.8 1069.5 708.8 765.0 -0 767.5 .a0 43.03 42.39 -4.57 960.3 770.8 *47.7 62.1 647.7 705.4 
50 22.190 23.090 738.2 959.2 738.2 716.4 -0 630.1 .00 41.51 46.78 14.72 107P.6 743.1 -786.2 -188.0 786.2 818.1 
70 25*E80 26*260. 1Udl al1.Q. 7Cll.G 632.9 * O  sC7-2 r O O  S t 7 0  31.Q4 33,'25 1179a1 783.6 -917.5 -425.2 917.0 930.4 
85 28.950 26.610 73 l r8  704.3 7SL.8 537.9 .O 95a.4 .10 40.21 54.02 66.11 1245.7 776.5-1008.0 -559.2 1008.0 1013.7 
29.320 29.410 727.8 673.0 727.8 502.1 e O  448.0 .00 41.77 54-96 '49.79 1266.S 778.3-1038.8 -594.0 103d.8 1042.0 
ss 30.150 3C.180 724.4 652.1 729.9 '478.8 e O  442.8 e00 42.76 55.86 52.60 1290e? 788.7-1068.2 -626.6 1068.2 1069.3 
INCS INCM OEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY O- fAC OME6A+ LOSS4 PO2/ E F F 4  EFF-AD OMESA-8 M-1 v-2 re-1 M*-f 
%SPAN OLBREE QEGP DF6RFL TOTAL !!!!_OF+ PQA TQTbL IQI& Sm&L -- 
5  -5.05 5-13 67-53 70.83 2.4336 .2037 r Y 3 4  -0601 -0  01 1.6151 .825O .812L -8000 -5969 1.1634 . h ~  .79*8 
10 1 2.49 4.27 6b.45 65.86 2.2864 -2531 .PO34 -0397 -0397 1.7028 -6906 -8816 *0000 .60*i 1.1389 ,7676 .TO 3 
i s  -3.19 2-71 5.47 60.11 62.90 2.l574 .s118 . m a  -0292 .OW 1.7251 .92oa .91es .oooo . 6 m  1.097s .so25 . 7 3 4  
r) -2.82 2-84 9.14 46.96 53.26 1.1033 .4158 a0089 -0128 .0128 1.7164 -9625 .9595 .0000 .6639 .9789 a9027 .b9Jb 
50 -1.?8 3.14 13.18 32.06 39-14 1.6882 -4873 -0768 -0220 e0178 1.6044 -9292 .9240 *010) .6930 .Be67 1.0222 -6543 
m -&Q7 Q d l ! - l ; 3 5  ILZ-2691 1.5335 ,5933 .I425 9386 &@& L 5 U 2  .63kl._,g291 *=Q ,6935 .TI05 1.1167 .6690 
85 .76 9.38 16.20 7.91 19e791*Q420 .SO35 a2228 a 0 5 3 6  .OW3 1.6136 ~ 7 1 7 0  a7030 -0371 .6836 -6106 1.1755 e6729 
90 -06 4.35 \7*50 5.19 18-52 l * I t % B  eSLL5 ,253'1 ,0579 .ha2 1.5883 .6711 .6556 *Q4).3 .6801 .Sb09 1.1936 .6717 
85 *a1 9-15 16.45 5-25 17.48 1.3890 ,5125 .2721 ,0595 *0*93 1.3741 .6&16 m6253 **4*1 e6773 .5Cl l  :a2108 .6786 
hCOR-1 YCOP-1 YC/A-I T02/ P02/ EFF-AO EFF-P 
RPM bPWIlEA&MSEC T O 1  Pol  % 21 
SQFT 
alZ0.0 19109H +3.2* 1.1629 1.5796 85,496 86.52 
ST&-& ST&-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
CEGREE CECREE 
5.0 6.0 86-05 95.02 
STATOR 
I N S  INCM M V  TURN cAmEU SOLIDtT M A C  OWEIA-8  L O S S 4  La- 
~~ NKEE ESRE OR E D 0RC EWE 
5  2.560 6.5bo9l4:7@ ESO.~1° 62-51 2.10%8 -511)s -e l427 
10 1.65 6.10 16.31 47.50 59.65 2.0260 ~ 5 6 1 6  el778 ,0838 .@Is* 
I S  1-22 5.57 19.53 65-33 57.Y4 1.9438 .5371 el819 eO467 eOlTT 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 TOP/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF- 
WM ususcc- nu POI f~ I 
SQFT 











STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
DECREE DCQREE 
11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 110% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 GIL-2 - 1  V-2 vM-1 VM-2 v0-1 VO-2 R-1 8-2 1 8'-2 v'-1 Vt-2  V O ' ~  V0'-2 U-1 U-2 
%9AN IN l h  FTfSEL F T f S a  F T I S C  FT /SU FTISEt FT/KC DE6REE DE6RfE O E a E  W R E E  FTISEC FT/KC FT/SEC FTISEC FTlSEC FT/SEC 
5 13.120 16.030 641r5 1268.7 641.5 741.0 S O  1029.8 .@O 54.26 35.92 -31.94 792.2 873.5 -464.7 462.0 464.7 567.8 
10 19.100 1b.791-1 656.0 1249.7 656.u 776.9 .(, 983.5 .00 51.90 37.28 -26.75 824.5 863.7 '499.4 388.8 499.4 59+.7 
15 15.170 lf.5eb 671.fC 1212.6 671.4 176.1 .(I 951.6 '00 50.19 38.66 -21.66 860.0 a3b.p -537.5 308.9 537.3 622.7 
30 18.280 19.910 710.2 1092.7 710.2 778.1 *(, 766.8 .O(. 44.54 42-55 -4.46 961.2 783.2 6 e 7 . 5  61.5 607.5 705.2 
SO 22.190 23.090 73""t 455.5 739.1 722.7 .(I 625.0 .00 40.83 46.74 14-96 1079.1 75004 -?&6*0 -192.9 786.0 817.9 
70 25.880 26.260 74 i .J  807.1 741.9 638.3 - 0  494.0 -03 57.73 51.03 34.29 1178.9 775.5 -916.7 -456.1 916.7 930.2 
85 28.450 28.610 731.1 698.0 731.1 548.4 0 4 1 8  .00 39-28 54-00 46.61 1245.0 787.2-lOO7.? -571.7 1007.7 1013.9 
g(! 29.320 29.410 726.8 664.3 726.8 502.4 .G 'b34.4 4b.88 55.01 50.40 1267.7 788.8-1030.6 '607.3 1038.6 1091.7 
95 30.150 3n.leO 725.2 641.7 725.2 477.0 .(, 028.5 .00 41.87 55.89 53.27 1289.8 7S9.4-1068.0 -640.7 1068.0 i069.0 
. -- . IpICS 1lJCW .!LV TURN c h ~ e t R  SOLrOTY 0-FAC O"EGA-8 I.0SS-P LOSS4 P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD MEGA-€! W l  M-2 W o o l  Me-2 
ZLWW DEGREE DEGREL DEGREE DEGREE DEGEEE TOTALPPW1I.E PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
-5.10 2-82 4.76 h7.86 70.83 2.4337 -1913 -5523 -061.4 a0614 1.6t00 .8217 -8086 .0000 e5948 1.1787 .7351 -8113 
lo -4.25 2.44 3.25 64.03 65.86 2.2864 .2359 -1933 -8378 .0378 1.7159 .896S -8879 .nbnn .61n2 1.i562 .7684 -7991 
NCOR-1 NCOR-1 YC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPH LBWSEC LBM/SEC TO1 Po1 
<nET 
s X 
STA-1 STA-2 %ANT-1 SLANT-2 
OEGREE DECREE 
STATOR 
VM-2 VO-I VU-2 0-1 0-2 e*-I ea-2 - 1  ve-2 vol-r m a - 2  u-I 
'T/SEc FT/SEC FT'KC DEGREE LIEGREC OEGREE DEGREE FT/KC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC Ff/SEC = 
726.2 931.7 -26.7 52.45 -2.13 -23.00 43-32 778.1 998.3 504.0 -684.8 627.7 
753.2 900.1 20.5 k9.40 1-54 -17.97 01 -01  811.3 099.1 250.2 -656.4 650.0 
766.4 859.4 44.7 47.02 3.34 -12.93 40.50 822.2 1007.9 185.9 -654.5 675.5 
768.8 722.2 67.5 40.72 5.02 1.80 42.21 1340.7 1058.2 -26.6 -697.6 748.8 
758.0 602.3 46." 36.58 3.49 16.92 46.91 849.3 1110.3 '246.8 -810.9 849.1 
676.6 484.9 14.9 33.51 1-25 32.35 54-16 868.7 1156.6 -404.0 -937.2 948.9 
5 7 8 . ~  437.9 1 4 r l  34.36 1-90 42.37 60.20 8B7.f 1163.7 -5e4.4-1009.6 1022.3 
536.5 U31.5 18.3 35.44 1.95 05-94 b2.41 064.8 1162.7 -615.9-1030.2 1047.4 
5 ~ g . Q  427.2 20.7 36.17 2.32 47.77 64.09 669.6 1169.1 -643.9-1051.5 1 C 7 1 . 1  
INcS INCH DEV TtJRN ChWER SOLIDTI 
!+.sE*_N DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE JEGEEE SCREE 
5 2.24 6-24 19-18 54.98 62.58 2.1052 
'0 1.31 5-37 17.53 47.8s 59.67 2.0253 
15 -67 5-23  18.79 43.68 57.15 1.9427 
30 2 2.79 19-04 55-70 51.82 1.7502 
50 -2.96 2.56 14.25 53.89 4+.78 1.547U 
70 -4.04 2.09 14.15 32.26 UY.JY 1.3063 
66 -2.35 1.16 16-46 52.96 45.331.2865 
90 - 1 .  5 . 2 ~  1 7 . a ~  33.4e ~ S . % I . Z S S ~  
9s -1.02 5.74 18.64 33.85 46.75 1.2271 
*FA[ OMEGA-8 LOSS+ LOSS* PO21 OMEGA-EEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 
TOTAL PROFILE PO1 SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
.5706 -1399 ,0332 ~ 0 2 2 5  -9280 .O952 .0000 -8361 1.0737 ,6202 
,5436 .l-f@i *04@O e0337 .9071 .0416 .Da00 .7861 1.0808 .6498 
,5215 -1661 -0478 -0383 e9042 .0369 .0000 -7698 1.0632 .4585 
.46Y3 el597 e0454 .0019 49243 .0125 .O000 -7755 -9972 -6662 
.Q249 .6944 a0305 .0S05 * % I 1  ,0000 .OJOO .a581 .9009 -6573 
.4216 eG605 .021E .0218 e9800 .0000 .00OO -8839 -7749 -5851 
,4668 .Of305 ,0313 .031S e9786 ,0300 .00U0 a8444 -6769 .4%3 
.Q972 -0999 -0382 -0382 -9764 . O ~ O O  .OOOO -8229 -6479 -4605 
,5224 el082 .ObbO -0440 09747 ,0005 .OJU0 ~ 8 1 0 2  -6288 -4357 
YCOR-l WCOR-1 HC/A-1 To2/ PO2/ EFF-AC EFF-P 
RPH LBWSEC LBM/SfC TO: POI 9 % 
SQFT 
e1 i r .o  19z.w 43.30 1.160~ 1 . ~ ~ 9  75.620 77.08 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-I SLd:4T-> 
OEGREE CFFRFF 
Bhde-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 110% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 - 1  VM-2 VO-1 VO-2 8-1 8-2 09-1 89-2 V * - 1  V'-2 #0*-1 V0'-2 U-1 U-2 
=-AN IN I N  FTISE( F T Z c  FllSFC F T / S ~ - ~ I S ~ ~ F ~ ~ : ~ ~ Q F  QcGRLf DEGREE FTISEC FTIS_LZ KT[%( FTISEC FTISEC FTISEC 
5 1S.iZo-i6;oLi 638.1 12443.6 63Ll.l 724.1 .00 54.39 36.01 -3:.66 789.5 848.9 -464.9 U43.O 464.9 568.0 
10 14.100 16.790 652.5 1223.4 652.5 752.1 - 0  9b4.8 900 52.06 37.44-26.11 821.8 838-5-499.6 369.8 499.6 595.0 
15 15.170 17.585 667.6 1137.5 667.6 757.0 .O 914.8 .00 50.38 38.83 -21.04 857.2 812.1 -537.6 291.8 537.6 623.0 
JP 18.2aC 19.910 705.7 1078.3 705.7 758.0 - 0  766.7 000 45.29 42.52 -4.55 958.1 762.9 -647.8 61.2 647.8 705.5 
j0 22.190 L3.C30 734.6 950.1 734.6 700.1 00 63202 -00 41.69 46.92 14.71 1076.2 735.4 -786.3 -186.0 786.3 818.2 
70 25.880 26.260 737.44 l&5 7Jt.4 % 6 ! 5  S O  517.3 -00 39.55 5 & ~ 8  53-36 1176.9 752.9 -917.1 -U13.1 917.1 930.5 
85 28.450 28.610 m i 3  705.3 728.3 531.6 00 463.4 .00 51.09 54.15 45.99 1243.7 765.8-1008.1 -550.4 1008.1 1013.8 
90 29.320 29.U10 724.4 676.2 724.4 498.1 - 0  457.2 .DO 42.57 55.11 49.58 1266.6 768.8-1039.0 -585.0 1039.0 10U2.2 
95 30.150 30 .13~  721.1 657.7 721.1 477.4 .n 45204 000 43.45 55.98 52.26 1289.0 780.3-1068.4 -617.1 1068.4 1069.5 
INCS IWCM 5ZV TURN C4C(dER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSStP LCSS-P p02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-8 H-1 H--2 1 no-2 
%SPANOEGHEZ DECREE CEGREE 3E;PEE DEGREE TOTAL PROFILE POI TQT AC 1QT& SHOCK 
S 4 1793 - - x d u  -67.F3 - ~ B J  2;4335 ~ 2 1 4 2  .3379 -0592 -0592 1.6324 -8276 .El50 .OCOO .5915 1.1511 -7325 .7@58 
10 -4.37 2.60 bee3 63.61 65.872.2663 .2588 el910 00375 a0375 1.6999 a8965 ,6883 .0000 .60671.1277 -7657 e7729 
15 -3.4A 2.t32 5 - 8 3  59.87 62.90 2.1572 .315J el279 -0277 *0277 1.7221 a9249 ,9187 e0000 .6221 1.0875 -8007 .7437 
30 -5.69 2.97 9.1b 41-07 53.26 1.9032 .4225 e0447 -0117 a0117 1.7166 a9656 e9628 .0000 e6608 a9724 .9005 .6679 
50 -1.63 3.23 LO.17 32.21 39.14 1.6aL1 .4938 ,3739 -0212 -0169 1.6498 a9323 ,9272 .ole7 .6897 .a423 1.0195 ,6519 
70 .Oa '(.20 13.48 i1.8Z 26%9l 155335 ,5045 el435 eO391 .@Zi? 1.5258 .B_*Q9 -0241 .6897 .Ti10 1 . 1 1 Y i  .6586 
86 *90 4.51 16.06 3.16 19-74 1.4420 ,5138 ,2221 -0535 -0442 1.4273 .7236 ,7095 -0372 a6800 e6105 1.1730 m6628 
80 -99 4.49 17.29 5.53 10.32 1.4148 .5208 -2512 -0576 -0478 1.4042 .6813 e6658 .0@16 -6767 -5830 1.1912 -6628 
96 .Q4 4-24 18.11 3.72 17.48 1.3890 .5210 ,2681 -0591 .OY88 1.3922 .65Y8 -6385 -0463 .674O -5653 1.2085 ,6707 
ncm-I IJCOH-i W C / I - I  7021 ~ 3 2 /  EFF-AD EFF-P 
qPM LGnIS&C L @ ~ I S ~ T O L  -PQA Y % 
SOFT 
0121.0 191.47 43.17 1.1641 1.5864 85.797 0 6 . b  
STA-1 STA-2 SL1:::- 1 SLANT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
STATOB 
014-1 014-2 V-1 V-2 VM-1 VM-5 YO-1 VO-2 0-1 8-2 8,-1 Be-2 V*-1 Ve-2 V G * - r  VO*-2 - 1  U-2 
IlJ I N  FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEC FTISEC DEGREE OEGREE OECpEE DEGREE FTIsEC FTISEC FI/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 17.720 iB.580 11-;4 6 E . g  691.1 675.1 914.7 -21.1 52.92 -1.83 -2'.55 45.18 748.4 958.1 286.7 -679.5 627.9 658.4 
10 18.350 19.110 1154.7 701.6 744.0 700.9 883.1 29.6 Y9.89 2.40 -17.38 42.74 779.7 954.3 232.9 -647.6 650.2 677.2 
' 5  19.070 1 9 . 7 ~ 0  1144.5 719.2 772.9 717.3 e43.7 51.3 47.51 4.09 '12.28 42.10 781.6 966.8 168.2 -6u8.2 675.e 699.5 
30 21.140 21.600 1089.3 749.2 815.8 747.5 722.2 50.0 41.Q9 3.83 1.87 43.73 817.9 1034.8 -26.9 -715.4 799.1 765.4 
50 23.970 24.200 1003.7 740.8 797.6 739.4 609 1 45.6 37035 3.52 16.76 47.67 834.5 109B.4 -240.2 -812.0 849.4 857.5 
m 26.790 2b.bBO C80.6 659.5 719.5 658.9 507 5 22.3 35.20 1.92 31.54 54-47 8%6.1 114C.6 -481.7 -930.2 94943 952.5 
86 28.860 28.900 n B . 7  559.3 62B.8 559.7 459.3 15.8 36.16 1.62 41.86 60.97 844.7 1153.5 -563.4-1008.3 1022.7 1924.1 
90 29.570 29.600 750.7 524.7 597.8 524.4 454.0 18.5 37-25 2-05 44.81 63.02 842.9 1156.4 -593.9-1030.4 1057.8 lOUe.9 
% 30.240 30.270 733.9 501.9 578.5 501.5 451.2 20.4 37.93 2.33 46.98 64.51 8re.L 1165.6 -620.4-lC52.2 1071.6 1072.6 
II4CS I N C M  CEV TURN CAMRER SOLIETI D-FAC OMEGA-R LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-RFFF-10 FFF-P Y-1 M-2 Y*-1 n*-3 
- - - -  - - - - -  -- - - - . -- .. - 
XS%Y ~ E G W E E  OEGREF D E G ~ E ~ :  DEGREE D.-s_REE TOTAL P R O F ~ L ~  POI SHOCK S i r T l ~  - - 
5 2-19 6.78 14.68 34-73 62.57 2.1061 ,5997 el448 00344 -0245 -9281 *0411 .0000 ,8365 1.0421 .5745 n6869 a8143 
10 1.86 6.12 18.30 U7.4'3 59.63 2.0270 -5707 -1791 .04b4l -0349 -9100 .0376 -0000 -7922 1.0482 -5979 -7125 -8132 
NCOR-1 n'COR-1 WCIA-1 '52/ P02/ ETF-A0 EFF-P 
n ~ n  L B M ~ S E C  LBMISEC 101 POI u (r 
SOFT 
0121.0 191.47 4 3 - 1 7  1.1641 1.5251 78.037 79-44 
Blade-Elem ent and Gverall Performance with Stator-~ub Slit Suction 
.- .SOTOR 110% of Design.Speed 
fn 
OI DIA-1 OIA-2 V-I V-2 VY-1 VM-2 VO-1 V0-2 1 Or2 1 e*-2 1 V.02 VO*-1 VO@-2 U-1 U-2 
L s P ~  st----nr- - ~ + n ) r r ~ 1 C t ~ ~  P?* t r m e  ?+* f Y f S C t  +I% 
ti t3.1)O 16.030 634.2 1282.7 634*2 703.6 r u  JOOO*O ~ 0 0  54.81 36.24 -31.56 186.3 825.7 -46418 432.1 bbY.8 567.9 
10 14.100 160790 6*8.3 1198.9 648.3 73O.t 10 950.8 000 52.97 37.61 -25r9T 810.e bl2rT'4W.5 55600 IW.5 590.8 
'6 15.170 17.580 663rl 1161.4 663,l 733.3 03 900.4 000 50.88 39.01 -20.69 853.6 785rO -537.S 277.6 537.5 62t.a 
30 18.28C 19.910 700.6 1061.8 700~6 75109 00 769.0 100 46.39 L8.72 '4.91 954.2 736.9 -64T.6 63.6 6e7.6 705.4 
60 22.190 23r790 730.5 947.3 730.5 696.P 04 642.3 000 41.67 47.08 14.17 1075.3 720.3 '786r2 -175.7 786.2 818.0 
70 250dbO;abeZ6W Tf f i@-325 iX -75 iT%72 i * -  ;V-SQIn - - i W - V T ; U S T . 5  51.92TV5.3 t J b * P r r g t S , * r l 8 8 . 9  *1*.9 W0.S 
8s 28.*50 an-610 727.5 721.0 727.5 529.6 00 487.1 000 42.74 5St18 44.72 1243.1 745eQ-1007.9 0524.5 lO0?.9 1013.6 
W, 29.320 29.410 723.8 692.1 723.8 Y94.6 00 483.9 000 44.40 5S.13 48.45 1266.1 7@6.2-1058.b -55c.0 103R.e 1042.0 
96 30.1SO 300180 720r6 612.6 720b6 470.9 r O  480.3 000 45.56 53.99 SlrS* *280.5 754m2-106801 -589.0 1068.2 lobs12 
INCS INCM DLV TURN CAMBER SCL1DIV 0-FAC 0uLOAw8 LOSS-P LOSS-P Pot/ IFF-P EFC-AD OWOA-0 M-1 M-2 - 1  u*-2 
B ~ N  m m  m m  m m  -------- - - - - - - mx --mat mat nratrr - 
-4.78 2-14 5.15 67.79 70.83 2.4336 02373 03282 1.6288 08323 eB20l *PO00 .SO76 l*l2RO ,7291 ,7618 
10 -3.90 2.77 5.02 630% 65.86 2.2863 m2831 01959 00385 ,0385 lm68C6 a8933 08830 00000 06015 lrlOl2 .7620 17ubS 
16 -3.09 3100 6.18 59.70 62.89 Pols74 03427 01414 cOSO7 .OSOT 1.7003 09166 09099 rOOOt 0 6 1 ~ 4  1.0598 07965 a1163 
3 -2.99 3-18 8.80 YT.03 33.25 1.9038 04481 00587 ~0154 ~ 1 5 1 0 1  ,9562 09526 rOOgO 06551 a9545 e89S8 ,6624 
bo -l*SO 3.43 9.65 32.91 39.14 i.6886 05094 a0653 rOlI2 .0138 1.Q7lb *9428 09383 00149 e6854 o8SOb 1.0143 ,6374 
10 032 -02- 13.- --xt.S?I mflb -.32(m .r3ao- iv%v 3292 ~;mo .wJs .em30 .*11 1.111s .or36 
86 *91 4.53 :4.81 9.46 19074 1.4420 05367 02099 rO5if .0423 1m4754 07523 ,7385 .OSl& 0679U 06227 1.171e .6UU2 
90 1.00 4.49 16.16 6.68 10.53 1.4146 ,5459 02416 *OBI6 cD4b6 10452(r 07101 06946 00418 m6762 ,5952 1.1904 ~6a17 
95 r95 4.29 17.19 4.65 17.48 1.3496 05489 02618 e0589 ,0484 4.4392 r6817 06650 t.0@61 06759 r57riS 1.2006 16464 
STATOR 
30 21.1~021.600 1067.7 722.9 704;l 72i.9 720.3 93.5 42.71 3.41 
W 23.91024.200 997.~3 723.7 701.9 72204 618.V 44.2 34.35 3.50 
70 Z b . t P D 2 b a 8 8 l J  fl31.Z 6ff*P-?ZfmlF 'BST.3 %So5 29.1 S o 6 T  2m53 
86 28.860 28.900 792.6 JSPoB 627.0 559.4 484.7 ls*8 37~72 2.03 
90 2P.5702°*b00 765.0 52Sr3 595.3 524.9 48G.3 19.0 31.91 2.08 
W 30.240 50a270 747.6 50206 57400 50203 478.9 18.9 39.84 2.15 
IICS INCM DEV TURN CAMgtQ S O L I ? T I  D-FAC OMEGA-D LOSS-P LOSS-P 
XSPANQCGKEF IXGREE D E ~  m m  m- m- ~ L T :  
6 3.66 7.64 13.76 56149 62.562.1066 ,6232 el447 ,6343 00944 $0 2.70 brO5 18.37 48.26 59961 2r0280 05952 01789 ,0441 0035: 
16 2.25 6.02 20.01 43.78 57.10 1.94bo .57i& ,1780 ~0446 ,0374 
30 01 1  4.02 17.47 39.26 51677 1.7524 05025 01062 00303 00303 
M, 8 4.34 14.28 34.811 44.79 1.5476 06592 00605 a0195 ,0195 
70 3.m 3*;w -%35 lrSR61 o m 2  ;OZ;Fs 
6 2 7.53 17.08 35.69 45.14 1.216) ,5215 00973 00378 .O178 
W, 2s12 8.72 l7*80 31.83 45.97 1,2553 a5534 ,1152 to459 , ' r57 
98 2.65 9.41 18.47 37.69 46.76 1.2271 *Sf83 01282 00522 L .22 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 110% of Desi g; Speed 
VQ-2 0-1 B-2 Be-1 Be-3 V l - A  \ '*-2 V o * - 1  VO*-2 U-I U-2 
.,:if FT:;C ~7:; ~1::;: F T : ~  F ~ / ~ E C  DEER& D L I E E  DEIREE OLGRTE W S L C  F ~ / S E C  FT/SEC Fl /sfc  FTlSCc FTISLc 
fib?;? 1253.4 640.2 735.0 .Q 1 15.3 e00 54. 0 35.99 -31.32 79l.S 86 -465.0 4 4 7 0 ~  465s 564.2 
hs4.t 1232.7 65b.6 762.0 00 868.8 ,oo 5 i . b l  37.36 -26.11 823.6 848:: -1i99.8 31s. 499.8 595.1 
669.8 1196.3 669.8 764.2 .O 926.3 -00 50128 38.79-21.20 85910 820*6'537.f  297.1 
708.1 1084.7 708.1 765.5 768.2 *OF 45.07 42.45 
-106.b 
5=7*7 623*4 960. 770J-5 -647.9 62.5 64 .9 705. 
818 4 737.3 P ~ q . 3  737.3 7is.o * o  631.9 $00 UL.45 b e e t  j41iP 1078.1 7ule? -781-q -420,7 ;:q:: 930:B 
746.2 812.8 740.2 632.8 0 0  51bll  -90 30.06 21.08 7 117b.9 762.5 -91 
731.1 705.1 731.1 537.C .O 456.6 .00 YO.SC 54105 46.06 1295.6 774.8-1008.4 -55705 1008** 1014.1 
727.1 674.1 727.1 502.5 . O  449.2 .OF 41.82 55.02 b9.73 1268.4 777.9g1~59.2 - 5 ~ 3 , 2  1059.2 lO42.Y 
7 2 3 . ~  653.6 723.8 480.2 .O 443.3 .00 r2.71 55.89 52.51 1290.7 789.0-1068.6 -626.4 1018.6 1069.7 
M O P - 1  MCQR-1 W C / A - 1  1021 PO21 EFF-AD LFF- 
RPM LIM/SEC LBM/SEC 101 pol U II 
SOF T 
Oll3.0 191mOS 43.?6 1.1633 1.5787 85.278 B I o U  
STATOR 
ST&-1 ST&-2 SLANT-1 SLLNT-2 
D E ~ R E E  DEGREE 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
110% of Design Speed 
V'-2 v0"1 VO* :: FT/SEC F T / Y t  FTIS 
I r 2  830.2 -464.7 43 
1.4 822.0 '499.4 3S 
1.7 794.3 -537.3 28 
1.4 747.6 447 .5  5 
i.1 727.2 -786.0 -18 
1.7 744.6 -916.7 -90 
1.0 757.4-1007.6 -53 
'00 750.7-1038.6 -57 
1.9 769.0'1066.0 '60 
lhCS INCM DEV TURN CAMOER 501-1nTV D-FAC OMEOA-0 LOSS-r LOSS* P02/ EFF-P EFF-A0 OMEGA-0 M-1 M-2 - 1  Me-2 
% x & N  DEGPEE DEGREE DEOfiEE DEGREE DEOREE TOTAL PROFlLE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
6 -4.89 Zen3 5.35 67.47 70.83 2.4335 ,2289 ,3302 ,0579 .0579 1.6284 .a307 .el84 .ooaa .5901 1 . 1 3 8  . 7 3 i i  .7705 
k m - 1  WCOR-1 W C / A - 1  T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBN/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 13, % 
SQF T 
8tre.o t91.a~ 4a.15 1.1655 1.5958 86.257 87.2e 
STATOR 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-? 
DEGREE DEGREE 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-J V-2 VM-1 VM-2 V O - 1  VO-2 8-1 0-? B'-1 8 ' - 2  1 V'-2 V O e - 1  VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
&SPAN I N  I N  FT/sEC F ~ / S E C  FT/sE(; FT/sEC FT/sEC FT/sEC DEGREE DEGRtE DEGREE DEGREE FT/sEC FT/sEC FT/sEC FT/sEC FTISEC FT/SEC 
6 17.720 18.590 1130.7 655.6 676.0 654.5 906 .5  -25.8 53.28 -2.29 -22.40 46.25 731.5 946.9 279.6 -683.9 627.7 65P.I 
10 18.350 19.110 1136.4 677.6 726.6 676.8 873.6 30.3 50.25 2.55 -17.12 43.69 760.4 936.0 225.8 '646.6 650.0 67t.9 
16 14 .d7~  19 .7~0  1123e9 692.8 752.7 696.8 834.4 52.7 67-94 U.36 -11.93 43.11 769.9 9 ~ 6 . 1  158.9 -096.6 675.5 699.2 
IYCS rwu mv 
C'EBREE DLGRCE DEGREE [ 
1 7.16 1Y.21 
2.28 6.53 18.52 
1.86 6.21 19.82 
-a60  9.22 17.04 
-1.75 3.76 13.92 
-1.66 4.98 14.97 
a13 t.63 16.68 
1.16 t.77 17.43 
1 5  8.30 18012 
lUHN CAblBER SOLIDTY 
)LOHE€ DEGREE 
55.57 62.56 2.1064 
47.70 59.62 2,0276 
43.58 57.11 1.9454 
39.32 51.78 1,7518 
34.62 44.79 1.5474 
33.79 44.34 1.3862 
35.18 45.34 1.2869 
36.15 45.97 1.2553 
36.94 4b.76 1.2271 
OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P 
TOTAL PROFILE 
e14U1 ,0342 .0205 
P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 
PO1 SHOCF, TOTAL STATIC 
09299 .n4a7 . m o o  ,8389 1.0297 
NCOR-1 *COR-1 Y C / A - 1  T02/ P03/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RFM LB~/SEC LBWSEC To1 PO1 % n 
SQF T 
8 l l E . O  191.35 43.15 1.1655 1.5375 78,970 80.33 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLbWT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Section 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 









IS I 9 -58 
'2.6 '61 
-- - 
1NFS INCM DEV TURN CAM8ER SOLXOly D-FAC OMEOA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P PO2/ EFF-P EFF-AD ORE@&-8 Y-1 M-2 M * - 1  M*-2 
%W - 
6 4-78 b 0 . w  7 ~ 0 . 4  2.1.331 .16i0  . 2 r w  .osuo .om5 l . a r l 4  . e u w  06393 .oooo .559z l . ro78 .so32 . n 6 4  
n 
10 .5rt? 5r*6 MA3 -793 2,- .S+?V *t+tr3 e02lr3 106051 09294 092Q5 .OVOV 0S754 lrO838 sf136 otdw 
15 .4w57 1.71 6.76 b7.83 h2*')3 2.1562 02611 *082S 00180 ~ 0 1 0 0  1.6058 03484 09448 .boo0 15875 110378 07454 07360 
30 .'Sr?V l r 9 *  l O i l 2  Wf:# b3ritS 1m9027 036a5 006t9 06163 sO1dS l.?)SUl 09497 09463 rOObt 06207 09088 r6SZ9 ~6618 
60 -2.59 2.33 1l.w 3 9 . 0 ~  59.15 L.bbP5 04490 e0847 .O?41 rOP91 1.4833 09147 ~ 9 0 9 9  00000 06453 a7822 ~ 9 3 6 0  sbJ62 
70 +-t'J 
86 ' * a *  3 ~ + i ~  1 4 ~ 7 4  8 - m - 6 2  :&- 
90 'at5 3.33 lSbY1 5.90 S 8 t S  1*414* ~ 4 9 4 7  *PO61 *OB86 1.2923 eb89b 06782 *Otw 06397 0SSIO 1.0331 +6626 
95 1 3.19 16w':b 3-91 17.48 1,3890 04476 ~82'72 00516 rOY7P 1 ~ 2 7 6 5  06506 r6303 ~ 0 1 9 2  06376 15363 l r i l 0 0  eb87I 
NCOR-1 %OR-1 WC/A-1 TO2/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT01 K I N ? - 2  
--- 
F V &  m -- ut- 
SOFT 
7 3 9 h 5  186diQ 48.78 1 . 1 a 7  I.W& 86.788 ma61 9.0 6.0 86.09 93rD2 
STATOR 
6-1 9-2 - 1  01-2 v t - 1  v*-2 vn'-1 vo*-2 u-1 
. . . . 4
5 17.720 18.580 1114.7 743.7 699.0 7k2.2 660.3 -(c2.1 51.ln -3.27 -22.99 u 0 ~ 8 4  759.4 981.2 396.7 -641.S 571.7 59 
10 tgmS3O i9arrO I l t l r 2  762.4 758.3 761.9 82S.8 10.3 117.40 ~ 7 6  -17.19 38.50 793.7 973.9 233r8 -606.2 5 9 2 ~ 0  6 1  
16 Lq.070 19.740 1102.3 770.4 781.1 769.5 777.6 36.3 44.86 2.70 - i l .74 37.97 798.4 976.1 162.4 -600.5 615.2 63 
30 fx.tsg PT.&vo t 0 a . S  759.1 79*.4 799.9 649.1 18.8 39.21 1.4D 2.315 9107E 797.3 101800 -3216 -678.3 682.0 69 
60 23.970 2M.200 93501 727 m43 1.66 17.55 46025 B1013 1051.5 -244.2 -75906 773.3 70 
70 - • , ~ 3  ' ~ y r  5x073 J ~ Z J  ob 0 0 4 ~ 3  
9.68 -:.I7 43.49 57.25 860,3 1123.5 -558.4 - 9 4 4 ~ 8  931 93 
gn t9rb00 7 B . b  5 ~ ~ 8  b2V.3 367.0 3 6 5 . ~  - Q W *  30.38 -.4? 45.30 59040 836.0 111S.5 -508.2 -9S9.8 -3:8 PJ 
96 3g.240 30.270 703.7 536.6 60309 536.8 36113 2.0 30.89 * 2 1  J50b9 61015 A6lwY 1112.7 '61403 '97Sr6 9 7 5 ~ 6  97 
. . -- - - -- - 
5 
10 -*?S 3 -51  1b.W W6.a O r 6 8  Zed262  *a957 st660 rC415 ,0581 *q179 raZfT .0000 a7770 1.0229 0662S 0731)I S O  
15 2 J a l u  18.1s 42.16 57.14 1.9436 14706 slS8J .0+03 00363 09996 oblf0 rr)Ol)O 07781 1.0001 06710 07278 00 
J, .st57 l o t ?  1SoSS 37.61 s l*B!J1.7SOl  wC3S8 . l l i . M  . O X ! &  rC321 *%l7  00000 ~ 0 0 0 0  08201 1-61 ~ 6 6 9 0  at262 08 
50 m5.16 .36 121')s 3O.77 4Y*d&?lm5472 ,3969 ,0839 ,0271 -0271 04689 rJOOO ~ 0 0 0 0  ,8397 ad377 a6367 ~ 7 2 9 6  r 9  
70 + r V  0 . I -em -7IFi4S-r(nSu w J 0 JVUV n C . d Q l T  -=95T-359r-9 
86 .7.07 -.57 T . 3 9 1 2  .0519 ,0202 ::-6 ~ ~ 0 0 0  000t70 ,8725 06658 .5307 .76ZS :9 
90 &w46 015 1S.28 Weft* 4S*%l *?SSS 1'6191 ,0766 ,0306 ~ 0 5 0 6  ~ 9 8 1 5  oOVQU o ~ O O O  08249 0630S 04990 o m 8  e9 
96 rn6.30 r 4 1  16rS4 30068 46.76 112271 wY450 -5997 rWOb rO4Ob 09772 saOOO rOOOO 07908 06198 04655 07519 09 
WOR-1 &OR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ PO,?/ Efr -AD EF'-P 
---- ls . - -- SfA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLAN *- ---- - 
50FT 
7393.5 huS.3r! 41.78 1.1287 t.3994: 7 0 . W  'TO*= 1l.C 12.0 90.00 90. 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of 9esign Speed 
IkCS Xs\Cn DEV TG9N CPflBER SVLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-&D 3MEGh-t) 
-5.18 S . % B  6.15 b2.17 65e92 2,2656 12205 ,1280 ,9252 *32521*5q89 ,9270 09220 a C C O U  
15 -4.58 1.71 6.81 57.79 ~ 2 e 0 2 2 . 1 5 6 4  ,2791 a0776 a0169 .01691.6025 09516 ,9476 .000U 
30 -3.72 1.93 15.:b rr .65 53.27 1,9030 ,3960 ,0464 .C122 ,01221,5594 $9623 ,9598 .ouoo 
60 -2.64 2.29 11.15 3C1.2b 39.113 1.6trB6 e0596 ,0674 10192 .l11921.5002 .93Y5 ,9285 .0000 
NCOi3-1 VCCR-1 kc/,{-1 732/ P02/  tFF-PD EFF-P STA-1 5TA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM bUM/SEC LbM/SFC TC1 i, % DEGREE DEQREE PO1 - -  
SOFT 
- . -. - - - - . --- 
,5593 1.0900 ,6852 e m s -  
a5734 1,0660 ,7139 r7417 
,5874 1.0222 .7450 07/97 
06208 ,0992 08325 e6550 
06461 07800 09360 16286 
.tw98 ,6742 i 0222 
3 4 3 5  ,5882 1:077$ 
06409 ,5566 1.0945 06699 
,638' a5353 1.1107 ,6737 
7391 185.50 41.83 l.,l29P 1.4622 80,304 8 6 - 9 7  
STATOR 
I N C S  INCH DEV TURN CAMBLI; S O c I i i T Y  IS-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ CMEGb-BEFF-AD EFF-P 
DLGREE IlFGHPE DEGdEF FCGHFE OEbRiF - TOTAL PROFILE POI SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
1.23 5.21 13.09 54.91 62.57 2,1069 ,5400 ,1387 a0329 00329 ,9346 e0000 e0000 08232 
-800 4825 1712i  46.52 53,64 7.5269 ,5107 ,1673 ,0413 ,0358 09204 .rj221 00000 17820 
-078 3.57 19.63 41.21 57.12 1.9ct44 ,3811 ,1558 ,5399 ,0399 09275 .OGOU .0000 ,7975 
-3.28 1.55 15.21 38.25 5A181 1r75S7 04388 ,0861 (9246 ,0246 ,9637 ,0000 .0000 ,8652 
-4.6.3 .a* 12.60 33.10 34.81 1.5471 ,4053 ,0629 eC1203 e0203 ,9768 .0000 00000 .8840 
&as -.71 12.66 31.06 4 + . 1 5 _ ~ 3 e 5 5  ,3057 .pro3 .01w .9876-rou~~ .oooo ,9137- 
-6.12 038 la162 31.05 q5.34 1.2855 sUlG7 eU576 rD224 oU224 09852 .UU00 rOOOO ,8687 
-5.33 1.27 15.67 31.54 1)5*97 1,2553 * ' + 4 l l  eC792 oG31b *US16 ,9811 ( O C U O  00000 (8304 
-5.05 1.71 15.45 32.02 46.76 1.2271 ,469J ,0955 wU339 00389 -9784 e0UdO .GO00 08092 
NCOA-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-A T02/ PC2/  EFF-AD EFF-F STA-1 STA-2 SLANT01 SLANY-2 
RPW LBW/SFC LaM/%C TO1 P ~ L L - L - . -  -.. - -- DEOREE DEGREE 
SQFT 
7391 18S.50 41.03 1,1299 1*Y196 81.080 I Z .Od  l l e O  1 2 ~ 0  90,00 9 0 ~ 0 0  
Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
VIA-1 ma-2 - 1  V-Z VIY-1 Vfi-2 VO-1 VC-2 P.-1 B-2 8'-1 6 . 4  V1-1  V1-2 V C ' - 1  V@'-2 U-1 U-2 
1N f N  I-T/>t:C FT/bf!C FT/SEL FT;SFc F;/SCC FT/LLC o~GREF DEGREF MbREE OLGRtE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/Stt FTISEC FT/SEc FTjSEC 
5 =*vim*= ~ ~ - ; ~ - ~ m * ~ - - ~ % , ~  =r35-TU- 6 5Yb. 5 4753 517.5 
10 14.100 16.790 610.3 1113.7 610.3 695.4 .O 869.7 .00 51.34 36.71-25.21 761.4 769.3-955.2 327.7 455.2 542.0 
15 15.170 17.580 623.5 1075.2 623.5 703.8 I C  81P.6 .00 49.06 58.14 -14.15 792.9 746.2 -489.7 245.1 499.7 567.5 
30 113.2L)C 19.910 655.9 965.1 a55.9 686.9 .o 677.7 .00 44.58 41.95 -2.84 882.5 696.C -590.1 3b.9 590.1 642.8 
50 22.190 ZS.09C 6e2.4 859.1 682.4 6+8.4 S O  563.4 a00 40.96 46.36 15.64 98Q.0 675.5 -716.a -1P2.0 716.4 745.4 
70 251B60 26.260 6 W . 4  774.1 691.4 614.6 2 - 4 7 0 . 7  e00 37.44 50.37 31.50 lOtr4.6 722.7 -f'35.5 -377.1 835.5 e47.7 
85 X ? K T ~ 7 U X ~ - W T . V - 5 3 9  7 . O  X26;T .TZT-;W;Jl b3.12-t"L;68114802 734.6 -918;4 -'+97.5 ~ ~ V ; - V ~ - P Z J Y ~  
90 29.320 29.410 686.9 651.6 686.9 497.7 r 0  42014 e00 40.22 56.03 46.77 1169.5 726.9 -9U6.5 -529.1 9W.5 949.4 
95 30.150 JPoJ8C 684.9 626.8 684.9 467.9 0 4 000 41.71 54.87 '49.97 1L90.2 727.7 -473.3 -557.2 97303 974.3 
JNtS IIUM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OWC6A-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P PO2/ €FF-P FFF-AC OYEGA-B M-1 W-2 MI-1 MB-2 
*SPAN WGREE WGXE DEGREE DEBPEE DEGREE TOTAL_PROfILE W I  TOTAL T O T A  SMOCI( 
5 --r e d *  ;.SQ-6j;tb-strr;r--.-.m~i ,-.=mu .aq5ti 7;m7[r~~-*.#m r- ;t2;lt 
10 -4.76 1.88 5.86 61.92 650% 2.2858 02612 ,1267 .025: a0251 1.5798 09272 ,9224 .000I. ,5652 1,0221 07068 ,7060 
15 -4.16 2.13 7.73 57.29 62.91 2.1569 ,3138 .Of29 .OtbO 00160 105850 ,9536 ,9505 .OO00 05783 ,9816 -7373 e6812 
30 -3.26 2.91 10.87 Cr1.79 53.25 1.904b ,4280 eO42+ . O i l 1  00111 1.5554 09656 ,9634 .000U 06098 en687 .8222 rb211 
50 -2.25 2.72 11.11 30.73 39.13 1.68% e4690 ,0530 .d l51 00151 1.5205 .9U79 .9W7 .00OO ,6359 ,7633 ,9252 .6001 
70 "*85 3.32 11.36 18.86 26.95 1.53Yl ,4760 ,0653 00176 00151 1.4772 e9256 09216 eC09C .h(.93 06Y26 1.0151 06372 
8s J;wmfB 10.uu TP"IP L IWZO-~VBPZ--;TS~~- . o J ~ ; ( T ~ J  . B I C ~  - ~ - . m 5  ;661~- i . v s  .m6 
90 -011  3.40 19.50 7.26 18.54 l . Y l 4 7  ,5057 ,1832 .01)S4 00402 1.3770 07580 ,7969 ,0169 06393 ,5669 1.0927 .632$ 
95 - e l 7  5.19 15.82 4.90 17.46 1.3890 .5148 ,2125 ,0492 00447 1.3592 ,7150 .7024 .O19Y ,6375 .5436 l . ln99 -6309 
NCm-1 HCOFP1 K/A-1  T02/ Pad/  EFF-A0 EFF-P 5fA-1 STL-2 SLAf47-1 SLLNT-2 
W M  LBM/SEC LOPI/SLC TO1 POL CEGREE DEGREE 
--- 
w - s  -- - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - 
7399 184.20 41.53 1.13'46 l .49lJ  89.847 90r4B 5.9 6.0 86.35 95.02 
STATOR 
Old-1 RIA-Z V-L V-2 VM-1 VM-2 Y e 1  VD-2 8-1 P 2  6 1  a'-2 v 9 - 1  V*-2 V6'-1 V0'-2 U-1 U-2 
PsPnN IN IN FT/SCC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SeC FT/SEC FT /YC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE: FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/sEc'~T/SEC FT/SEC 
5 
15 19.070 19,740 L034.0 677 , l  711.0 675.2 750.6 50.6 V6.54 8.28 -10.75 ~ 0 . 9 9  724.4 894a5 134.9 -5a6.7 615.6 637.5 
30 2 ~ 0 1 4 0  21.600 974.0 698.4 735.4 698.2 6 a . S  14. i  40.99 1.15 3.41 Q4.36 738.2 977.9 -44.2 -bP3.2 682.5 69705 
50 23.970 29.200 909.8 682.7 730.0 682.2 592.6 25.4 36.61 2.13 17.52 r7.92 767.0 101R.4 -231.2 -755.9 773.8 781.2 
70 2 .790 26.880 tl63.8 653.4 706.5 659.3 461.4 7.2 33.14 .61 29.71 52.53 814.7 1054.5 -405.5 -?60.6 864*9 067.8- 
85 , $.A 8. :".:E 4:;:: E:: ::::: ZZ.1 r 422.2 17 4 ' 0  5.7 ::::: 0 -4 1.5: zz.93 e74 820.4 11 2 1154.5 097 9 -50Q.5 37.2 -933.7 149.~ 931.7 5 ~ 0 6  PSJ.0 955 6
95 303Y0 30 .nO 715.2 521.4 561.8 521.3 S16.0 11.3 35.57 1.26 43-91 61.64 807.7 1097.6 -560.2 -965.9 976.2 977.2 
JWCS JIICn DEV TURN CAneER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OWEGAaETr-40 EFF-P H-l -2 1 Me-2 
=PAW &jRLE DEOREE DEGREE DEGREE DCGREi 
5 A w.ua s c . 4 b j b . r ~  
10 1-35 5.59 16.61 48.78 59.59 2.0292 ,5982 ,1669 . O + l l  .O411 09262 *OCOO e > ? 0 3  -7903 09500 05'31 06898 e1770 
15 -44 3.78 19.72 $2.26 57.08 1.9474 ,5154 -1545 e0.396 ,0396 09332 ~ 0 0 0 0  eJJOO 07963 09331 05852 06567 e1731 
30 .lo66 3.16 15.L4 39.78 51.74 L.7532 ,4633 .06$3 ,0183 o0183 09746 *QiJOO ."1)00 .8984 08760 06072 06657 .8@% 
50 rn2.93 2.58 12.92 SYeY0 44180 1.5482 ,4320 a0418 00135 ,0135 19852 *0000 e f l " 0 0  09245 08139 e5940 06668 08860 
70 -.+.ro ~ , 7 2  13.47 3 2 , s  44.301.3866 ,4123 ,0385 .0139 00139 .9813O *OUOo . ~ q Q o  ,9195 .7697 05741 *7208 ,9443 
85 rni*"L J *  1 4 . w  J J . ~  U>.JTT.ZB~~ ,4461 . n r  .0244 .azmi ,yes4 ~ouuu ,1700 .abqo ,6769 . 5 1 0 4  
mz.32 4.27 16.33 33.99 45.96 1.2554 ,4769 ,0782 .O311 00311 0980. -0YULI r J l O U  08451 06467 04744 07119 09466 
95 m 1 . H  5.14 17.97 39.32 46076 1.2271 ,5014 . M 9 9  00366 00366 09793 -0000 00000 .831r 06256 ~ 4 4 8 0  07066 09431 
=OR-1 *OR-1 WC/A-1 TOZ/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPW LBWSEC LBM/SEC T01 PO1 % II 




7,399 1 8 4 b J  41.53 111346 1.4543 83.926 M4.a 11.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
ROTOR 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
100% of Design Speed 
114~s INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P ~ 0 2 1  E~F-P  EFF-AO OMEGA-B M-i 14-2 M n*-r 9 L S P A N w  
5 -5.39 1.53 6.56 65.76 70.8/8826 08753 .OOOO 05456 1.0119 -6718 -6.65 
10 5-98 ah*wtsa a a ~  ,soto .&an  ,ozri ,0244; 1,5679 09298 09252 .- . w s  ,9esr 0 7 0 ~ 9  .aa~s 
15 -3.85 2 . ~ 5  8.04 57.28 62.89 2.1576 ,3501 00675 ,0148 00148 1.5?43 09568 a9559 .OOOO .Sf10 09469 -7308 ,6452 
30 * r W  PI* S1.W +%?& i-%W + W 7  +019? ,0052 1&675 -9Y29 09818 *OD00 -6g19 *U;U .81&5 .S%O 
50 -2-00 2-96 12.11 29.98 39.11 1.6904 ,5091 a0318 e0090 e00% 1.5289 e9680 09660 +0000 06293 07415 19178 05778 
70 -: :::--- 
85 - *20 3.47 12.05 11.14 19.71 1.44El 
,4994 a0964 00248 r0210 1.4558 a8791 08726 00148 ,6416 a6072 1.0721 .6347 
90 4 h* 73% fCr3'+ .%93 * l a  r 0 S 5  r0583 1.4- ,8161 .a60 .bYg4 .57- 3.8938 +es& 
95 -022 3-15 15.11 5.54 17.48 1.3891 ,5308 01773 00416 003 1 1.4091 ,7718 07606 ~ 0 1 9 3  m6392 .5S07 1.1101 ,6187 
NcOR-1 WCOQ-1 WC/A-1  102/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF'P ST&-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
" " 
" -- 
7 3 9 6 ~  183-3 61.- %.I348 t r W 1  % ? w ! 3 6  93.01 5.0 6.0 woos 
STATOR 
10 W r 5 5 6  19rfft3 *k&6 62- bYB.9 e r a  78t.2 808 r79 oi6.43 44.33 668.3 87 iM.9 592.4 bl6.9 
15 19.070 19.7V0 9 4 . 9  635.Y 669.2 633.6 735.9 47-0 3: 4.24 -10.2,j 42.97 6OO.h d:t 120.3 615.6 637.2 
30 art* 941-7 666.2 ' IgtrB 667.9 4pB, 16.2 4 +a2 1.39 Sr41 4 5 r S  7050 9%0@ -5415 -68r- 6 6 2 4  697.3 
so 70 2-:7 a - 73- 
a 28.860 28.900 778.1 601.0 646 1 600 9 433-6 7.1 33.88 069 37*64 57.02 816.0 1104. - 4 9 8 ~ 0  -925.8 951.6 95299 
-7B 29.be43 7 u 2  -4 6 $ & : ~  561:~ WI+Y k g - l  35.21 1.26 PtJ064 59-26 805.1 1 0 ~ 7 . 8  -123.0 -9u3.3 95b.6 955.5 
95 30.240 30.270 728.4 534.6 506.7 534.4 431.7 16.4 36.34 1.76 42*86 60.92 800.5 1099.3 -544.5 -960.7 976.2 977*2 
INCS I N C M  DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA'B LOSS-P LOSS-P PO2/ OK6h-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 M*-1 U*-2 
11 -- 
24 2 6  ,5917 ,1917 ' ~ 3 3 ~ : ; O O O ~  .7610 
10 Pr* 6.8t t6+7& %%Y 69.57 2~0388  ~ 6 6 7 3  ~ 1 6 9 2  ~ 0 4 1 1  +Obi7 .%96 a0004 +a000 ,7497 .90@ +5S!!  06050 +74B& 
15 1.63 5.96 19-66 43.47 57.06 1.9r84 05355 01588 ~ 0 4 0 6  sQ400 ,9354 *0000 O O O O O  07927 r6940 05476 06193 ~ 7 4 6 3  
30 4 7 4  k0? 15.37 WAS 51+72 i.7S44 ,4734 4 1 8 9  00189 .97= 00000 ~ O Q O ~  .89% r84U5 05796 m6332 -8277 
60 -1.97 5-53 13*17 35.13 49-77 1.5489 .4423 eO422 a0136 00136 ,9858 *0000 .OODO 09232 .TI74 -5697 ,6599 08674 
70  -a- 
85 -2.87 3.63 15173 35.20 45.301.2866 .4406 ,0561 00218 *O218 ,9849 *OOOO .0000 .8810 ,6658 0 5 2 ~ 0  ,7192 09552 
#, + r W  *.% 16-98 33.95 *r% l r f554  ~4730 -0772 18387 *0307 ow6 * a 0 0  too00 .&76 w6W9 -4633 *?OW -99% 
95 0.84 5.92 18.09 34.58 96.761.2271 ,4982 e0872 ~ 0 3 5 5  wO3SS ,9792 a0000 .0000 ,8349 ~ 6 3 6 6  .45!38 e6995 09434 
NCDR-1 vCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AF EFF-P STA-1 571-2 SLANT-1 SLLNT-2 
- * +  
SOFT 
73-93. c ~ a - i  a i .30 1 . 1 ~  t.4729 8 6 . 7 ~  e ~ . ' ~ e  1.0 12.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
I t - 9 - * - 1- 1 - 1- 9 -  
-C FTT;C FT FT:;Ei DE%coE~~:E DE&Ek CEZRE; ~Ty! jEi  FTrSE: F~?SE: F%tZ  F ~ ~ L C  FIZEC 
L3.m 8i-030 -9 UJm -09 &J-1 00 08'4.8 -00 54.12 35.84 -29.82 723.9 737.9 -423.9 366.9 425.9 517.9 
10 14.100 56.790 599.2 1068.1 599.2 656.Q .O  842.5 a00 52.07 37.24 -24.55 752.7 722.2 -455.5 3OOrl 455.5 502.4 
15 15-17017-5CO 6 1 1 * & U 3 1 * 9  611.8 664.7 . O  789.2 .00 99.88 38.68'18.36 784.0 701.4-400.1 221.2 490.1 W7.9 
J, 18.280 19.910 643.3 931.1 643.3 649.7 10 666.9 -00 45.72 42.52 -2.01 873.4 652.3 -590.6 23.7 590.6 643.2 
50 93.19n 67- ~3-n-9 ~ t 3 . 1  n w-?I AM 03.UO U & 7 8  98- 6U7.U -716.9 - M . 7  716.9 745.9 
70 25.880 26.260 683.7 760.9 683.7 590.7 .O  473.7 -00 39.07 50.71 31.92 1080.1 697.Y -836.1 -368.7 836.1 846.4 
85 &45@ &&LO 6854 7 U - l  &5-2 5rrS.O .O 444.1 -00 39-19 53.29 41.39 1146.4 726.8 -919.1-400.2 919.1 924.3 
90 290320 ~ 9 . 4 1 0  684.4 673.0 684.4 506.9 .O 442.3 -00 41.14 54.15 45.07 1168.6 717.9 -947.2 -507.8 9e7.2 950.1 
06 300150 a00iao -3 64a.u 685.3 472.9 .O 443.6 000 93.20 54.95 48-36 1189.8 711.0 -974.0 -551.3 974.0 975.0 
- - U C L a -  TnTY --R I OCF-P LnZZ-P P02/ EFF-P E F F - b u r n - R  M-1 M-2 M * - 1  W * - 2  
%SPAN SEGnEE OEGRtE OEGREE DEGREE oEGREE TOTALPROFILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL SHOCK 
5 3 . 1 6  1176 6.- 7&BJ 2.4335 02569 a1234 a0398 e0398 1.5262 .BBOL -8728 00000 05Y12 1.0004 a6665 -6739 
10 -4.25 2 - 9 1  6.51 61-79 65.922.2862 a3065 el234 e0245 e02451.5605 ,9288 ,9242 .0000 .554O e9745 .6974 06589 
'3 -3-61 2-69 0-5& 57.05 62.09 2.1575 .35!55 80707 -0156 -0156 1.5669 -9549 -9519 .0000 -5663 n9370 my272 -6363 
J, -&a69 3.30 11.69 44.53 53.22 1.9051 ,4618 r0330 ,0086 r0086 1.5509 09730 ,9713 .0000 .5965 .63$7 08105 0 9 4 7  
50 o - - . 9 & l O  -QS& - u X a  --& 
70 -*56 3.64 11-85 18.79 27.00 1.5347 ,5000 00386 ,0107 -0080 1.5071 e9551 09525 e0095 a6365 e6691 1.0063 06131 
65 -004 3*6* 1 1 4  ~ L 9 0  1-69 1-4&2\ 05007 ,4883 ,0230 ,0190 1.4712 ,8911 -8851 .0151 .6379 ,6139 1.0694 .6?1,S 
90 *01  3153 12.60 9.08 18.34 1 .  ,5196 * I339  en334 r0291 1-4466 18333 ,8245 ,0171 -6371 -5849 1.08% -6239 
95 -007 3-50 lY*Zit 6-59 17.*0 L - 05367 a1736 ,0415 -0368 1.4278 -7824 e7713 a0196 -6960 ,5607 1.1063 m6152 
/ Dn31 FFS--0 -- C T u - 2  --E 
WM LBW/SCC LBM/SEC TO1 P O 1  % X DE6REE DEGREE 
SWT 
7404 182.5- 44.15 1.1357 105110 92.258 92.77 5.0 6.0 86.05 91.02 
STATOR 
- n-3 R V - 1  uvr3 utr t  v*-3 unv-1 V O * - ~  i b t  U - 2  
SSPIN W E E  DEGREE OEGREE DEGREE FT/SEC FTISEC FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT /Kc  
5 1 7 c Z a U  99&9 598.2 3 7 . 6  595.Y 0 0 ~ 1 4  -52.8 53.25 -5.09-20.e7 47.63 639.7 803.9 227.4-653.1 572.5 600.2 
10 18.350 19.110 998.8 blO.1 632.7 609.5 772.8 5.0 50.69 046 -15.88 45.12 657.9 864.1 180.0 4 1 2 . 3  592.8 637.4 
15 l S 0 7 a 1 9 . I M  983& 622.5 660.4 -.A 72n-7 Y5.4 47.812 4.18 -9.68 43.65 670.6 858.0 1l2.6 -5S2.3 6 M . 1  637r7 
30 21.140 21.600 932.0 657.3 688.4 657.0 628.0 19.2 42.36 1 0 6 ~  4.53 45.91 691.9 944.7 -55.0 -678.6 682.9 697.8 
50 159-7-5 - 7  aah.9 ~ ? I Q - 6  9 8 , 1 ? . ~ 9  le.7, u9.rri 730.3 -73u.8 -753.7 n 4 . e  7bl.L 
70 26.790 26.880 830.7 692.6 684.9 642.2 470.1 21.0 34.46 1.88 29.97 52.83 791.5 1063.4 -395.1, -847.3 865.5 068.4 
85 &8a0 28*30D 786.2 h U L O  m o b  4 9 9 ~ 9  $3&9 14.8 34.03 1.40 37.09 56.45 817.0 1103.0 -492.5 - 9 1 8 5  95;?13 9 3 3 ~ 6  
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Blade-Element and Overall Performance without Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
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Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub 3Jit Recirculation 
e 
ROTOR 100% of Design Speed 
Q\ - - w-TW-2 m E t - T  -- - - 
m ,mm V c  FTZ n / s E c  FS;;E; n l s c  F ~ l s r c  DEGREE DLwEr DEGREE &: F ~ 7 s . t  11: EE F K ~ c  -T-vw--~--~ FT/SEc c l / s E ~  Fr /sEc  u- 
5 13.120 16.050 590.9 1099.9 5 9 0 . ~  -0.3 .O 893.0 ,110 5 9 . S  35.38 -30.54 726.0 743.5 -422.9 37707 422.4 516.1 
10 lye100 16,790 602.8 1074.2 6Q2.8 662.7 .O 863.0 100 52.57 36.98 -25.56 751.6 724.1 -453.9 312.5 453.9 540.5 
15 15.17C1 1 7 . 5 % ~  615.6 1037.9 615.6 061.1 .O 799.9 .00 53.41 30.Y2 -19.43 785.8 702.2 -k85.4 233.9 488.4 56F.O 
30 18a2bC 19.910 W 7 . 7  935.7 667.7 655.4 - 0  667.6 100 45.50 42.23 -2.25 875.3 659.1 '588.5 26.6 588.5 64z.0 
so 0 ?m.3 - -10.35 ~03.3 W.Y -m.~ -1uc.5 7 1 4 . ~  7 4 3 . ~  
70 25.880 26.2bO 609.0 761.9 689.0 591.2 .O 480.2 .oC 39.06 b . 3 9  31.63 1081.3 696.1 -833.2 -365.2 833.2 845.4 
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. l ~ . e - s . u  I .  . VTUUT.Z -xr.r-- 
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Blade-Element and Overall Perfomanc8e with Stator-Hub 
100% of Design Speed 
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Slit Recirculation 
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APPENDIX 3 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Support Screen 
(Distortion Baselins) 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
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Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
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-. . 
DEGREE DEOREE 
- ---- -- 
SGFT 
4904.0 139.97 31.56 1.0885 1.3173 92.620 92-94 5 . 5  6 . t  86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
I ICS IIeCM LEV TU2I.r CAM6ER SOLICTY 0-FAC OMEGA-B LOSS-P LOSS-P 
TOTAL PROFILE 
- 7 W T 2 . 0 3 5 T -  
00408 00408 
00412 00412 
- - r0256 .0256 ' -  
00184 .0184 
eOl9O 00256 ~ 0 1 9 0  .=6- 
eO350 ,0350 
P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P 
POI 5mIOCK TOTAL- STATIC 
T P 6 a  -.0000 l b  0 00-<m62- 
DEGhEE DEGREE UEGREL DEGHEE GEGREE 
4-81 8.77 16.59 54.47 62.53 2.1083 e5877 * I482  
4.69 8.95 20.77 47.80 59.54 2.0313 95589 01663 
- 
4.03 8.42 22.80 42-71 57.03 1.9499 .5307 ,1620 
2.17 6.96 19.17 39.48 51.70 1.7562 e4648 r 0 K 2  
e31 5.79 16.41 34.03 44r7fl 1.5502 04186 ,0574 
-eb4 5.45 16-02 33.65 44.22 1.3875 e4075 ,0529 
-064 5.86 17-10 34.13 45.27 1.2869 a4170 
NCOH-1 nCOR-1 C C / A - 1  T02/ PO2/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
APM LOM/SEC LBh/SEC 101 PC1 % Y . . .. . - - .- DEGREE DEGREE - 
1.2925 86.000 86.5s , ,  i2.r 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Deaign Speed 
INCS I N C M  OEV T U R N  CAH3ER SOLIOTY 9-FAC OMEGA-9 LOSS-P LOSS-P Pb2/ EFC-P'EFF-~?)  OMEG~-B M-1 n-2 M*-1 H*-2 
Q GR E' K G R t  st TOTAL PROF L PO1 TOTAL TOT~L S H O ~ ~ _  
-6 %> 13i45 %+9&?l3if2;ufp5- .%*i .2b20 ;oi*9-;bed 1.3106 .&9950 .ego9 .00oo .3115 .71% .wtib .*111 
10 3.16 9.78 9.38 71.56 66.06 2.2822 ,3822 ,2114 e0414 .U414 1.3100 ,9022 ,8983 .0000 ,3391 -6915 mu724 .42*2 
'6 - _ - 3 l g -  A 2_ - 6992 66. 4 - . 4 & 9 ~ ~ 5 3 _ 6 - - ~ 4 _ 3 3  *U328 ,0328 1.3146 ,9234 ,9209 ~ Q O  ,3400 .6b79 ,4953 ~ 4 1 0 6  
Jo 4.88 i s 3  10.31 53;Si .,.a1 1.9017 , 5 2 1 g . 0 5 9 7  ,0157 , r t n l . , t a 7  ,9613 ,9597 .0000 ,3569 ,6170 ,5602 ,3919 
50 5.86 10.81 12.58 37.87 39.15 1.68b5 ,5589 eO452 *OIZ8 r ~ 1 2 8  1.3312 ,9629 .9614 .OPOCI *369@ .5602 ,6415 .3978 
0 2 1 05 25 68 6 92 338 57 5 - 4 9 3 2  ,0256 &_25b 1.5205 ,9113 -9077 -0 .3701 ,5082 ,7137 .*lSb 
5 7.92 1 1 d  ::.I: 18:02 :9:7l :::420 :6&2 . l . i B  eU416 ~"41.  1.3102 .8393 el3270 .0000 ,3637 ,4689 ,7616 .*1@4 
90 7.75 11.25 14.42 15.2 180 4 1.4 47 a 0 2 1  0u49n . u @ ~ o  1.3051 ,7943 ,7863 . ~ O O U  ,3648 .us77 1 7 7 ~ 7  . * l o *  
95 -:iw 0 0  A 1 2  1 7 . G  1 . 4 9 0  ::$8:. dgsjb- .U?ZQ- 1.1042 ,7704 .rb16 , 3 6 9  .YIW ,7932 ,4114 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 wC/A-A T02/ P02/ CFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LBH/SEC LBM/SEC T D ~  - PO1 Y - . .- 
S Q F ~  
5893.4 123.43 27.83 1.0919 1.5199 89.876 90.28 
STATOR 
O I A - ~  DIA-2 V-1 V-2 VH-1 VW-2 VO-A VO-2 8- 
. 
. .  q F c F r F { s a  F ~ I ~ E S  F T ~ ~ E C  opdF, or 
,720 13.580, 1 01 . (02.7 . $7:~ J400.8 6 1 6 * ~  -34.2 3 . 1 9  
18.350 191110 709.7 400.3 392.5 399.6 591.3 15.7 56.42 
19.070: 190740' k;: 4gSe2 412.6 4 0 1 - 9  561.6 51.8 s1.69 
21.140 21.600 4 6.0 451.1 95116 =--d%.l Qb.23 
23.970'24.200 649.7 483.4 4700B 481.0 44797 9806 43.55 
ST&-1 ST&-2 SLINI-1 SLAN~-2 
DEGRLE DEGREE 
NCOP-1 WCOR-1 VC14-1 702/ P02/ EFF-A0 EFF-P 
& ~ ~ ~ r c  s s r c  T ~ L  POI r ....A __. 
5890.0 lal .4) r l r a l  1,0919 1.2865 81.274 81.95 
PO2/ OME64-8 FFF-AD EFF-P 
Hlade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
- ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
s DIA-1 DIA-2 '4-1 V-2 VM-1 VM-2 VO-1 b0-2 8-1 8-2 8 - 1  f?*-2 V a - 1  V*-2 VOW-1 V0*-2 U-I U-2 XS!??!! - - u 3 T /sE& Ex&,&au.- 3 TCSEL E p L  J-JEmLLJlEmElL a f fBEE ,  -&~SEC-EIL= FLUELEYL~LC. 
5 13.120 16.030 535.5 1017.9 535.5 635.0 .u 195.5 .a0 51.40 35.40 -27.50 657.0 715.8 -380.6 330.5 380.6 465.0 
10 14.1JO 16,790 546.0 1004.9 546.0 635.9 r u  778.1 .UO 50.74 36.84 -24.57 682.2 699.6 -409.0 291.0 409.0 48701 
16 15mli0 17.500 558.4 97314 558.4 64107 .U  731.6 .00 48.73 38a23 -19.02 711.0 679.8 -4.(0.1 221.6 4W.1 510.0 
30 16.280 19.910 587.4 088.5 507.4 6(b8r0 * U  604.7 .00 42.99 42a05 '2.36 791.5 650.1 -530.3 27.g 530.3 577.6 
50 22.190 23.090 613.0 768.1 613.0 614.2 ru 493.7 euO 38.77 46.38 16.01 889.0 6Y1.0 '643.7 -176.1 643.7 669.9 
70 -l--&-U.7& - - W6.0 -00 S& 50&9 - 3 2 - n n - S U a L Z ! - ~ l b L d  
86 280450 28.610 620.0 648.6 620r0 534.5 a 3  367.3 100 34.51 53r08 40.89 1032.3 707.3 0825.3 -462.7 825.3 n10.0 
90 29.320 29.410 619.8 616.5 619.8 499.5 r U  361.2 *UO 35.90 53r92 44.58 1052.5 701.5 -850.0 -U92.0 850.6 853.2 
S6 30.150 30,100 6lb.2 568.0 616.2 4b8.3 .U 355.5 r O O  37.20 54.83 47.99 1069.9 699.9 -874.7 -520.1 87V.7 675.5 
IlJCS INCM DCV TURN CAMBER SOLIOTY D-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-p PO2/ EFF-P EFF-AD O M E ~ A - R  M-1 M-2 M*-1 Ma-2 
- - -. -- - - - . - - m m o E & &  -IOU- rDTnLr.rcdru _._ -- 
el842 ,301)~ a0563 .0565 1.5845 ,8283 ,8202 .0000 e4918 ,9339 06044 ,6568 
,2457 ,2074 00413 .O&&J 1.4241 me799 -8738 r000(, ,5028 a9187 .6300 e6396 
e2998 el502 a0329 ,0529 1.4307 091.151 ego02 .0000 ,5145 a8861 06570 e6189 
,3861 ,0532 00140 .01&0 1.4263 09562 ,9540 .000(, ,5419 ,7997 .7315 .SO68 
.4462 .0556 @GI58 .oieg 1.3943 09426 .9398 ,0000 .5667 ,7037 ,8237 ,5723 
- A R B  10836 a.tAWZ -.nnnn 5761 ~ b l . 8 7  -9- rWQ7 
86 -026 3.42 10*94 12-20 19.701.Ii421 04386 .1OS8 a0277 .02771.3208 *8Si4 ,8454 .0000 05732 -5722 09563 ,6240 
90 - *21 3.30 12*31  9.39 10.34 104148 04549 11483 80373 ,0373 1.2965 a7665 a7785 .0000 05720 e5420 09742 ,6367 
85 -019 3.18 13.84 6.84 17.48 1.3891 ,4655 ,1776 a0428 ,0428 1.2793 *7391 .7298 .0000 ,5693 e5153 ,9892 m6154 
NCOR-1 WCOR-I kC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 StA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT02 
-La#- pol-- 3 - -  % .  - - - - ~~ 
SOFT 
6648.0 171.70 38.71 1.1057 1.3685 88.727 89.29. 5.0 S.C 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 - VM-1 VM-2 VO-1 VO-2 8-1 8-2 09-1 89-2 V*-1 V*-2 VO*-1 VO@-Z U-1 W2 
w i ! & J L  c TICFt FTICFt F T I  F I /ZFt  FTISFC FI/LEC 
6 1 7 . 7 2 O f O ~  638.0 803.9 2 Z l  -514.0 514.1 539.0 
10 18.350 19.110 949.8 642.0 628.2 639.9 712.4 55.3 V8.59 4.93 ~ 1 6 . 0 0  37.95 653.6 811.6 180.1 -499.1 532.3 b5*.* 
16 19.070 19.740 938.2 660.5 650.6 656a8 675.6 69.7 46.07 6.05 -10167 37044 662.8 827.3 122.4 -503.0 553.2 572.7 
30 210190 21.600 896.8 678.3 692.4 675.8 569.5 58.6 39.41 4.96 5.58 40.04 695.2 882.9 -43.8 -568.0 613.3 626.6 
W 231970 24*200 838.4 666.3 609.9 663.1 475.5 64.7 34.55 5.57 17*66 45.84 725.5 920.1 '219.9 -637.3 695.4 702.1 
70 - + L a  -65%%4&& ----13+& m- --&4& -w 'A .Y 0 777& 7'Qd 
86 28.860 28.900 732.0 611.7 635.1 611.5 364.0 12.7 29.82 1.21 36170 53.48 792.3 1027.6 -473.5 -825.7 837.2 8380@ 
90 29.570 29.600 705.7 519.7 607.5 571.5 359.u 17.1 30.59 1.76 19.39 54.68 786.3 1019.0 -498.8 -841.5 857.0 OSl*? 
96 301240 30.270 682.0 540.7 502.5 540.5 354.7 1602  51034 1.71 41.89 57.91 782.6 1017.4 -522.6 -862.0 877.3 8 7 8 r l  
. -- INCS INCM DEV TURN CAluRER SOL~DTY 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS& POZ/ OWEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P - 1  M-2 - 1  Ye-a 
NCOR-1 wCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ POP/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 571-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-) 
pey lau/L;Eclau/ccrTnl-- -1 - - r A- .- - - _ I _ _ O E G a F F n E l a w L  
SQFT 
bb4a.0 A7A.70 1a.11 1.1057 1.3340 81.203 U.08 ; 1 , ~  12.6 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
INCS INCM DEV TURN cAMDER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-6 
8R FMFr 
---- 
-2*432S 02454 02518 
-Po56 4.08 6.20 63.80 65.95 2r2847 ob069 el668 
-,98 4.31 m59,69 -2.1563 - .125b 
'1.03 4.64 11.10 46.78 53024 1.9644 90384 
NCOR-1 YCOR-1 wC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-A0 ECF4 STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
R P H v L R M / 9 F C T n c  POI -- -  - -- -- - 
-- _ - - . -- -- -- - SOFT 
6647.0 162.81 36.71 1.1067 1.3977 92.393 92-80 5.3 6 . C  86.01 95.02 
STATOR 
DIA-1 DIA12 V-1 V-2 Vk-1 vM-2 v9-1 VO-2 0-1 0-2 89-1 Be-2 V*-1 V*-2 VO*-; VOe-2 U-1 U-2 
XN F E F /  C F  
'mF%: 9 ' g i l f 6  OEQREE Olt;bR€€ DEB EE DEGREE FT/SLC F y s C  FT 9 C  FT/ EC FTISEC FTIsEC %20 18.580 %%S%YT/% 53.21 T ~ T -  '64.83 558.5 02 -$k& 514.0 531C.3 
18.350 19.110 68206 557.5 552.4 555.4 688.3 45.4 51.25 4066 -15.76 574.8 753.4 156el -506.9 530.S 554.3 
-& 70 19.740 87000 568.5 570-2 564 6.Xfi.t 69 * 5 9%%L_U&'U*_51L__kL?Z 756&_105.015 3. 553.$ 572.6 
21.0140 21.600 835-9 606.4 611.8 604$-569*2 51.5 420 2 b.06 45.57 *tfrep -46.0 - S M - T I E ~  626.6 
23.910 24.200 783.7 602.2 618.6 599.5 481.1 56.3 37.1)6 5.56 19.05 47.10 65507 881.3 -214.2 -45.7 695.3 701.0 
7 3QdW. 9 - 6 . -7 8.7 777. 77907 
7 : :::: i!:f: --k?bk 37.17 *0 !$: 10:kz -:4;.:-8:3.9 837.: a8.5 
29,570 29.600 684.5 53Q.0 560.8 539.6 392.4 18.2 35.00 1.92 39m:r) 57-50 728.9 990.8 -465.4 -840.4 857.7 858.6 
30m240 30.270 664-n S1Qra W 5 1 Q e ~  393LD- 8.8 36.28 998 59.46 7 9 1 & _ ~ & 9 ! ~  - ~ 8 4 ~ 2 5 8 5 9 . 2  87712 878.0 
f k S  INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA'B LOSS+ L O S S P  POP/ OC(t'(lA9 EFF-AD E ~ F - P  M-1 M-2 M'-I M'-2 
Q P ~ : ~ ~ P ! % % ! ~ o  t 1078 .5713 014.2 T ? 0 ~ P - R W < # o ~ o ; 9 % - 0 3 Z ~ ~ 2  .'T1)= S W  3fi -;- 
3.38 7.64 20.60 46.59 59.56 2*03OI 03435 el711 .0920 00920 09418 efOO0 00000 07651 07910 -4833 -5166 06531 
A 9 9  7.32 22&-.J 57. &.-L&!!L * 1632 -*-0316 -rDIlb - SJSLm-QQPb L Z 4 6 1 d L 9 3  - +k955 rS2L92s_S&S_ 
-37 5.17 180.6 3- 1.75- 00271 00271 09704 00000 +0000 083% . h 8 l  ,5293 .5508 07281 
-1.62 16.12 Z2.49 @4r74 1.5'495 09053 00622 00200 04200 09827 .0000 .0000 e8flS 06993 e5265 -5844 -7706 
. 7  8 5 I O M l L 1 8 7 P k d Y 9  -LS 7 3 9  
:6 ::33$::::: ::  ,0000 8 8  . 6 2 5 1  .@ah .6537* 
-1.90 W.70 17.63 33.88 45.96 1.2555 04291 00920 .0366 00366 09799 .0000 .0000 07887 ,6040 .4693 06428 .8684 
0 5.87 U&L&271 . ! U % - d M % - d & l i L 9 9 h ~  r000P 12&9 -S8SS _*PQ_SSA~SLA&~E~L 
NCW-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 TO2/ ~ 0 2 /  EFF-A0 EFF-P ETA-1 ST&-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM v / W C  101 PO1 % -cL . . --__- -_ -_ - - - -. - DEGREE DEG-RL 
SOFT 
bbCI.0 1b2.81 16-71 lr1087 103636 85.269 85.95 , O  i2.0 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance witt Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 011-2 V-1 VH-1 VM-2 YO-1 VO-2 8-1 0-2 R'-1 8'-2 V 8 - 1  V"-2 V0'-1 V0'-2 U-1 U-2 
%b%% U---- - . L X L L c ~ I & !  PILSELEVSEC QEGREE DfGfWE D W L  EGl&E f I I X C  +T/SEC F f l S E t  F T / S U  FT/SEt FTISEC 
5 13.120 16.030 429.8 895.6 429.6 474,l .O 759.8 SO0 58.03 41.49-31.91 573.8 558.6 -380.2 295.3 380.2 469.5 
10 14.100 16.790 454.1 872.3 454.1 491.8 S O  725.3 m00 55.67 91.97 -25.41 610.9 595.1 -408.6 233.8 408.6 486.5 
15 15.170 17.500 464.1 895.5 464.1 505.7 S O  679.0 .00 53.42 43.43-18.57 639.2 532.10439.6 109.6 439.6 509.U 
30 18.280 19.410 487.P 782.1 487.b 304.2 .O 597.7 .00 49.83 47.35 -2.3'5 719.9 506.5 -529.7 25.8 529.7 576.9 
50 22.190 23.090 508.0 716.8 508.0 499.1 .O 514.5 .UO 45.86 51.66 17.17 819.5 524.0 -642.9 -154.5 643.0 669.0 
70 2 S & & L Z L 2 5 L 3 L U Q L L - 5 l L L Y z 2 , 1 L  - d 4 6 L 5  .Oil 94.27 Ziafil 52-39 9 U 9 J  56Ll.6 -749.9 -3Qqa4 749.9 760.9 
85 28.450 28.010 507.9 62q-9 507.9 442.2 .O 442.7 .UO 45-65 58.36 41.16 968.3 587.4 -824.3 -380.3 824.3 829.0 
SO 29.320 29.410 510.3 606.7 510.3 407.4 m0 449.1 ,00 47-02 59*:3 44.72 991.1 573,&-849.6-403.0 849.6 652.2 
95 3O.ltrO 30.180 508.2 509.6 508.2 378.5 .O 452.1 ,110 50.06 59.81 48.12 1010.7 567.2 -873.6 -422.4 873.6 874.5 
II4CS I N C M  DEV TURN CAMLEP SOLIDTY D-FhC OMEGA-O LOSS-P LOSS4 P02/ EFF-P EFF-A0 OpEGA-B M-1 M-2 M'-1 M*-2 
m D E L i R L E  DEGREE DEGREE DkGREE DEORFE TOTALPROILLE. PO1 TOT4L TOTAL ~ H W X  
5 - d 7 -  3Z-L- A&-4&4&- ^ && &?%! +%243 +We5 .0395 &a16 dEt&+&932 - *000L A921 .BJB3 152115 a6042 
10 a47 7.12 5-63 67038 -37 ,3682 ,1695 a6335 .0335 1.4065 ,9143 ,9101 *000G .4151 ,7849 ,5006 ,4905 
1s 1.13 7.41 8.31 62-31 62.94 2.1552 -4321 a1097 .0241 ,0241 1.4132 ,9389 .'3959 *OOOG .4243 ,7550 ,5368 .Y7Tb 
30 2.13 7.011 11.35 49.70 53.26 1.9056 ,5230 .C523 10111 ,01111.4277 ,9752 .9087 *0000 .a455 .6962 .6595 .4500 
50 3.03 8.01 i2.63 3P.419 39.11 lab897 ~ 5 4 9 3  ~ 0 1 5 6  e0047 ,0097 1.4347 .9&l48 e9J.340 *OD00 e4040 e6332 .7518 a4628 
70 4.27 8.4b 12.30 23-13 26.99 1.5343 a5498 .O483 00133 ,QU51.4258 ,9511 .Y48G 4 Q Q Q  ,4709 e5767 -8342 .Us17 
85 Ab&Q - ~ -&bZL-~&&ZLLW -2552.3 -48% + L 2 3  ,0231 Ub239 r 9 U h J - A f i  *0000 rW1 .5458 a9808 a5L22 
90 4.86 8.37 12.45 14.26 lb.34 i . 4 ~ 4 ~  .5018 ,1445 00363 .0363 1.4103 ,8468 -8392 *000b -4660 .5d69 a9088 .U980 
m Yr78 8.15 13&7 11.69 17.08 1.3891 .5999 ,1798 ,0432 ,0$32 1.4023 .nu83 .7990 *0000 .4647 .5103 -9254 .4Q09 
NCOR-1 HCOH-1 WC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 571-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
ROW LEM/SEC LBM/SEC TO1 PO1 % % OEGREE DEGREE 
- - - _ - - 
6640.0 168.95 33.59 1.1140 1.4226 92.950 93r38 5.0 6.0 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
D I A - J  DlA-2 1 V-2 Vk-1 V'J-2 V3-1 VO-2 0-1 0-2 - 1  Pv-2 1 V*-2 V0'-1 VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
%XAN w- - F11kFr F T I ~ C C  F T I C E C F T I I ; F C E U ~ ; F ~ .  FT&iX JPII)EF OrjREE Ff/SFr E I I S  FV!XC +I1IEf FTlSEC 
5 17.720 18.500 809.6 452.4 427.6 450.7 687.4 -33.2 58.12 -4.21 -22.13 51,73 461.8 727.9 174.0 -5-1.6 513.4 530.6 
10 16.350 19.110 802.7 451.4 455.3 950.6 661.1 20.6 55.45 2.62 -15.87 49,79 473.5 698.0 129.4 -533.1 531.7 553.7 
15 19.070 19.740 790.7 456.9 462.6 453.2 620.2 $8.1 52.37 7.30 -8.69 40.59 480.6 685.1 75.7-513.9 552.6 572.0 
3@ 21.140 21.600 766.1 513.3 519.6 508.8 562.7 08.2 47.27 7.64 5839 47.62 522.9 754.8 -49.e -557.6 612.5 025.9 
56 23.070 24.200 741.2 550.8 551,4 6lttj.0 495.3 55.3 41-92 9.76 19.52 49.67 587.1 847.1 -109.3 -6U5.9 694.5 701.1 
70 2L?9&26,er.r.3Q7-9 5 k L - 9  545.9 54;k9_ A!iU*?- 3-311 39.59 3.98 Z B B h 3 6 . U  923~1 -749c8 770.2 TTeal 
85 28.860 26.900 6 8 6 ~ 9  534.7 530.5 J34:3 436.9 19.7 39.51 2.11 37.00 56.84 663.7 976.9 -399.3 -817.7 036.2 857-* 
90 29.570 29.600 672.4 513.7 504.0 513.2 444.9 20.9 U1.43 2.32 39.28 56-47 631.0 981.8 -411.9 -836.8 856.8 CS7.7 
95 30.240 30.270 659.0 493.1 483.4 492r9 951.1 12.8 43.20 1.49 41.50 00.30 641.5 995.0 -425.1 -869.3 876.2 877.1 
INCS 1b.CP CEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA'B LOSS-P LOSS+ P02/ OMEGh-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 M-2 1 H'-2 
!!&QW nrr.pfr-r.Fr.aFF- --_ X a T A L m  onl .=r .OCw--rn+al-- -  
5 8.95 12.22 12.28 62.33 62.552.1085 e6476 el742 a0412 .OY12 -9489 *0000 00000 ,7834 ,7192 ,3898 *412* ,6215 
10 7.UY 11.68 13.53 52.83 59.512.0320 a6297 ,2090 e0514 .0514 ,9396 * O O O G  .0090 -7387 - 7 1 4 ~  ,3891 ,4239 -6017 
15 6.49 10.81 22.71 45.07 56.97 1.9522 ,6023 ,2177 00553 -0553 .9386 *0000 0 0 0 ~ 0  ,7164 .7041 ,3942 .435@ oS9k2 
30 Y.99 9.75 21.8L 33.63 51.77 1.7603 ,5100 el439 .0405 ,0403 ,9616 rOOOO .uOOO a7741 .6817 .U448 .YO20 .6541 
50 2.53 7.99 16.33 36.16 44.49 1.5529 04468 .O748 mG240 .02QC a9812 *0000 s00UO -8575 eb590 eY788 ,5178 .73CI 
70 _- 4.~22 +u.u a a c ~ + +  +&r? ,6255 .UTS c5586 .sou 
86 2.53 9-02 ,4575 e0815 -0316 .O116 ,9822 *0006 .U000 .8352 .6099 .4628 .5flbl .I3456 
90 Y.36 10.95 10.04 39.13 45.95 1.2558 0 4 8 7 ~  el016 .0404 .0100 09788 e0000 .U000 .7996 -5890 .4429 .5711 1846e 
95 6.10 12.04 17.81 41.71 46.751.227s ,5225 el209 00492 -0499 ~ 9 7 5 8  00000 ~ 0 0 0 0  .75rt6 .ST45 ~ 0 2 5 5  .5576 .85*5 
kCOR-1 hCOR-1 W/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-f' S ~ A - 1  STA-2 SLLNT-1 SLINT-I 
a - x c l  - - - -% - Y - - - - --- -- -- - - - 
9nrT 
~~ 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 OIA-2 V-1  V-2 VM-1 VM-2 V0-1 VO-2 8-1 R-2 88-1 8'-2 V ' - 1  V*-2 V0'-1 V0'-2 U-1 U-2 
%-Spa fC) - fS /MG ET/SEC FT/!Xf FTCSEf H+SE& c . C ~ = € - ~  
5 13.120 16.03C1 569.2 1070.5 569.2 656.2 . m O - m . l  355.7 401.1 490.1 
lo 14.100 16.790 579.9 1057.1 579.9 658.2 .u 827.2 .OO 51.49 36.62 -25.48 722.5 729.5 -431.1 313.9 431.1 513.3 
'5 15.170 17.580 5'32.5 1026.2 592.5 bb7.7 .O 779.0 .03 49.38 38.04 -19.86 752.5 711.0 -463.8 241.6 465.8 537.4 
30 18.280 19.910 623.8 955.3 623.8 682.7 .O 639.0 -00 43.07 41.83 -2.52 837.b 685.5-558.8 30.3 558.8 608.7 
53 22.190 23.090 651.4 836.2 651.4 651.9 .O  525.6 a d 9  38.75 46.14 15.65 940.7 $79.0-678.4-182.3 676.4 705.9 
70 2- 26SibU bh0-7 720.8 bW.7 S9&Ll -a-=----A 
86 28.450 28.610 657.7 665.3 657.7 545.8 . O  380.4 -00 34.89 52-90 42.16 10'30.5 736.7 -869.8 -4'34.2 869.8 874.6 
90 29.320 29.410 653.6 652.9 653.6 508.2 .O 376.9 -00 36-59 53.90 45.81 1109.4 729.3 -a%.* -522.3 896.4 899.1 
95 30.150 30.180 648.2 606.2 648.2 475.0 .O 376.6 -00 38.41 54.88 48.97 1126.9 723.8 -927.7 -546.1 921.7 922.6 
IllC5 IllCY DCV Tlll7t.l CAMHEP SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-U LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ EFF-P EFF-AD OMEGA-R M-1 W-2 M'-1 u*-2 !5.sceI?I s-u- - 't: DC(;IEE OEWF& . . . . . - . - - .- ---= . . - -- .. -- 
5 -5.02 1 U.25 63.63 70.U5 2.11527 .2020 ,3325 tObUl ,0601 1.4284 -0153 .R05a** .0000 .5242 -9839 . ~ 4 2 3  .6861 
10 -4.88 1.78 5.54 62.13 69.90 2.2055 ,2620 .2259 .1~44b .0446 1.4756 -0099 .8ci2u - .000(, .5354 -9677 .6087 .6678 
15 -4.27 2.03 7.fjl 57.93 62.90 2.1569 e3125 . I f 61  .034"0340 1 .409~  - 9 ~ 2 3  el3967 -6000 .5476 ,9554 eb971 46481 
30 '-3.30 2.2'4 11.13 44.35 53.24 1.9045 ,3901 -0399 -0 lU5 .0105 1.4882 .9oG9 .9650 .6GO0 .5777 .BOY4 .7772 .61A8 
50 -2.47 2.40 11-12 30.48 39-15 1.bR9'k .445? .it390 .I3111 .0111 1.4568 -9;Ol ,9579 .0000 .61~50 .74d6 en77G a6063 
70 -jd3~-12.23 - 1 ~ ~ 7 1  26.91, -1- .&I:- :n9-2 - r . r . s n n  
86 -.NO 5-26 !2.25 10.711 19.73 l.'b421 -4457 .1250 -0321 e0300 1.3402 -8244 ,8170 ,0080 . 6 ~ 9 A  .5855 1.0156 .64d3 
90 -.21 3.30 13.53 8.09 1fi.34 1.4148 ,4628 ,1658 .04U9 .0386 1.3178 .7037 .7542 -0691 ,6054 .5546 1.0315 .6591 
95 -e l4  3.22 14-82 5.91 17.48 1.3890 , 4 7 8 ~  ,1995 .O471 .OW6 1.3024 .713R ,702'9 -0107 .6u08 .5292 1.0461 .631Q 
NCOR-1 rCOH-1 WC/A-1 TO?/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
YI?W-CR(U'jEC W S G  10% PO1 ----LA A- nFGPCFoEGux- 
SUFT 
1006.0 118.69 40.29 1.1176 1.'+145 88.621 89.20 5.0 6.c 86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
DIA-1 D1A-2 V - 1  V-2 - 1  VM-2 V O - 1  VO-2 0-1 8-2 8'-1 8'-2 V ' - 1  V'-2 V0'-1 V0'-2 I -  U-2 
%SPAN Ip(-----gT/-KC &T/SEf- 4 C W l G + S f i G ~ ~ . G ~  
5 17.720 18.500 989.4 637.2 627.0 636.7 764.7 22.4 50.61 2.00 -19.55 40.60 666.3 838.5 223.0 -545.6 541.7 568.0 
10 18.350 19.110 1000.5 664.3 653.8 661.8 757.3 56.2 49.19 4.83 -16.71 30.59 682.7 846.7 196.3 -528.1 561.0 564.2 
15 19.070 19.740 9'31.5 685.9 601.8 682.1 719.5 72.7 46.53 6.09 -11.34 37.89 6%.0 864.2 136.5 -530.8 583.0 603.5 
J) 21.140 21.600 948.4 708.2 732.5 795.5 601.9 62.6 39.39 5.07 3.42 40.27 735.2 924.8 -44.4-597.8 6V6.3 660.5 
50 23.970 24.200 889.3 700.8 732.2 697.2 504.4 70.3 34.511 5.75 17.32 43.82 768.4 967.0 -228.3 -669.5 732.8 739.6 
70 - ~ n 3 , 1  -654.9 ba5.U m.1 4 l & l w U - -  
85 28.860 28.900 750.1 614.4 648.5 614.3 377.0 9.9  30.17 .93 37.93 54.89 822.4 1068.2 -505.3 -873.6 882.3 803.5 
90 29.570 29.600 722.3 577.6 618.4 577.4 374.0 12.3 31.18 1.23 43.61 57.10 814;7 1063.5 -530.0 -892.6 904.0 904.9 
gs 30.240 30.270 700.3 545.6 591.0 545.4 375.6 14.4 32.44 1.51 42.88 59.09 806.6 1061.8 -548.9 -911.0 924.5 925.4 
IllCS INCM DCV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-O LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-.' M-1 W-2 - 1  W'-2 
UP4N N r . r ) F T & W L  D E ~ E  . ... -CK v l r  
5 -96 4.93 18.44 48.62 62.55 2.1370 ,5235 .I394 ,0331 .0331 .9433 .0000 .00U0 .a056 .898a .5521 ,6075 .726S 
10 1.20 5.46 20.79 44.36 39.6U 2.0285 .501+6 -1622 -0308 -0398 .9330 .0000 .0OUO e7746 -9055 -5765 e6216 ,7396 
15 -24 4.58 21.54 40.45 57.11 1.91159 ,4722 ,1455 .I3374 ,037) ,9402 -0000 .OOOO -7878 .a951 -5972 -6333 -7523 
30 -3.29 1.53 iY.OG 34.32 51.75 1.7521 .4131 .0982 ,0279 .0279 .9625 -0000 .OOU0 -8291 .a557 .6208 .Go64 .I3106 
50 -4.97 .54 16.55 28-79 44.80 1.51182 ,3685 ,0736 ,0237 .0237 ,9747 .0000 .0OU0 etl465 ,7984 .6155 .6S10 .049* 
70 --=+--+c1~ -- 1s- ~--2a.a 4&.28.3&& -09 -.--cll~2 + - l ~ n n I l L * - . + z m _ o n l (  
85 -6.58 -.00 15.93 29-29 45.51 1.28.~6 ,3709 -0619 -0240 .0240 ,9841 *000Cl .UOUO .8392 .6660 .5380 -7504 .9354 
90 -5.67 -93 16.94 29.95 45.9" 1.2554 ,4001 .O85l .0343 .0343 ,9793 -0000 . 0 0 ~ 0  el932 .6395 .SO37 .7208 .9?72 
95 -4.75 2.01 17.84 30.92 96-76 1.2'71 ,4509 ,1045 .0426 .0426 ,9763 s0L'OfJ .UOuO .7669 .6172 .4758 .7108 ,9221 
WCOH-1 WCOR-1 HC/A-1 TO?/ PO'/ EFF-4D EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
-J1PU. -m/SC $ W S E C  TO1 PO1 - - %- - -  ---%- - -- - .- m D E G E E L -  
 OFT 
Blade-E lement and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
I N C S ,  I w r (  OEV TURN CAMBER SOLIOTY D---rC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02f EFF-pLEFF-AD OMEGA-1) r-1 M-2 M*-1 r t - 2  
%SPAN 6 ~k E TOTALP F L 
s -3. e2 '-20 9.85 2.4327 .2723 ,2457 ,0434 w<3k+Q13L+D_T&-i821(.R. sop00 z r o r ~  
10 -5*s1 6 3 * X 9 O  2.2853 rb333 01649 -0326 .0)26 1.174 ,9087 .9035 .0000 .So13 ..97y .6111 .59l7  
15 1 5 3.79 - 6  59. 5 2.b 569 382 1 0 .o .I .02)1 ~ ~ 4 0 $  93 2 ,9294 .5127 ..bw .66?l ,5727 
3 1 .mi4 1:e6$ 45.% :1.2: ::&?9 :462! :!I% . o h -  .OO5? I .C926-%&- - .~~7 ,  +OPOO ; 5 J s - . v 3 5  ,1466 ..).@I 
d -.a68 4.31 12.12 31-29 59*AC 1.0905 .51?7 ,3268 -0076s .0076 1.9735 -9737 ,9722 .0000 -5651 .6941$ .84W8 ,5329 
10 46 4. 7 5 3 4  . 87 .C0871.453 9 6 4  e 9 b 4  0 -5773 -6.29'9 .9328 a5738 
85 
90 
- M W i 2 2  :b%: ::6$2 e:i79 .6i75-G4*%%-2& ::;$ .-m 2 , u . "0 
1.12 4rb4 0 16.34 1.4148 .5184 ,1148 -02.7 00259 1.4)72 -8559 .85@ .0112 .5?50 a5598 &.;(I: .:89: 
95 - 4*?9 ::::: 8.41 8 8 3 2  '1179 a0356 '032) 1 0 - 9 2 9 - 0 8 ~ b 8  -8>Th .0&2b 7 .53:5 ~ 0 ~ 2 7 2  ,5832 
NCOR-1 WCOR-1 WC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-A0 EFF-C ST&-1 ST&-2 SLaNT-1 SL~NT-2 
RPY LBH/<CC LBW/SEC To1 POI 
'II - - -- _ - _  _ - - - EE6Rtr  DEGREE _ 
SQFT 
7011.0 171.54 38.68 1.1222 1.4690 93.455 93.89 5 . 3  6. t  86.05 95.02 
STATOR 
I K C S  I l - c M  OEV TURY CAM3ER SOLIDTY D-FAC OYEGA-8 Loss-P LOSS-P 
lor& PBQFJLE_ 
- 
~ 0 3 6 2  003- 
.OC44 00441) 
2045.!  .&451 






P02f OWEG?-BEFFTAD EFF-P 
POL-SHOCK T o ~ ~ L ,  S T ~ T I C  
,9452 .0000 .0000 ,8034 
e9345 .0000 .oUUO ,7666 
.9574 .0000 .7612 
.96?3 ;0000 .000p .a366 
.9808 a0000 .0000 ,8755 
-9838 .GOOO . Q %  .8680 
-.-981V .0000 .OOOO ,8513 
.9774 .oOOO .OOOO .796I 
.97?8 .oooo .pooo .lp24_ 
NCOR-1 WCOR;$ WC/A-1 Tp2/ P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
R P ~  LBM/<EC LaM/SEC To1 p o l  n % - - - - - -. - - . 
SQFT 
7011.0 171.54 Sb.68 1,'1222 1.4199 86.218 86.91 
Blade-Element and Overall Performnce with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 DIA-2 V-1 V-2 YM-1 VM-2 VO-1 VO-2 - 1  8-2 B*-1 8'-2 V * - 1  V*-2 V O ' - l  V0'-2 U-1 6 2  
1 N IN FT/SEc FTISEC F?/SEc FT/SEc FT/SEc FT/SEC DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE F ~ / S E C  FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/SEt FT/SEC FTISEC 
13.120 1b.030 487.4 971.9 487.9 532.3 .O R1302--ea056.79 39.46 -31.24 631.4 622.6 -401.3 322.3 10113 3 9 0 3  
l4.1OJ 16.790 508.5 953.0 508.5 545.6 e O  781.2 .0O 55.06 40.30 -26.12 666.7 608.2 -431.3 267.6 43103 513.6 
.'1 736.4 .PO 52.73 41.69 -19.48 697.5 595.0 -464.0 198.6 464.0 537.7 15.170 17.580 520.7 925.3 520.7 5h0.1 
18.260 19.910 541.5 844.7 547.5 550.1 .o 7540i13 .Go 49.33 45.57 -3.27 782.7 553.0 -559.1 31.9 559.1 609.0 
22.190 23.090 573.4 767.4 573.4 539.5 .? 545.(> -00 45.30 49.78 16.50 868.6 564.4 -678.7 -:60.7 678.7 706.3 
25.6Co 26.260 585.6 711.7 585.6 524.6 -0 480.9 .GO 42.51 53.49 31.51 984.8 616.5 -791.6 -322.3 791.6 803.2 
28.450 28.610 582.') 669.0 561.3 493.5 e0 451.7 .00-~2-.49 36.21 40.65 1047.1 650.4 -870.2 -423.4 870.2 875.1 
29.320 29.41iJ 583.8 646.5 553.8 457.8 S O  456.2 -00 44.93 56.93 44.11 1070.2 537.6 -896.8 -443.4 896.8 899.6 
30.150 30.190 581.3 625.7 581.3 424.1 .O 460.0 LO_O_ 47.33 7.77__47.51 1090r l  28.0 -922.2 -463.1 922.3 9 2 3 4  
rncs INCM DEV TURN c~mecr; S~LIDTY D-FAC OMC;A-B LOSS-P LOSS-P ~ 0 2 1  EFF-P EFF-AD >MEGA-e H-i w-2 M*-1 Y*-2 
%SPAN DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE D E G ~ E E  TOTAL PROFILE POI TOTAL TOTAL 9 I O C L  
5 -1.53 5.38 5 . ~ 7  70.70 70.85 2.4325 .a051 .2536 ~ 0 4 4 6 - X W G 1 ~ 4 r 8 5  .a729 .0000 . 4 ~ 5 9  .81)08 -5186 -05642 
10 2 5.45 4.89 66.42 65.89 2.2851 -3665 el795 .0353 -0355 1.4686 .?064 .9013 .0000 -4666 ,8607 e6135 e5493 
15 -.61 be68 7.39 61.18 62.91 2.1567 .'to97 e0247 -eL297 1.4793 e9353 ,9316 -0000 .4779 ,8329 ,6419 05356 
30 3 b.04 10.43 4 . 4 3.22 1.00 1 .5172 3 1 6 5  , 0 1 ~ - 1 . 4 8 3 1  e m 0  .9524 e0000 -5026 .7526 .7167 -&*27- 
50 1 1  6.15 11.95 3!e$8 :9e00 1.69ie .54% -0328 e0093 .O093 1.4854 ~ 9 7 0 2  ,9685 .0000 .5274 ,6775 ,8169 e4983 
70 2.21 6.42 11.46 21.96 27.02 1.5368 .5391 ,0531 -0092 -0092 1.4837 ,9648 .9628 .0000 .5394 e6242 e9Q66 7 
85 c.06 6.55 13-60 15.56 19.67 1.4422 05208 . 0 6 4 6 - ~ ~ 0 - . 0 . 1 ~ . 4 ~ 4 1 j  .- .9237 05363 e5833 a9655 e56ql 
90 Cmbb be32 11.83 12.82 18.33 1.4148 -5551 .l184 .0300 ,0300 1.9567 .8681 .8010 ~ 0 0 0 0  m5375 -5613 $9606 ,5535 
95 2.76 6-15 13-36 16.26 17.48 1.3691 .ST59 el584 -0365 0347_L.455& .a231 -8138 a 1 5 7  ,5351 15409 g.Op42 %5V_2P 
'JCCF-1 *CON-1 &C/A-l T02i  PG2/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
hPM LuIA/SEC LEFdSEC 161 P i l l  'I - - - -. . - - - -- - - 
SbFT 
70aO.O 163.19 36.93 1.1265 1.4759 93.031 99mL9 
STATOR 
INCS INCH D F U  TURN CAMBFA SOLIDTY G-FAC OMEGA-0 
DEGREE DEGREC 3EGnEE GEGRtE DEGREE 




KOR-1 rCO.<-1 r C / A - 1  10.2' P02/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
XPY LoM/SCC LBI'/StC TO1 P a l  Pr -- -_ _ _- - - 
SOFT 
7010.C lb1.TS 36-93 1.1265 1.4342 85.818 UYr68 
PO~/OME~A-BEFF-AO EFF-P 
PO1 SHOCK TOTAL 5 T T I C  
,9463 * O R $  -0000 .809g 
.934S .0000 .0000 -7617 
,9329 .=0 .0000 -7401 
,9657 .OOOO .nnnn .m67 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 
APPEN-DIX 4 
Blade-El+;ment and Overall Performance with Radial Inlet Distortion 
Blade-Ylement and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
DIA-1 DIA-2 '4.1 V-2 V*-1 VM-2 v O - 1  VO-2 0-1 8-2 B'-1 a'-2 V * -1  V'-2 VC'-: V?'-2 
I N  I N  F T / S E C  FT/S€C FT/Stc FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/sEc DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE CEGHEE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEc FT/ScC F 
13.120 16.030 49k.1 910.2 491.1 5 7 5 . 0  .(I 7 ~ 9 . 5  .00 51.22 34.42 -27.43 598.9 042.3 -338.5 295.9 
14.106 16.790 498.7 895.5 498.7 575.7 .; oe7.3 .@o 50.i3 30.11 -23.60 617.3 627.9 -363.8 254.1 
15.17~1 17.5bC 513.5 bb5.9 513.5 579.4 .j 6q3.3 .00 47.98 37.31 -16.11 645.7 013.3 -391.U 1P9.7 
18.280 13.31C 542.3 791.8 542.3 5e2.5 .C 536.2 .00 42-60  40.99 -2.16 713.9 5d1.5 -471.7 22.4 
22.190 23.090 552.3 692.0 552.5 534.4 .- 439.7 .00 39.44 4b.OG 16.31 795.8 557.5 -572.6 -156.1 
25.880 26.265 467.7 605.0 457.7 454.7 .9 399.1 .GO 41.29 54.96 31.49 d15.9 53U.O -b07.a -275.5 
28.450 26.610 607.6 555.8 407.6 387.0 .O 398.8 - 00  45.t7 00.95 41.25 c2q.8 514.8 -734.1 -339.4 
29.320 29.410 404.1 536.9 404.1 349.6 .5 407.0 .00 49.38 61.39 45.23 357.7 476.4 -756.5 -351.9 
30.150 30.16C 405.9 522.7 405.9 327.4 .I' 4C7.4 .GG 51.22 62.44 46-56 377.5 495.2 -777.9 -371.3 
INC5 INCH DEV TLRN CAMBER SgLlCTY D-FAC OMEbA-8 
XsPnN GEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE 
5 -6.51 .4G 9 . : ~  61.85 71-29  2.4323 . I954 .234b 
10 -5.41 1.22 7.36 t9.96 66.11 2.2894 ,2477 r ~ 3 3 3  
15 -5.60 1.26 8 -63  55.42 03.00 2.1562 ,3027 .101.I0 
J) -4.20 1.45 11.55 43.14 53.26 1.9035 .3905 .0'+34 
50 -2.54 2.43 11.05 29.70 36.98 1.6906 -4660 -0807 
70 3 - 8 1  8.03 11-39  23.49 26.91 1.5349 ,5060 .a437 
85 7.82 11.48 11.22 19,7C 19.62 1.4422 . 5 5 i l  .a774 
SO 7.72 11.22 12.89 16.66 16-27 1.4148 .5852 e l 353  
95 7.39 lC.72 14.43 13.66 17.51 1.3888 .6039 e l 6 3 1  
NCOR-1 WCOK-1 k:/A-! TOP/ PC21 EFF-AD EFF-P 
RFM L6Y/5tC LBM/SEC TC1 201 # Y 
SSFT 
5913 1Y5.6 32.87 1.0900 1.3189 91.491; 9AIm 
STATOR 
LG55-P LOSS-P ?02/  EFC-P EFF-,3 cHEGA-8 
T~TALP~OFILE Po1 TOTAL lo f f i i  SHOCK 
.042t .Oh28 1.3124 ,8627 .0573 .000C 
.0567 .00b7 1.341 ,9187 .9r53 .DO06 
.02?0 -0220 1.3393 .9325 -7297 .0000 
.011* .O l l 4  1.5296 eQ619 a9604 . O G O O  
.C224 .0229 1 . 2 9 4 ~  .9135 .9153 .On00 
.012% sQl22 1.3197 ,9522 ,4502 r O G C O  
.0202 .0202 1.3374 .?I96 ,9142 .OD00 
.0337 .I2337 1.3297 .a609 ~ 6 5 5 1  .0090 
00k03 -0403 1r3225 ,8233 -9162 e0300 
STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLAYT-2 
DEGREE DEGREZ 
vN-1 '44-2 "0-1 Vz-2 8-1 0-2 8'-1 0 ' -2  - 1  V'-2 v 0 ' - 1  V01-2 1 U-2 
-y;:C FT/SEC FT/&C FT;SEC F T / ~ E c  DEGREE DCGREC DEGREE DEGlEE FT/SLC FT/SEC F T ~ S E C  FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
554.1 529.3 553.8 639.7 13.9 50.40 1.~,3-19.02 4.,05 559.a 723.5 182.4 -465.5 457.2 479.4 
569.2 556.6 567.5 629.: ~ 2 . 2  48.50 4.24 -15.62 30.47 578.1 724.9 155.7 -450.9 473.5 u93.1 
580.4 572.2 578.5 596.7 ~ 7 . 5  46.20 4.70 -10.39 30.60 5-2.3 743.5 10b.7 -461.8 492.1 509.3 
599.8 606.6 599.2 506.9 26.5 39.86 2.53 3.61 41.53 069.1 603.6 -38.5 -530.9 545.5 557.5 
567.2 583.9 566.5 424.6 29.0 36.01 2.94 18.36 40.42 b l 6 . l  622.0 -193.9 -535.4 61e.5 624.4 
503.1 519.7 502.7 389.5 20.0 3b.86 2.26 30.15 53.25 601.6 840.7 -301.8 -673.5 691.2 693.6 
464.2 468.7 4b3.9 391.9 17.7 39.91 2.18 36.98 57.49 560.7 863.4 -352.d -728.0 744.7 745.7 
b43.6 440.3 445.4 901.3 ;1.7 42.37 1.48 39.U3 55.40 570.0 873.3 -361.7 -752.1 763.0 763.8 
426.4 420.4 426.4 905.3 3.2 43.99 .43 41.6$ 61.r7 563.0 887.1 -374.u -777.8 780.3 781.0 
INCS INCH D t r  TCRW CAMaER SOLIDTI D-FAC OMEGA-6 LOSS-? LCSS-P 
. '>!!! DEGREE DEGREE OEGREi M 6 4 E E  DEGREE TQTAL PROFILE 
- 5 1  4.50 17.92 48.97 62.54 2.1CE1 ,5069 .1205 .02e6 .0286 
J .71 4.96 20.22 44.26 59.58 2.C295 .4905 -1523 ,0374 .037U 
z .05 U.38 20.13 41.50 57.05 1.3469 .4651 e l 314  00336 -0336 
3 -2.74 2.06 16.56 37.33 51.79 1.7532 .&I25 .0701 .0200 .0200 
50 -3.46 2.04 13.66 33.08 44.70 1.5490 .3901 .a386 e0124 .0124 
70 " -75  5 - 3 5  1 5 - 1 1  34.5~9 44.31 1 . 3 ~ 7 5  ,4299 .0668 . ~ 2 4 0  .024O 
85 2.92 9.41 17.23 37.73 45.31 1.2873 .4779 .0993 -0385 -0305 
90 5.23 11.62 17 -19  40.89 45.9Z1.2556 .5159 e l 167  .0464 .0UbY 
95 6.83 13.57 10.75 q3.56 46-79 1.2273 ,5509 ,1335 .05'+4 a0594 
?02/ SPECA-BEFF-$3 EFFS 
P;1 ~ H O C ~  TCTAL STAT lC 
e9625 .OOOO .COO0 .411S 
e9517 e0000 . C ; O O  .7651, 
a9594 .0000 . J I O Q  ,7893 
-9799 .OOOO .CJOO -6610 
*9903 .OCOO .o:00 -9133 
.9865 .OOOO 
..LOO .8555 
.982> .0000 * ~ 2 0 0  -8008 
.gao l  .ocoo . ~ s o o  ,7794 
a9782 .0000 .JJOO .7Q23 
514- i  ST&-2 SLAVT-t SLAYT-2 
DEGSEE DESREE 
11.j 1 . 9  90.03 90.00 
]$]ade-)<lcm cnt and Overall  Per fo rmance  with Stator-Hub 3uction 
d 
RO TC) It  80'4, of Design Speed 
l d  
4- A -  A V-1 4-2 VM-1 VM-2 0 -  I ;  3-1 b-2 89-1 89-2 #I-1 VI-2 Y O @ - l  V0*-2 J-1 U-2 
 PAN I:, I& FT/SEC FT/SFC b-T/SEC FT/sEC - T / s t c  FT/sEc CEuREt UEGilEE DEGntE DEGREE FT/s iC FTISEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 13r120 lh.030 478aV t 0 5 > 3  47c.0 553.9 0 0  7'4.b B O O  5 l e r 3  3 5 . ~ 0  -27.7b 5BLe4 626.1-338,C 291.7 338.0 413.0 
10 14.1l!0 lh.790 461.b 681.9 4R1*0 55U.2 * O  6 ~ 2 . 7  $00 50.73 37.05 -24.12 6 ~ 2 r 8  611.9 -363.3 250.2 363.5 452.6 
15 15.1.0 17.580 q92.l t52.5 493.1 565.0 .O 6.8.2 .00 4 8 . ~ 7  38.39 -16.14 629e2 595.2 -390.8 185.3 39C.8 45L.9 
JO 18.200 19.910 525.2 778.9 525.2 5b5.3 ,O 535.6 .00 43 * *3  41.J2 -2.24 5.6 567.3 -470.9 22.7 *To.? 512.9 
50 22.190 23.090 535.g 681.3 535.5 51r.9 * O  441.4 - 0 0  40e.56 46.R4 16.49 :3.7 54 l .d  -571.7 -15a.4 594b.9 
70 2 5 . d ~ ~  26.260 452.3 59e.0 452.3 43‘jr2 ,O 4;5,7 , O O  42e74 55.8) 31.67 8r to r3  516.8-666.7-270e8 , 676.5 
P5 28.450 28.b10 3Q2.1 b50.7 392.7 360.7 * D  410.8 .OD Ydrzb 61.61 41.b7 831.6 492.9 -732.9 -326.3 ' ' 737.1 
90 29.320 29.410 Je9.u 535.9 389.4 333.3 .O 419.3 .U0 51.55 62.72 45,4ti 849.8 475.4 -755.4 -338.4 ..: 757.7 
95 30.150 30 .1~3  391.5 524.6 391.5 21E.r l  ,O 419.5 $00 53.,1Y 63.25 46 tb4  8b9.8 U77.1-77t .7-358.1 7i6.7 777.5 
IhCS IhiCa+l CEV TbR CAMBER S .  L l t T Y  t-EAC OMEGA-t) LOSS-P LCSS-P P02/ CCFmP EFF-AC GMEGA-R M-1 M-2 Ml -1  M*-2 
'kSP.'N OtGCtEC LEGniE ~F.GREc ClEGHEt ,.EGHF.E TOTAL PhOF XLc PO1 TOTAL. TOTAL SHOCK 
5 -5.64 1.27 9.4. 03.03 71.32 2.4319 ,2026 121.30 .02@7 .0387 1.6165 08797 ,0749 .0000 ,4362 ,8173 ,5359 ,5709 
10 -4.42 2.20 7.11 t , l r 1 7  66.13 2.2d3e ,2544 . l o c i  mG216 ,0216 1.3455 r9363  ,9336 ,0000 ~ 4 4 1 2  re018 ,5552 ,5564 
15 -3.91 2.34 '.ul 56.53 63.02 2 ~ 1 5 5 4  ,3065 ,3679 e0150 eO15O i 0 3 4 5 u  a9b56 ,5536 00000 ,4535 r7727 . S e l l  ,5395 
30 -3.35 2.29 11.47 44010 53126 1.9026 ,4037 ~ ~ 3 6 8  e0097 ,0097 le331.5 .9685 ,9672 .OODO ,4829 ,7008 ,6515 ,5104 
50 -1.69 3.20 30.35 38.97 1.bC)01 ,4785 ,0796 elr22b .O22b re2965 .9171 ,9140 .00@O ,4907 ,6072 .7212 ,4828 
70 4.75 6.96 11.52 24.16 26.92 1.5346 ,5241 to535 rO lYd cO iQ8  1.3217 ,9138 ,9415 to000 ,4090 ,5275 e7346 ,4559 
85 8.71 12.36 1l.oi. 20.14 19.60 1.4422 ,5815 . iO03 ,0260 .016O 1s339b .9QQS ,6961 .OOOO ,5523 ,4816 a7561 ,4293 
90 6.55 12104 13.A* 17.25 18.27 ).e4140 ,6153 ,1517 e0576 e0376 1.5352 .8503 .h.tYl .0000 ,3534 ,4671 .7738 ,4143 
95 6.19 11.52 14.44 1 4 ~ 6 1  17.51 1.3686 ,6252 *1800 ,042d .042I  1*3305 .8&9t  ,9118 .no00 .3551 ,4563 ,7904 .@ l49  
NCOH-1 WCGR-1 WC/A-1 TO2/ F02/ EFF-A0 EFp-P STA-1 571-2 S L A ~ T - 1  SLANT-2 
U P M  LO,d/SEC LtIM/SEC 1 0 1  ?O l  % % DEGREE DEGREE 
SOFT 
51314 32.00 1.0907 1.3222 91.613 Q2.01 5.3 h.L 66.05 95.02 
STATOR 
LIP-1  D1A-2 V - 1  Y - ~  L V C I - 1  VCI-2 ,O-1 Vi-2 L)-1 8-2 1 he92 re -1  Vl-2 V G l - 1  VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
%SPAY I,, Iiu CT/SEL FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SLC FT/SEC FT/sE: 0 E G u ; E  D E G H E t  OtGl iEE G E G R k t  FT/s;C FT/SLC FT/." C FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC 
17.720 18.580 d1b.u 537.3 513.8 53790 035.1 11.3 51.03 1.19 -19.17 41.03 543.9 711.9 110.6 -467.3 @She5 478.7 
' 0  16.350 19.110 82b.2 >52.5 5 4 ~ 0 7  55br7  625.0 -2.7 49.13 4.42 -15.73 39.23 561.9 711.0 152.3-449.6 472.7 692.3 
15 19.070 19.740 diS.1 563.0 556.0 56n.8 $\$2.2 50.0 46.75 5.10 -10.3" 39.27 556.5 724.4 100.9 -u58.5 491.1 508.6 
30 21.14G 21.000 776.2 583.0 584.2 5b2.4 &,06*2 56.6 40.70 2 e t l  3.7: 42.26 593.6 787.5 -38.4 -529.9 544.6 556.5 
5 0  23.970 24.200 708.b 550.6 565.8 54919 426.2 29.3 36.9d 3.06 18.69 47.21 5 i i . l  809.7 -191.3 -594.1 617.5 623.5 
70 26.790 26.580 638.7 483.0 501.6 Yb7.4 395.4 23.3 38e2b 2.73 30,4> 53.91 5 ~ i . 4  82P.J -294*8-669.2  69c.2 692.5 
05 28*85G28.900 b o l e *  446.7 445.9 446t4  -03.3 16.4 42.14 2.10 37.35 58.48 561.0 854.2-390.2-728.1 743.5 744.5 
90 23.570 29.600 589.5 429.4 420.0 429.2 r13.3 9.5 4 4 ~ 5 6  1.25 39.7; 60.31 545e9 867.0-348.5-75311 761.8 762.6 
95 30*240 30.270 5dO.q 416.3 403.5 41b.2 '$17.8 3.0 46eOO 0 4 1  41.83 61.91 541.7 881.3 '361.2 -716.8 779.1 719.6 
1hC; lhCM GEV TuRk cAMHEQ S C . L I D ~ Y  3-FAC OhE,,l-a LOSS'P LCjSC,-P P02/ ' ML64-8 EFF-AD EFF-P M V-2 1 Ml-2 
%-zp@ DEGREE bEGREE UEGREt OEGREE ;EGRi;E TOTAL PR.,F I L L  POI S r O C K  TOTAL S T A T I C  
"1115 5.13 17.b-3 49.84 62 .532r lO84 ,3109 I L G J ' ~  e0293 t0243 ,9625 00000 .0000 r8095  ,7401 e4702 ,9958 e6230 
10 1.39 5.59 20.3.i 44.71 59.572.0299 ,5009 .1556 ,0382 .osea .9szo ,oooo ,oor)o  . t6uo  ,7433 .re38 ,5065 .6n26 
15 eo4 4.97 20.5.3 91.65 57.03 3.9475 ,4752 e i360 ~ 0 3 4 3  ,0343 ,959, e0000 00000 ,7853 ,7311 ,4939 ,5122 06355 
3fi " l r 8 8  2.92 16.6, 36*08 51.78 1.7537 ,4226 .;698 ,0199 ,0199 e9806 t0000 ,b,)OO ,8662 4697: -5135 .5313 ,6936 
50 -2.4Z1 3.01 13.7'1 33.92 44.68 1.5493 .4n23 *?380 00122 ,0122 . 99 l>  .OOOO .GbOO ,9168 ,6535 ,4846 ,5346 ,7125 
70 *b2  6.72 15.0;: 35.53 44.31 1.31177 ,4455 ,1709 eU255 ,0255 ,9862 tO000 ,uGOO .8512 r 5 6 7 l  .4267 e5162 ,7242 
85 5.10 11.59 17.15 40.03 45e3'l 1.2873 ,5068 ,1153 *O440 .OY48 .980J eOO00 . O O O O  .7809 ,5304 -3885 .4W3 ,7418 
90 7.41 14.00 l b * %  93.31 45.93 1.2559 ,5443 .lab1 00542 .OW2 ,9774 .0000 r O O O O  .7532 ,5179 ,3717 ,4805 ,7504 
95 6.86 15.59 1 6 . 7 ~  45.58 46.74 1.2273 .5742 ,1537 rOh2b .0626 ,9752 r O O O O  ,0500 .7137 ,5083 ,5593 .4726 ,7608 
NCOR-1 wCOR-, rC/A-1 T02/ P02/ ErF-AD EFF-P STA-1 STA-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM LbWSEC LB8.:/SEC TO1 PO1 tl 9 DEGREE OEGREE 
SOFT 
Sob4 l*L..'. 31.00 l.?j907 1.2950 tly.549 (r5,lC L1.j 2 ,  90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 80% of Design Speed 
DiA-1 DIA-2 V - 1  V-2 VM-1 Vh-2 bO-1 V0-2 9-J H-2 U'-1 2 1 V*-2 V0'-1 VOt-2 U-1 U-2 
&SP_A) IPj IN FTISFc FT/SEC FTISEC FT/I>CC FT,SEC FT/SEC DEGREE OEGRE: LEGREE k E 6 R E i  FT/L,C F T / S ~ C  Ff/SEc FT/SEC FT/S=C FT/SEt 
5 13.120 16.031 460.4 695.6 460.4 542.7 .U 712.4 .0O 52.70 36.32 -26.94 57114 619.7 -338.4 296.9 338.4 413.5 
10 14.1UO 1b.790 467.2 P76.5 467.2 546.0 00 685.1 *do  5 1 . r l  37.89 -24.72 5q2.1 602.2 -363.7 252.0 363.7 433.1 
15 15.17b l7.58n *79.3 847.3 47'3.3 553.6 .O 6 ~ 1 . 2  t o0  49.18 39022 -16.72 612.8 565.1 -391.3 167.8 391.3 453.5 
30 18 .20~  19.410 51U.b 776.2 31J.6 556.8 0 5  540.6 .LO 4 4 e i 2  42.70 -2.72 655.1 558.9 -471.5 27.0 471.5 513.6 
50 22.190 23.UYO ' 5 2 ~ ~ 2  b75.2 523.2 506.3 . O  444.5 .00 41.17 47.72 16.58 773.6 530.9 -572.4 -151.1 572.4 595.6 
70 251880 L6*?6n 436.4 587.8 436.6 425.3 rO 405.7 ,130 43ebb 56.81 32.57 79j.2 505.4 -b67.6 '271.7 667.6 677.9 
85 28.4SO L0*6 l t ?  377 .3  543.5 377.5 55b.3 . ? 4 0 8 . 7  .00 48.76 62.77 42.59 825.4 486.7 -733.9 -329.3 733.9 738.0 
90 29.320 29.413 373.7 527.0 373.7 323.1 S O  416.6 ,O0 52.24 6 3 . 7 ~  45.67 d43.6 47009-756.5-342.0  756.3 758.6 
95 30.150 50.160 3711.: 514.8 374.8 593.0 . O  416.2 . G O  53.95 64.27 50.08 8b3.3 472.4-777.7-362.3 777.7 778.5 
II1CS 1 ' 4 ~ ~ 4  LEV TUN\ CAML1.H SOLiDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-d L355-P LcSS-P P02/ i f F - P  EFF-AO 
0EGliE.E L E ~ H E E  L~EGRE; DEodEE OtGHEE ToTALPR~FILE PO1 TOTAL TOTAL S 
NCOR-1 rr iOH-1  nC/A- I  102)' PO?/ EFF-AD EFF-P 
RPM LoV/5EC LBM/SEC TO1 pQ1 % 
SQF T 
5711 1 31-19 l . C Y 1 1  1.3143 Lz.216 89.65 
BTA TOR 
'514-1 STA-2 SL4tdT-1 SLCNT-2 
DEGREE DEGREE 
5.3 6 , ;  86.05 95.02 
J-FAC OME-A-0 LOSS-P L t  SS-P 
TQTAL PR,FlLE 
-5315 -1357 a0322 .0322 
PG2/ YEG4-B EFF-AD EFF-P d-2 M e - 1  MI-2 
POI s- OCK TOTAL STATIC 
.95t)ti .ooon ,crooo ,7982 ,7390 ,4640 . w 9 5  .6222 
,9511 e0000 a0000 e l 616  -7376 .4745 .4970 e61 ' 
,9571 .O00O ~ u O O O  ,7760 ,7252 ,4829 *5ir23 ,6305 
,9171, .On00 ,8000 ,8466 ,6930 ,5063 ,5227 -6869 
,9891 ,0000 .0000 ,8978 .6258 ,4769 ,5233 -7074 
*9821  o0000 .OOOO .6073 ,5545 . 4 l C l  .5@25 .7160 
.975b .oooo .oooo .729e ,5204 . 3 7 3 ~  .r(869 ,7392 
,9741 00000 e0000 ,7119 ,5078 ,3586 ,4731 17504 
,9731 .0000 .0000 e6826 .*969 ,3469 .4651 a7641 
STA-1 STA-2 5Lr" tT- l  DEGREE GEGHEE SLArdT-2 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
1%: I N Z Y  J E V  IUR' I  C4M3EH SOLI3TY 
5EGnEE EGHEE 3CG E EGREE JEG&__---_- 
-019gd - 0  7-* gk3' 61.5fl1.19 2.4:24 
-6.55 .1 7.17 58.98 660.7  2.2852 
-6. '7  .- - %22-_ 8.73 54.43 6 2 ~ 9 ' 4  2.:57((. 
-5.3 a37 11.53 42.36 53.23 1.9a49 
1.0SS-P LOSS-? 
e 0 3 ~ 7  00307 
00244 %U244 
00133 .OD~ 
\Irof>-l JJCOR-I *C/A-L  1021 POW LFF-AG EFF-P 
QP* L O W / - F C  L J ~ & ~ C  191 POI s -r 
S3FT 
6637 A65.1 S1.OS 101130 1.41'+8 92.245 VZrfO 
STATOR 
IVCS I V L M  3EV TClWd C i I d E I Z  SOLIDTY 0-FAC OWZtA-d LOSS-P PO2/ OMEGA-SEW-40 EFF-P M-1 M-2 M e - 1  (qe-2 
%SF% DEGREE ilESRtf: JCGr,CE 1EGREE JEGPC-g - -- - - - TOT4L P I L ~ F  Lt PO1 SYO'K  - TOTAL ST4TIC 
5 .69 U.bG 17.46 49.51 62.54 2,1077 .5279 -.i254--&297- . O h  .9533*jgd S O O U U  .MlYJ ,8467 .5253 ,573, .by74 
10 .8b 5.13 19.92 44.83 59.59 ?.a289 .51ao .1582 ,0389 .0389 . runt  . o roo  . n o ~ o  .776b .85nb .sun7 ,5854 ,6988 
Blade-Element and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
h.C% It(Cb - L I L K - U ) ~ H h f ~ - A ~ - p  I 6%-P P02/ E F F - C E - A L Q M S A E E  A-A_ -2 ML-1 -. B 3  - 
%&!!AN D E U R ~ X  DEGRt-5 DEGFILE 3LdEe OCbRtE TOTAL P J O F I L E  WL TOTAL TOTAL WcK 
5 -6.36 * 5 5  9-37  62934 71-20 2.9525 ,2192 ,2160 $0395 ,0393 1.6079 ,8757 eb695 .QCOC 05071 -9211 ~ 6 1 7 1  06u25 
10 7 6  .69 7.jl 59.65 66.05 2.28SL .LJb8L ,1421 * O t S +  ,0264 1.434* ,9125 e9060 . C G C C  ,5298 ,9025 -6483 06258 
15 -5.39 a 9 1  9.Je 5+.e5 62-95 2.1571 ,3295 ,1006 *Q222 ,0222 1.4345 ,9316 ,9280 .CDOCi e5400 ,0697 e67RO ~ 6 0 7 6  
30 -re60 1.17  11.86 S2*5r( 53.24 1.Y096 ,4144 *C+31 *r)135 .01051*4263 ,9649 ,9631 . O C o C  ,5703 .7883 e75U2 .576Y 
50 -5u& -_Z.&?.!l lLrhl 35.- .szJI L919-4- ,= &5 ,8549 5112 
70 3.02 7.29 11**  %:$? m t k  :!::; :;42 $$k?$$$f%$ ,9632 ,9613 0U947 ,5945 m8~96- 
85 6.87 10*'>h 10199 19-69 19.6% 1.4422 ,1760 ,7636 *Cltt ,0166 1*4617 ,9367 e9333 . O C O C  04307 *5Q60 08709 e49C9 
90 6.67 15.:)7 12.57 16-12 1 3 . 2 7 1 r C l ~ 9  ,6089 el170 ,0295 ,02931,4537 43951 ,8789 . O C O O  .4296 *5266 -8A97 ,1751 
95 b.Sd 9.92 34.20 13-28 17.51 103636 ,6212 mi507 e 0 3 6 ~  ,0360 1*ubb6 *8498 18419 ,0000 ,4308 ~ 5 1 1 3  ~ 9 3 8 2  -4709 
*CUR-1 WCCR-1 K / A - 1  T 0 2 /  -PCP/ EFF-AD EFF-P-. .- -- - 
RPH L B n / S E S  L W / S C C  '101 P31 % dd 
SQF 
6669.0 1 6 1 ~ 8 1  1b.4a l . l l 4 b  1.4219 92.346 91.17 
INCS -lkLW OFV TURN m . U T Y  Q-FAQ %QbB CO~f_lP_L!&&~ P02/  Q!@~A-I??FF-LD EFF-P -el. -- '4-2 _ M *  -1 ' 4 ' 9  
?S!W Ut(ikEt u~BHEE DLOREL DEGREE DECREE TOTAL PHOFI1.E PO1 SHOCK TOTAL STATIC 
5 L.47 5.44 16.86 50.93 62.53 2.107* -5400 .IS82 oO3OY *030Q a9538 ~ 0 0 0 0  e0000 -8178 .b28? .%78 .5514 .I)fiq3 
10 A 5-77 19.87 45.50 59.58 2.0293 e5213 . I619 00396 -0391 -9407 rUOOO e0000 .7142 -0512 -5222 .SbYl .6P59 
15 063 4-97 20.52 41.72 57.07 1.9970 e4956 -1486 0 0 5 8 j  so380 ~ 9 4 6 9  .0000 ~ 0 0 0 0  e7R50 .nl86 .q32Y .57?9 .bQ7fl 
30 '2.09 2.71 16.82 37.69 51.76 1.7535 04368 00787 a0224 00224 ~ 9 7 3 7  rOOOO ~ 0 0 0 0  -8617 SIC29 -5613 -5090 -7658 
50 -r i~.bt_-a~-82 14.04 &5~.-eq>_12_1*~-991 141 4 r 4 8 .O*I _.01@1 09874 *oonO .9i;9 .I150 .5353 .g%n- .7%1 
70 eJ2 6.42 15.44 35.38 YSr5l 1.3875 ~ 4 5 3 1  *0259 .02w--;m2&- *OD00 e0000 '85 4 . 4 l B  .aTi4 - -5170-fj.i 
85 u.21 10.69 16-07 59.36 45.31 1.2672 a5072 * I 1 4 0  *04@3 .O*43 *9752 .0on0 eO000 .7!3A9 .603fl .U5Ol a5663 .8333 
90 ' ~ ~ 3 4  12-93 16.90 4 2 ~ 2 6  43.94 1*255R .5414 el295 so515 .0515 -9731 ,0000 eon00 *7706 .%08I 06193 -5-05 .nun7 
95 7.83 14.57 16.67 4I .65 46r76 1.2273 05723 . I431 * o S ~ S  e0563 99719 .0000 .On00 07414 a5745 *4051 *5400 eR5n7 
!.(cQl?:l wC~R- C / k I I O L / _  _pa/  EFF-40 F F F y  - -.-- - - -- _ - - . St_r-1 5TA-2 !&ANT-I SLANT-2 Lew/sEcLLtws~c ~ o l  Po l  n s OEWE i m x i i  - 
SOFT 
6649.0 161.81 36.48 l e l l " 6  1.3849 85.107 65.84 1 . 0  19 .3  90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall P e r f o ~ m a n c e  with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 90% of Design Speed 
lNCS I N C M  DEV TURN C A c ( 6 E R 5 ' > L I D T V  
DCGREE OEGREE DEGEF.E 3EGREE DEGREE 
- s . Q S  1-48  8.86 65-81 71-23 2.4320 
-4.94 1.69 6.98 6c.82 66.10 2.2693 
-4.55 1.71 8.81 55.67 62.98 2 .  ~ 5 6 3  
-3.78 1.88 1 \ . * 8  43.6b 53.25 i - 9 ~ 3 8  
-2.18 2sdC 1 1 - 4 s  30.27 3 1  99 ~ ~ 6 9 ~ 7  
3-95  6 - 1 6  11.09 23-83 s . 9 1  1.534e 
7.72 11-30 11.14 19-62 19.62 leg422 
7.65 11.15 12.99 ~ 6 . 6 9  18.27 I . Q ~ U C  
7-35 13.68 14.67 1?,.59 17.51 1.3888 
0-FAC ' 3 M C G P - 0  LOSS-P LOSS-P PC2/ EFWf F F F - A D  OMEGA-B M - 1  H-2 
I O T A &  PROFICE 1'61 TOTAL TOTPL <HOCK 
,2170 41955 .C33(1 .0354 l . - l ' i ~  ,8920 .I1076 . Q C O ~ ~  ,91111 
,2812 el269 ,0253 -0253 !.4397 09245 *9206 .0000 ,5679 ,8923 
,3329 .C4iC *020O .0200 1.43b7 ,9599 .93b7 r l ) d ~ ~  .5241 -8597 
. ' iZ ,7 .0389 *O!.CZ -0102 !*'+?a5 09669 ,9652 .a000 ,5543 -7799 
-4999 ,577' -0221 1 *39L3 09 6 a 9  7f3 t p p o ~  .565p .6776 
.5*61 .0*46 -0124 ,012 1.4334 .&U 3t.9&1 . g n , ~ a  ,4764 .5997 
~$778 .0e34 *0217 .0217'.462 ,9201 .'315fi r ~ ~ o ~  .4145 ,5414 
-6314 +135" a0338 ep518 1.4558 ,8710 .M~i lg  . ~ C Q O  . ~ 1 ~ 4  ,5239 
*6112~ el667 $0395 *OS99 1.4479 .B,90 *03i15 .go09 ,4156 .5093 
NCOR-I WCCR-1 WC/H-1 T02/ POW EFP-AD fFF-P ST&-1 S T  A-2 SLLNT-1 SLANT-2 
R ~ I M  LBM/SEC L M / S E C  r01 POI % % DEGREE OEGREE 
SQFr 
6695.0 IS8.21 3 5 - 6 1  1.1159 1.4254 92.075 92.53 5.0 6.3 86-05 95-02 
STATOR 
V I A - 1  DlA-2 V-1 V-2 VH-4 VM-2 VO-1 do-2 8-1 8-2 8 ' -1  8 ' 2  V * - 1  V*-2 VO*-L V0*-2 U-1 U-2 
%SPA_N I N  I N  FT/SEc FT/SEC FT/SEC FTISEC FTISEC F ~ / S E C  DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DECPEE FT/SEc FTISEc FT/SEC ~ T / S E C  CT/SFC FT/s€c 
17.'?20 18.580 905.2 573.1 558.4 572.9 712.5 .: 51.92 .01 -19.66 43.10 592.9 785.7 199.5 -537.6 513.1 554.0 
10 18.350 19.110 915.4 587.9 588.5 586.4 698.9 39.3 99.92 5-82 "15.91 41.24 611.6 77919 167.6 -51b.0 55103 553.5 
15 1Q.070 19.140 898.9 597.8 608.8 595.2 6 6 ! . . ~  55.7 47.35 5.34 '10.l7 40.91 619.2 787.7 108.9 -515.9 55202 511.5 
30 t1.140 21.600 861.1 629.~ 647.1 628.z 567.8 31.0 41.25 2-85 3.89 43.40 049.9 869.9 -44.3 -594.U 612.1 625.4 
50 23,970 24,200 791~2 599t7 629.5 598.6 405.7 35.S 37.87 3.39 18.46 9 8 . ~ 1  659.3 895.7 '208.3 '665.3 7 0.7 
70 26.790 ~ b . 8 0 ~  717.1 534.1 554.8 533.5 *\u.v 25.5  19.33 2.73 30.09 544.65 6441.8 923.1 -321.3 -152.8 %:8 ~$8 .3  
85 28.860 28.900 678.2 491.4 496.1 491.2 402.5 15.11 42.99 1.80 36.97 59.11 621.0 957.1 -573.3 '821.3 055*6 836.8 
90 29,570 29.600 664.1 475,b 466.3 473.2 472.5 12.0 45.40 1.44 39.48 60.70 6 4.0 964.7 -383.7 -845. 456.2 857.0 
96 30.2440 30.27~ 652.7 458.7 .95.6 458.6 476.9 8.6 46.95 1.07 UleR1 62.14 588.0 981.6 '398.1 -867.4 075.6 876.U 
INCH PEv T U R N  CAMBtR SPLIDTY 
:CREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE 
6.02 16.51 51.90 62.53 2.1080 
6.29 19.77 Q6.11 59.58 2.0295 
5.55 20.78 42.00 5 7 . ~ 6  1.9473 
3.48 16.04 38.42 51.76 1.7529 
3.89 14.11. 3 ' t e f ' 8  44.79 1.5491 
T.81 15.61 36.6~ 44.31 1.3875 
12.47 16.85 41.19 45-31 1.2875 
14.84 17.15 43.96 45-93 1.2559 
16.53 17.39 45.85 46.74 1.2273 
NCOR-1 WCQR-1 LC/A-I TQ2/ PQ2/ EFF-fiQ EFF-P 
RPY LBWSEC LBw/SEC TO1 PO1 96 % 
SQFT 







P02/ me*-B EFF-Ap -E,CE-_'P 
PO1 ,9546 SHOCK-- TCTAL STAT IC  
.oCOO 08201 
,9415 :f@; .0000 el755 
.9474 .baa0 .occo .78so 
*9745 .pggo e0000 .864 
* i l O O O  e7541 
Blade-Elemexlt and Overall Performance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 





XNCS INCM DEV TURN CAMBER SOLIDTY 0-FAC OMEGA-8 LOSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P 
mkfRo!. p Q l  ~ H O C K - T Q T A L  S T A T I C  
62.34 2.1076 ,5482 .132n .n31.3 0 ~ 3 1 3  ,9468 -0000 .nooo .82r~7 
%!e g8f/ EFE'A~ EFL-P . . 
SOFT 
7025 174.56 39.44 1.1266 1.4267 84.429 09.26 
 lade-Element and Overall Perforniance with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
- IN:S I N C M  D?( - . U R N  c A w ~ E R  S o L l O I Y  &FAC OM€oA-a LOSS-P LQ!= P02/= EFF-bD OUCOA-B 
DEGREE OEGREE DCGRLE DEQREE DEGREE TOTALPR~FILE PO1 TCTAL TOTAL SWCK 
-7.05 1 9.28 61.67 71.12 2.4331 .2282 0 2 4 ~ 7  .0+1)5 .O44S 1.4508 r 6 S W  -8479 ,0000 
-6.35 - 3 1  7.00 59.32 66.03 2.2862 -2.298 01711 ~ 0 ' 3 " ~  .0341 1.4827 .8932 ,6871 .DO00 
-5.84 046 8.61 14-74 62.91 2.1585 .3387 .\2&9 ,0275 .D275 1.4858 ,9146 ,9098 .DO00 
-5.07 061  l l . 4 4  42-30 53.21 1.9056 -4224 00556 ~ 0 1 4 1  .0111 1 . 4 8 1 ~  ,9534 ,9508 .OOQO 
-3.65 1-54 110 28.35 3Q. 1 1. - A ~ &  *a7* ~22h.~~22La+%+?3 9 A P P ~  
2.05 6.28 i n . 2  22.20 26.& 1 . 3 5  .5r)o2 .0375 . o ~ o q  .oios 1 . 4 0 7  . boo :9: .Eon0 
5.78 9.45 10.87 18.15 19-68 1.4423 .5798 .&3 -0148 *d l46  1.5295 , 9 4 9  a9404 ,0000 
5-84 9.54 12*1O 15.57 18.29 1.4148 .6JBO ,1041 .026s ,02631.5238 ,6979 48917 a?OOn 
5.57 8.91 18*3$ 13.07 17*51 1.388e t6186 *1%1 *033 I  r03S1 1.5157 ,8649 -8569 ~ 0 0 0 0  
KOR-1 K O R - 1  IJC/P-L TO21  P W -  -_EE_FzArAPEFFrP . __ . . ____ ETA-1 STh-2 SLLNT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM Lgw/sEC LBWSEC T o 1  PO1 1 'Ir OEGREE DEGREE 
SOFT 
7 0 3 9  171.32 38r71 1.1289 1.4788 91.734 92ma8 5.0 6 . 2  16.~5 95.02 
STATOR 
I N c S  INCM DEV TURN r n n f ! E ~  SOLIDTY D-F&_~W&A-~ LO5 - P%/ M' - Ff-AD EFF-P w i  W-2 M.*-1 we-2 
XSpaNDESREE DEGREE DEG.:EE DEGREE d G q E E  P Pa1 S&$??101%- STATIC 
5 1.61 5.57 1 6 . 5 ~  51.31 62.53 2.1073 .5s78 ,1318 ,0313 . n b ~ S  -9482 .LO00 .000L 08226 .a772 - c 2 1 ~  0 5 ~ 3 1  .716@ 
NCOR-1 GcR-1 w C / A ' l  T J 1 /  P C 2 1  EFF-bD EFF-P- - _- _- S',&-1 S?A-? SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM L~MISEC ~ t w s e c  TCI POI 9 x DEGREE DEGREE 
saFT 
702- 171 -32 38.7t 1.1289 I .r365 84.573 bS& 1l.i) 12.3 90.00 90.00 
Blade-Element and Overall Perlormanee with Stator-Hub Slit Suction 
ROTOR 95% of Design Speed 
0 1 A - 1  014-2 V - 1  V-2 VM-1 VM-2 VD-1 VU-2 8-1 D-2 0 1  8'-2 1 V m - 2  VO1-1 VO0-2 U-1 U-2 
IY IN FT/SEC FT/!aEC FT/SEC FTIsET; FT/SEC FT EC DEGR~E O_EGREE DEGREE OEGRE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/ EC FT/SEC FT/SEC - 
13.120 16.030 582.5 1057.0 582.5 647.i .s L25.8 -00 52-29 34.b0 -28,;5 707.7 ' ~ ~ 3 - - ~ 8  324. -401.8 4 9 1 . ~  
l4.100 16.796 600rO 1037.7 600.0 550.5 .O  808.9 .OO 51.17 35.74 -24.30 739.3 714.3 -431.9 294.2 631.9 514.3 
15 JYO, 17.585 6 1 5 m g m 3 . 6  615.8 658.3 
- .O 757.3 A; ~J"499~-y~~9y3-:&57 77i.3 694.6 - ~ _ 6 ~ , 6 _  218.8 ~ 6 4 . 6  538.4 
18.280 19.910 549.3 919.7 649.3 CbL.3 10 638.9 '2.46 857.5 663.5'559.9 2 9 r 5 S 9 . 9  609.8 
22.190 23.090 665.3 8U?.4 665.3 607.0 rO 535.5 .OO 41.41 45.59 1 3 ~ 8 4  951.2 632.0-679.6-171.8 679.6 707.2 
25988Q 26.2 5 5 7 r.4 75 5 4. ___LO 493.2 43 84 54. 5 31.20 990.0 g01.8 - 792.7 -:- 311.1 792.7 804.3 
i6.450 28.6;; 5i7:: LtO.6 :Or:: 4:O.: 493.7 59.& 41.09 1008.3 82.4 -87- -382.6 871.4 8 7 6 3  
29,320 29.410 501.0 642.4 501.0 401.3 .Q 501.2 ~ 0 0  51.35 60.80 44.92 1028.7 566.7 -898.0 -399.5 898.0 900.8 
30.150 30.184- 503.9 627.2- 503.4 >7Jl@ .D 561.3 000 53.06 6 1 . 4 ~  '+Be28 1051.8 566.8 -923.4 -423.1 92314 924.4 
INCS INCH DEV TURN Cr\MaER SOLIDTY D-FAC OMEGA-0 LOSS-P LOSS-P PC21 EFF-P'EFF-AD OMEGA4 M-1 M-2 1 M*-2 
QEGR~E DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE 3EG EE T T L PROF LE PO1 TOT4L ' L O ~ L  SHO K - 
-6.42 'e49 8.96 62rb0 7frj5 2.4329 .2507 -2321 .;U!Zl ' .0:21 l T 4 5 5 F * r 7 3  . 8 5 9 r  t0000 . 5 3 7 r T 9 6 9 9 . 6 r . h 1 2 9  
-5.78 6.87 60.04 66.05 2.2858 .2937 ,1619 -0323 ,0325 ?=4845 * 9 0 ~ 1  .8955 .0000 ,5556 .9482 e6861) -6527 
-5 26 - .54 55.39 9 58 3437 8') 6 026 i*b2. .92~7-.3162~ r O O O O  157gb_,"~29 - 7  64 
4 ::$: 1f.25 45.20 :$:kg ::&5: :4294 .%29 :01&4839 -1 .9557 .0000 ,6028 .8282 *$* 
'2.93 2-01 11..22 29.76 59-00 1.6914 .So52 ,0807 eO230 ~ 0 2 3 0  1.4157 ,9185 *9142 .0000 .6179 .7191 .81)30 05614 
2,aa- 7.a3 11.04 22.83 26.90 1.5351 0551D .aYLb -0116 0 1  : : ;  9 000 U .5280 .624.0 .;2:; 
6.62 10.29 11.10 18-71 19.66 1.4423 ,5926 .06E2 ,0163 00163 .9360 .00:0 .4605 -5723 23 v 
6.64 10.15 12.59 15.88 18.28 1.4146 ,6216 . l l j b  -0277 00277 1.5278 -8942 r8878 .0000 .4589 .5541 .9@33 .YE88 
6.36 9.69 14.13 1 3 t u  17.51 1.3888 ebS28 .1434 ,0343 00343 1.5190 .a610 ,8527- .Opoo ,4603 ,5392 ,9631 . Y E  
NCOR-1 uCOR-I V C / A - 1  702/ P32/ EFF-A0 EFF-P STA-1 ST4-2 SLaNl-1 S1.ANT-2 
RPY L ~ M / S U / S E C  101 PO I % .- "EGaEE EEGHEE 
SQFT 
7019.0 148-54 38.00 1.1296 1.4823 91.856 92.37 5 .5  6.0 66.05 9 5 . ~ 2  
STATOR 
Dl*-1 DlA-2 1 V-2 VM-1 VH-2 VO-1 VO-2 8-1 8-2 8'-1 8'-2 VI.1 V'-2 V0'-I VO*-2 U-1 U-2 
=~~~ 1N I h  FT/ EC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEt FT/SEC F T  SEi DEGREE 3ZGREE OEGREE OEGRE FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC c / S c  FT/SEC FT/SEC 
5 ~ . 7 2 o  le.seo-2e.u 59a.e 591.5 592.7 754.1 '-1.4 5 1 . 8 9  - . I6 -~KK~TTx~~~-E;~.EQ~.~ 211.3 - T 7 0 . 3 7 5 ~ 2 3 - 3 6 V ; i  
10 18.359 19.110 965.6 608.5 619.9 606.8 740.9 4u.5 50.17 3.81 '16.11 41.92 694.9 815.5 178.9 -594.8 562.0 585.3 
15 19 7 9.74 95 618 6 b4 4 616 7 1 5 57.Q 47 56 5 2 2  'u .41  41.61 652~8-8Z_4L~oo1C715 - 5 4 7 s  584.1 6 4.6 
30 :(.60: 651:l 6L)::4 656:;. 6 t ~ : b  56.5 ~ & i - - f . l ~  1.6P 43.60 6 9 . 2  906.2 - 9 4 . G b b . 0  6 3 7 i 5 - 6 h  
50 23.970 24.200 841.6 632.1 664.7 630.7 516.1 42.0 37-82 3.81 L8.17 47.94 700.6 941.9 - 2 1 8 . ~  -699.2 734.2 761.2 
70 26.79 26.88 7 1.7 56 *7  59 6 56 0 9  48 0 9  3 - 5  m 7  3.11 29.9 54.7 6 8 2 , ~  97k.S :339.6 -792.8 82~5_-823 .3  
86 28.86: 28.9~: 7g1.0 51k.8 53::~ 5li.Q 48f.8 1g.6 4 2 . 3 y  2 . ~ 7  30.7: ~ 9 . ~ 1  665.2 100 .O -3v8:5--&?5;i-da3.l) 8 8 3 x  
90 29.57@ 29.600 7 0 7 ~ 1  500.7 504.7 500.5 499.9 14.5 44.45 1.64 39.16 60.70 651.0 1 ~ 2 3 . 1  -'blO.8 -892.1 905.7 906.6 
96 30.243 30.273 635.5 485.7 48b.1 485.6 499.4 8 1 1  45.90 a96 41.39 62.14 695.4 1039?4 -426.8 -919.0 926.2 927.1 
l N C 5  INCM DEV TURN C4MBEQ SOLIDTY D-F4C OMEGA-6 LCSS-P LOSS-P P02/ OMEGA-BEFF-AD EFF-P M-1 +4-2 Me-1 MV-2 
EE 5 GREE D G EGREE OEG TOTAL PROF LE PO S H O C K j O f A L  s&nC-_ 
6 :t1ODE 6..06 5 2 . ~ 0 5  6%3 2.1079 -5638 -1326 .'I315 . D ~ i . b 0 0 0  .0000 el3226 .a675 .5121 -;5112 
10 2.26 6.46 19-76 46.29 59-38 2.0293 .5447 -1667 . O Y l O  ,0410 .93CA .0000 .0000 -7810 .a690 .5258 -5826 .7048 
15 4 5.74 20.77 -42.24 7 7 947 5197 * S 6 1  -0399 oUS'Z9 .'~@OSAOOO .9000-._7,875_ .@55: .53S8 .a905 ,7136 
30 -::2: 3. 5 17.2 33.13 :l:O6 :7 3: :it549 .0818 +OD33 . I 2  f x 7 T 7  .00oO .0000 ~ 8 6 4 9  ,8203 , 5 7 2 8  .6112- mg9- 
10 -1.66 3 4  1 4 0 1  4 4  5 8  2 6 1 9  . " I49  -9855 .OOoO .oOO, -9125 .,So6 .5506 -6249 ,8203 
70 58 7.0 8 16. 36. 6 44 ' 87 4753 06 . 31 .0:10 
5 ::45 il.ir 17.: 4 0 2 0  4 5 : 2  ::2a7: :5315 :!35: .I1.52!- ,0524 
w 7039 33.97 17.35 42.81 4509't 1.2557 05623 11509 - 0 6 ~ 1  r0601 ,9661 eJOO0 .OOOO ~ 7 4 4 0  e6157 ,4271 ,5673 ,9727 
85 8.7@ 15*>R 17.28 44-94 46.75 1.2275 -5893 -1655 ,0666 ,06156 9 6 4 5  .OOOO r r 4 0 ~  e719i a6028 -4124 . f58[1  ,8836 
NCOt?-1 WCOR-1 JC/A-1 T02/ P02/ EFF-A0 EFF-P 5TA-1 S?A-2 SLANT-1 SLANT-2 
RPM L~M/ZEC W / S E C  To1 PO1 n d.-- -  - - - - - --- - - QfGsEE DEGREE 
SOFT 
7019.0 166.54 30.00 1.1296 1.4374 84.300 65.19 l l . O  l;,~ 90.00 90.30 
APPENDIX 5 
Flow Distribution and Overall Performance, 
Circumferential Illlet Distortion. 
C ircumferentlal 
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Distributions GIb = 147.35 





















1)  Teat envimment: Po = 1989 p f a .  To = 4 9 9 . 6 " ~  
2)  Vm calcuhtlon la b a e d  ar atandard-day inlet-plenum cooditlarn 
3) Clrcc~mferentl81 reference poaltion la TDC looklug aft 
u 4) Relative poaltlon of clrcumferenthl dintortton screen la in recard quadrant 2 5) s; = t..-' [tam d4/cw .] 
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Distributions 
Circumferential 
h a  Ition Disk Probe Station 4 55' 
- 

























1) Teat eavlronmenk Po = 1999 pafa, To = 500.2 "R 
2) Vm c.lculatIon la baaed oo atardu6dny Inlet-plewm c o o d l t i o ~  
3) Circumferential refemllce pooltion lo TDC looklop aft 
4) Relative pooltion of clrcumfemnti.l dlotortion mcreen la In oecood quadrant 
5) 6; = tan '1 [tan 84/eo0 r ]  
Rotor Inlet Circurnf erenth1 Distributiom 1 = m. 02 
M ek Y robe Station 4 80% Speed 4 "  
1) Tost enrlruuneat: Po = 2015 pafa. To = 500.7 'R 
2) V, alarLtlah ia b e d  on stunhrd-chy inlet-plenum canditions 
3) Circunfe-1 lsfersace pomltian 10 TDC lodting aft 
4) lbl.tlve pcwitioa d cimunferantial dlatortian acreen is in secon! oundmt 
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Di~tributione 











M R  
,795 93. D 
. 7115 91.0 
,779 90.9 
7110 RA.  2 
,747 an. 9 
,742 W11.7 
744 R R . 7  
,745 n u .  7 





















M R  
1) Teat mvlmnment: Po = 1972 prfa, Tc = 494.1'R 
2) V, cdculation ir bobd on .t.n&rd-d.y InleGplen un condltionr 
3) CircmnlerentI81 reference podtion to TDC lookipg aft 
4) Rektlve podtbn of circumferenti.1 dirtortion rcroen b In ~ a o n d  qudnnt  
5) d,* = tm -1 [ tan 04/cor r] 
Rotor Inlet Circurnf erenth1 Diet rlbutione 
Disk Probe Station 4 90% Speed w G / 6  = 156.12 






85 . Hi7 
90 .Hi3 






















1) Test environment: Po = 1979 pmfn, To = 498.0 *R 
2) V calcuktlon I8 b r e d  ItPndard-day inlet-plenum conditionr 
3) ~ k u m f e r e n t l a l  reference po8itlon is TDC looklng aft 
4) Relative polition of circumferentinl dirtortlon rcreen I8 In recond q u d n n t  
5) 04* = tan-1 [ tan d4/com r ] 
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Dletributlons 
































1) Tert environment: Po = 1997 p f a ,  To = 501.2.R 
2) Vm calculation ir bared on nt.n&rd-day inlet-plenum condftlons 
3) Circumferential rederence porition I8 TDC looking aft 
4 )  R e v i v e  poaitlon of clrcumferentlal dlrtortlon rcreen ia In recond quadrant 
5 )  = t ~ - l [ t m  dr/coa r ]  
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Distributione 
































1)  Teat environment: Po = 1957 p f a ,  To = 488.2-R 
2 )  V,, calculation lr bored on rt8ndard-&y inlet-plenum coadltlonr 
3) Circumferential reference position Ir TDC looking aft 
4) Relative porttton of clrcumferentlal dLrtortlon rcreen la In recard quadrant 
5) 8: = ha-' [ t.n B4/wr *] 
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Distributions 
C ircumfrrentinl 
Porition 2 5'
Disk Probe Station 4 95% Speed 
55' 8 5. 
- 








































1) Teat environment: Po = 1978 pda, To = 493.6.R 
2) V, calculntlon is  boned on 8Dadrrd-dny inlet-plenum catdtttonr 
3) Cireumferentinl reference porition in TDC look* aft 
4) Relative poaitiort of circumferentkl distortion acrean ir  ln second quadrant 
5) 6,' = tan -l [tan b4/ws * ]  
Rotor Inlet Circumferential Distributions 








































M R  
1) Teat emrlronment: Po = 1982 pafa. To = 494.8~3 
2) V, calcultion 10 baed  om atandard-day inlet-plenum conditionrn 
3) Circumferential reference m i t b n  10 TDC looklw aft 
4) Rektlve poritlon of circumferential dintortion screen Is in second quadrant 
5) B4* = tau-l [ tan B4/c0m C ]  




l;Sppn pll/po pIIS/po 90 - ~ i 3  Vm 
- 
5 (hub) 1.140 1.016 93.5 470 
I U  1.102 1.013 84.5 401 
15 1.075 1.014 80.3 331 
30 1.316 1.038 84.9 665 
50 1.287 1.041 85.1 629 
70 1.255 1.036 87.9 598 
8s 1.241 1.023 88.6 601 
90 1.251 1.023 88.8 589 
95 (tip) 1.216 1.019 88.4 577 
MR 1.250 1.031 86.7 600 





















1) T e e  enviroament: Po = 1989 p a .  To = 499.6% 
2) Vm calculation i s  bawd on stanhrd-day Lolet-plenum conditions 
3) Clrrumfereatkl reference p i t h  i s  TDC look@ aft 
4) Rehtlve pomition of circumferential dirtortion screen Is in second quadrant 
5) bls* = tan-I [ tan bl3/cos r ]  
Stator Discharge Circumferential Distributions 
c i m ~ ~ ~ r e ~ r ~  Disk Probe Station 13 80% Speed 
































50 1 . 2 ~  
70 1.2SZ 
85 i . 2 S  
90 1.2% 
95 (tip) 1.214 
MR 1.256 
Stator Discharge Circumferential Distributions 
Disk Pmbe Station 13 80% Speed 
45- - 8 1' - 
Stator Discharge Circumferential Distributions 
Disk Probe Station 13 90% Speed 
8 1- 
- 







1. 065 88.0 
1.05s 89.3 
1.019 88.2 
1 . w  SO.? 
1.061 87.1 
1) Teat mvlrmment: Po = 1O11 pa& To = 494.1.R 
1) Vm alerltba L. bmd an ataa&rd-chy inlet-phum coadlttoar 
S) CLrcrnLlrotirl mfenaca pmitbn L. TDC bow .it 
4) podtian of chamfersdkl distortion acreen in in aecond quadrant 
5 8h = tad1 [ tan 8 1 3 / ~  a ]  
Stator Diecharge Clmumferentkl Distribution6 
Disk Probe Station 13 90% Speed Wfi/d = 156.12 





















l .14d 1.076 9 l . a  
1.109 1.006 8 4 . 6  
1. l u l  1.064 82.3 
1.184 1.000 86.4 
1.264 1.007 84.1 
1.256 1.091 07.1 
1.270 1.061 8 1 . 0  
1.249 1.078 87.1 
1.236 1.077 8 8 . 0  
1 2  1.007 06 .2  
2 6 6  191° 318' 
5 (hub) 1.216 1 . 3 4  88.7 691 1.220 1 . 0 6 2 9 0 , l  636 1.152 1.011- 88.9 6 a  BOT. 1.112 1.023 0 6 H 6  
1) Tat* envhement :  Po - 1969 pd., T 498.0% 
2) Vm or30ubtlaa ir b m d  on rturdrr~I-&~ Inlet plenum condltlona 
3) C i m ~ m b n n t h l  mfemnce pori tbn la TDC looklrg aft 
4? Hehti*e po itIan of circumferantIal dlr tort im acr, een la in second quadrant 
a s; = cl-'[tan ~ S / C O ~ .  ] 
Stator Disuharge Cimumi'erential Dietfibutions 
Disk Probe Station 13 90% Speed 
4 6' 
- - 81. 
5 (hub) 1.160 
10 1.106 
15 1. 091! 
30 1.113 
























1) Tent onvinnment: Po IS97 prfa, To = 501.2°R 
2) Vm calculation ia bnmd on rtanchrd-day .inlet- plen un condltlonr 
3) ClrclrmferentW reference poaltion ir TDC looking aft 
4) Rehttva pofitioo od circumferential dlatortlor~ screen la in recond quadrant 
6) 8f3 tan- [ tan q3/coa *] 
Stator Diecharge Circumferential Distributions 
Disk Probe  Station 13 95% Speed 































1) Teat enriraunent: Po = 1957 p a ,  To - 498.2.R 
2) Vm ulcuLtion i r  bared on rtandard-day inlet-plenum condltlonr 
S) Clrcumferenthl reference porltion la TDC looking aft  
4) R e W e  porltion of circumferential distortion r r e e n  i r  in recond qundrant 
a) o;, = tan-1 [ tan B13/c- a ] 
Stator Discharge Circumferential Dietributione 
Cimamismmtlal 


























1) Temt envinnment: Po = 1978 pd.. To - 493.6.R 
2) Vm c. lcult im I# Wed on rtandrrd-dry Inlet-plenum condition. 
3) Cireumferentbl reference porition 18 TDC looklw aft 
4) Rehtlve po.ltloa of ciraumferential dirtortion m r w n  io in recond quadrant 
6) 413 = tan-1 [tan 413/~08 *I 
Stator Diecharge Circumferential Distributions 
Disk Probe Station 13 95% Speed 6j6 = 159.93 
Circum*~~rentlol 
































1) T m  rmvlmm~~nt: Po = 1982 pda, T = 494.8.R 
2) Vm dccuttIon lo onred on atan&rd-&y Inlet-plenum condltlonr 
3) Circumferentml reference pollition Is TDC looking aft 
4) W.htlve podtion of clrc.rmferentla1 dirtortion rcreen 11 In recond quadrant 
5) B13 = tam-' [ tan 813/c- 1 
\Vv7Id - 147.35 Stator Discharge Circumferential Dietributioo. 
Clrcumferentlal Temperature Rakes, Station 13, 80% Speed 
P o r l t t o n ~  236 
S- T19/To TU/TO Tl3ITO T13/T0 T13/T0 T3/T0 Tu/TO T13/T0 T13/T0 Tn/TO 
- - - - - - - - - - -  
5 (hub) 1.0841 1.0776 1.0746 1.0814 1.0831 1.0865 1.0904 1.0922 1.0974 1.0978 
10 1.0851 1.0729 1.0706 1.0770 1.0787 1.0830 1.0859 1.0924 1.0931 1.0957 
15 1.0084 1.0747 1.0731 1.0849 1.0847 1.0924 1.0939 1.0977 1.0982 1.1001 
3 0 1.1101 1.0943 1.0806 1.0776 1.0801 1.0845 1.0830 1.0874 1.0837 1.08S3 
50 1.0989 1.1042 1.0897 1.0655 1.0725 1.0763 1.0774 1.0808 1.0814 1.0825 
70 1.0873 1,1076 1.0931 1.0696 1.0668 1.0721 1.0712 1. WW 1.0741 1.0757 
85 1.0901 1.1020 1.0988 1.0746 1.0688 1.0718 1,0692 1.0739 1.0719 1.0734 
90 1.0930 1.1046 1.1022 1.0767 1.0672 1.0737 1.0706 1.07M 1.0733 1.0743 
95 (tlp) 1.0969 1.1114 1.1043 1.0769 1.0697 1.0752 1.0729 1.0789 1.0750 1.0761 
1.0949 1.0995 1.0894 1.0737 1.0728 1.0779 1.0771 1.0814 1.0804 1,0821 
Tea eavlronment: Po - 1589 pafa. To = 499.6% 
w = 136.69 
5 (hub) 1.0902 1.0781 1.0789 1.0811 1.0822 1.0860 1.0859 1.0882 1.0920 1.0910 
10 1.0870 1.0723 1.0714 1.0755 1.0762 1.0809 1.0798 1.0859 1.0875 1.0879 
15 1.0839 1.0699 1.0694 1.0779 1.0782 1.0866 1.0871 1.0925 1.0831 1.0948 
30 1.0898 1.0807 1.0765 1.0709 1.0802 1.0846 1.0892 1.0871 1.0850 1.0871 
50 1.1082 1.0993 1.0885 1.0706 1.0751 1.0797 1.0789 1.0818 1.0814 1.0825 
70 1.1093 1.1112 1.0943 1.0695 1.0706 1.0763 1.0758 1.0789 1.0782 1.0796 
85 1.1056 1.1137 1.1025 1.0757 1.0719 1.0781 1.0765 1.0808 1.0784 1.0802 
90 1.1062 1.1158 1.1062 1.0785 1.0744 1.0806 1.0778 1.0837 1.0802 1.0824 
95 (tip) 1.1094 1.1189 1.1075 1.0797 1.0771 1.0831 1.0808 1.0860 1.0832 1.0888 
MR 1. lbl l  1.0998 1.0896 1.0747 1.075S 1.0807 1.0794 1.0835 1.0825 1.0843 
Temt mvlronmszt: Po - 1899 pefa, To = 500.2.R 











Test envlronr. at: Po = 2015 p h ,  To = 500.7'R 
Stator Discharge Circumferential Distributions 
Temperature Rakes, Station 13 
m* 176 49x 
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Tert envlronrl~nt: Po = 1987 psh.  To - 501.2.R 
w Jr/6 = 174.1 g Stator Discharge Circumferential Distributions 
Temperature Rakes, Station 13, 95% Speed 
C L r a l m f e m ~  
Poritlon a a 115. 13F 1 7 5  19P 235. 256. 29F 
- -  - - -  
T13/T~ T ~ / T ~  T13/T~ T13 /T~  T13 /T~  T13 /T~  T 1 3 / T ~  T13 /T~  T ~ / T ~  Tn/T~ 
j (hub) 1.1182 L l l 4 6  1.1086 1.1186 1.1224 1.1275 1.1299 1.1334 1.1571 1.1419 
10 1.1170 1.1089 1.1034 1.1126 1.1145 1.1227 1.1251 1.lS42 1.1372 1.1402 
15 1.117S 1.1094 1.1014 1.1171 1.1188 1.1918 1.1358 1.1436 1.1443 1.1449 
30 1.1605 1.1542 1.1177 1.1156 1.1194 1.1205 1.1174 1.1238 1. 1200 1.1228 
50 1.1556 1.1468 1.1905 1.0951 1.1024 1.1101 1.1125 1. llMl 1.1190 1. 1221 
70 1.UW 1.1485 1.1334 1.0967 1.0941 1.1014 1.1005 1.1067 1.1050 1.1101 
85 1. 1272 1.1396 1.1982 1.1029 1.0893 1.0993 1.0961 1.1033 1.0997 1.1036 
90 1.1521 1.1407 1.1423 1.1045 1.0909 1.1014 1.0970 1.1065 1.1088 1.1046 
95 (tip) 1. U69 1.1488 1.1454 1.1052 1.0943 1.1047 1.1005 1.1112 1.1041 1.1085 
MR 1.l32S 1.1986 1.1276 1.1042 1.1020 1.1106 1.1093 1.1162 1.1150 1.1189 
Test avironmtat: Po = 1967 p&, To = 498.2% 
w 0 6 ~ 1 6 2 . 9 0  d-1 
5 (hub) 1.l-853 1.1168 1.1063 1.1149 1.1161 1.1222 l. 1238 1.1874 1.1296 1.1273 
10 1.1237 1.1106 1.1024 1.1077 1.1079 1.1159 1.1097 1.l217 1.1174 1.1153 
15 1.lPaO 1.1089 1.0987 1.1074 1.1109 1.1224 1.1179 1.1506 1.1240 1.1196 
30 1.l249 1.1176 1.1015 1.1149 1.1121 1.1184 1 . 1 9  l.lZ30 1.1270 1.l286 
50 1.1511 1.1416 1.1265 1.0892 1.1050 1.1113 1.1132 1.1167 1.1168 1,1194 
70 1.1404 1.1638 1.1369 1.1008 1.0984 1.1082 1.1093 1.1124 l . l l29  1,1161 
85 L l 4 M  1.1693 1.1442 1.1074 1.0893 1.1079 1.1120 1.1161 1.1149 1.1197 
90 1.1600 1.1709 t 1479 1.1104 1.1031 1.1109 1.1153 1.1198 1.1183 1.1225 
95 (tip) L 1570 1.1745 1.1510 1.1117 1.1069 1.1143 1.1229 1.1247 1.1249 1.l292 
MR L 1412 1.1480 L 1277 1.1062 1.1046 1.1124 1.1151 1.1187 1.1191 1.1215 
Test avlronmont: Po = 1978 p a .  To = 493.6% 
\'! F!,? = 159.93 
.5 (hub) 1 . ~ 6 6  1.1127 1.1066 1.111s 1 . 1 1 ~  1 . 1 2 1  1.1251 1 . ~ 8 1  1 . 1 s ~  1.1266 
10 1.l2S1 1.107s 1.1014 1.1044 1.1075 1.1163 1.1162 1.1174 1.1178 1.1197 
15 I. l237 1.1049 1.1980 1.1029 1.1100 1.1220 1.1232 1.1123 1.1122 1.1166 
30 L l265 1.1111 1.0995 1.1137 1.1125 1.1183 1.1111 1.1236 1.1245 1.1220 
50 1.1515 1.1985 1.1248 1.1001 1.1019 1.1115 1 . 1 1 0  1.1214 1.1212 1.1244 
70 1.- 1.1MO 1.3711 1.1007 1.0978 1.1069 1.1080 1.1187 1.1200 1.1227 
85 1.1446 1.1700 1.1446 1.1074 1.0985 1.1097 1.1100 1.1252 1.1248 1.1292 
90 1.1602 1.1733 1.1485 1.1114 1.1016 1.1141 1.1140 1.1300 1.1306 1.1543 
95 (tip) 1.1571 1.1770 1.1618 1.1130 1.1054 1.1188 1.1211 1.1561 119996 1.1427 
MR 1.1414 1.1451 1.1279 1.1058 1.1040 1.1191 1.1144 1.1232 1.1239 1.1260 






Broadband Noise Pressure Levels in One-Third-Octave Bands 
Broadband Noiae Pressure Levels (dB, 0.0002 dyne/cm2) in 1/3-Octave Bands 
OPEN THROTTLE 
560- 710- 890- 1120- 1400- 18CO- 2240- 2810- 3540- 4470- 5620- 7100- 
F-QUKW ~ . n d  ~ Z L  7 10 890 1120 1400 1800 2240 2810 3540 4470 5620 7100 8900 
, . - - - - - - - -  
110% Desiipr Speed 117.2 i t7 .2  117.2 117.4 117.5 117.8 118.4 131.4 120.0 120.5 121.2 117.7 
100% Wien Speed 119.5 117.3 116.7 115.8 116.2 115.6 118.4 118.2 117.4 118.8 119.7 115.2 
9- mign Speed 117.2 116.6 115.9 115.5 115.0 114.8 118.4 116.4 115.4 117.9 114.6 113.9 
35% Dseip Speed 112.7 112.2 112.2 112.2 114.0 115.9 114.4 115.7 1;S.l 117.0 117.3 117.0 
PART THROTTLE 560- 710- 890- 1120- 1400- 1800- 2240 2810- 3540- 4470- 5600- 7100- 
F ~ P U K W  B a d  (BzL 710 890 1120 1400 1800 2240 2810 3540 4470 5600 7100 8900 
--- 
ll@& mrsl speed 118.4 118.2 117.9 117.9 118.1 118.2 119.2 125.8 121.8 121.1 122.3 118.5 
NEAR STALL 560- 710- 890- 1120- 1400- 1800- 2240- 2810- 3540- 4470- smo- 7100- 
Prep-Y B.nd (HZ) 
7 
890 1120 1400 1800 2240 2810 3540 4470 5820 7100 8900 710 -----------, 
110% D-QP spesd 118.4 118.1 117.8 118.0 118.6 119.3 11L.3 125.7 122.0 121.4 122.0 118.4 
100% Dea@ Speed 117.7 117.3 116.8 116.2 115. 116.2 119. ' 122.0 118.5 119.3 119.7 116.2 
h) 
.-. 
90% D e a w  spaed 116.9 116.3 115.8 116.0 115.8 118.2 123.0 120.0 121.1 124.9 121.1 121.3 
'a 808 m a b n  speed 116.0 115.3 115.1 115.8 116.9 119.9 a21.9 121.4 124.0 125.4 123.7 122.4 
65% Dsrm Spaed 111.4 113.1 114.7 115.6 117.3 119.6 119.9 121.0 123.6 122.9 122.5 120.7 
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APPENDIX 7 
Derivation o f  Sound Power Level Equation 
p~ECtOlblG PAGE BLANK t a T  HWDS 
APPENDIX 7 
;krivation of Sound Power Level Equation 
Tbe acoustic p o m r  is given by: 
where I = s2 for r a n d a s  incident broadband sound, such as exists in 
- 
4 2  
a reverberation room 
a = total room absorption in cm2 units, obtained by multiplying 
the area of each surface by itr respective absorption coefficient 
Converting power to watts, and a to square foot units and substituting the ex- 
pression for I yields 
ln a relatively reverterant environment, the reverberation time H is given by 
where a = total room absorption h sabins, ft2 units 
- 
Substituting in Equation (2) yields 
Taking the logarithm to the base 10 of both sides of the above equation results in 
1 0 l o g w  = 2 0 l o g S +  10logv-50+ 10 log9 .3+  l o l o g 5  
-10 log 42 - 10 log H (4) 
Del'ining PWL = 10 log w 
- 
wo 
S SPL = 20 log - 
so  
Substituting the above into Equation (4) yields tbe equrtion for the power level 
in terms of the average sound pressure level, the volume of the reverberant 
plenum, and the reverberation time. Thus. using z = 40.8 rayls we obtain 
PWI. = SDL + 10 log \? - 10 log H - 19.4 dB (5 ) 
